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funded without these continuing
and escalating power rate increases," he said. "Something
is wrong when TVA — with $28
million in increased operating
revenues this year — continues
to follow a policy of escalating
power rates."
TVA cited rising costs of
power production, saying it is
spending $161 million this fiscal
year for environmental protection purposes.
The agency also said increased costs of coal and higher interest rates on power
bonds figured in the decision to
raise rates.
TVA said consumers could
reduce their prospective boost
by turning down thermostats
four to six degrees below last
winter's levels.
The increase was not surprising since TVA officials had
been saying that rates would
have to be raised to offset rising production costs.
TVA said a seriesof public
meetings will be held next
Thursday to explain the rate increases. The meetings will are
planned for Knoxville, Nashville and Jackson, Term., Tupelo, Miss., Paducah, Ky., and
Muscle Shoals, Ala.

State Motorists
Are Slowing Down
45 RPM

:ase

forced assistant manager Gary
Covey to open the cash registers
and three safes. Althougl.
An "undertermined, but fully Bowden would not say how
insured" amount of money was much money was taken, police
taken in an armed robbery reports said that the men fled
early this morning at the Jim with the money in a brown
Adams Northside IGA grocery, paper IGA grocery sack. The
according to Jerry Bowden, money was reportedly all in
denominations of twenty's and
owner of the firm.
Murray City Police, who under.
Investigated the robbery, said
Bowden said that the robbers
that at about 2:20 a.m. today,
in the store for about a
were
two black men entered the
as
half-hour, and that
double
a
with
one
store,
in, they were
came
customers
barrelled shotgun, the other
forced to the back of the store.
with a .30 calibre revolver, and
No one was reported injured.
five
and
employees
five
forced
Police reports described one
customers into a meat cooler at
of the robbers as six feet two,
the rear of the store.
The robbers, who were 180 pounds, about 30 years old,
described by Bowden as with glasses and a mustache;
"strictly professional," then the other about five feet eleven,
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Figures for the State Police indicate that Kentucky motorists
in the past three weeks have
heeded President Nixon's request for reduced driving
speeds to this extent—they're
now observing the legal speed
limit of 70 miles per hour.
Nixon had asked for a voluntary 50-mile-an-hour limit as a
fuel saving measure.
State Police say a survey at
nine locations on interstate and
toll roads show a two-to-threemile an hour average speed reduction since Nixon's plea was
made.
Officers said the first weekend, Nov. 10-11, showed an average speed over 70 miles an
hour—the legal limit—at five locations. Last weekend, the survey indicated no locations with
average speeds over 70.
Police said the biggest drop
occurred on Interstate 75 near
Richmond. There—for some reason—the average speed dropped
from 74 to 68.1 miles per hour
over the three-week survey period.

The eddies were located just
two weeks ago by Stevenson in
his analysis of ocean photos
snapped last summer by the
Skylab 2 crew.
Skylab 3 astronauts Gerald P.
Carr, William R. Pogue and
Edward G. Gibson, who are in
the 22nd day of their 84-day
mission, were asked Thursday
to observe and again photograph the area from their orbiting space station.
-This is something we could
normally never have conceived," Stevenson said. "It
means that oceanographers will
have to go back to the drawing
boards."
He said the whirlpools are
spread over 700 miles of the
Sucatan current. This current
normally has a temperature of
about 80 degrees and is virtually devoid of nutrients that
would attract fish.
He said the eddies are produced by chill waters deep beneath the surface and apparently are permanent features that
had never been recognized until
recorded by Skylab's sophisticated cameras.
Large fields of cold water in
a warm current could cause a
(See Skylab, Page Ten)

WEATHER
71,FOREC
AST
CkS
Fair and cold tonight with
lows in the middle to upper 20s
Mostly sunny and a little
warmer Saturday Highs in the
low 40s.
A few showers in the state
Sunday, clearing on Monday.
Fair Tuesday. Warmer Sunday,
ttrt iterfirtg &Kite *pin'PAM-.
day and Tuesday. Early morning lows in the 30s on Sunday,
and in the upper 20s to the mid
30s Monday and Tuesday.
Highs in the 50s Sunday, and in
the 40s Monday and Tuesday.

weighing about 165 pounds, 25
years old. A third suspect was
also believed to be involved,
described as a white male, 30 to
40 years old, about five feet ten,
weighing about 160 pounds,
sandy hair, and wearing a
construction hard hat with a
badge on it.
Police said that the men were
believed to have fled in a 1969
black and white Cadillac.
The shotgun was described by
employees as a double barrell
sawed-off shotgun, 12-guage,
and the pistol was described as
a .38 caliber revolver, with a
long "odd-looking" barrell.
that
reported
Bowden
precautionary measures will
be taken to minimize the
possibility of recurrence of such
an event.

Guns Stolen In Burglary Wednesday
Guns and ammunition valued
at over $466 were reported
stolen in a breakin at Fenton
and Hodge Wednesday night,
according to Murray City
Police.
Police said that entry was
gained through an alley window
on the north side of the building,

Skylab Photos Find
Ocean Whirlpools
SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Ocean scientists are
excited by the discovery in Skylab photos of ocean whirlpools
which could alter weather forecasting methods and help locate new fishing grounds.
The whirlpools, which also
could alter hurricane tracking
methods, appear in the photos
as swirling eddies of cold water
in the warm current flowing off
Mexico's Yucatan peninsula.
Dr. Robert E. Stevenson of
the office of Naval Research at
California's Scripps Institute of
Oceanography called the discovery "a major scientific
breakthrough" He said it
-may change the entire thinking and understanding of thermal energy in the ocean."
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Armed Men Rob
!GA Store Here

TVA Announces
Rate Increase
KNOXVILLE, Term. (AP)—
The energy crisis has reached
the pocketbooks of Tennessee
Valley Authority power users.
TVA announced Thursday a
rate increase of 14 per cent for
home users and 23 per cent for
large industrial customers.
The increase, effective Jan.
1, is TVA's seventh major rate
boost in the last six years. The
increase will add about $2 a
month to the average household's electric bill.
The boost means rates have
increased 90 per cent since
1957.
The increase prompted strong
words from Rep. Joe L. Evin.s,
D-Tenn., chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Works Appropriations and a long-time
proponent of TVA.
Evins said he fears the agency "is destroying its image as
the low cost power yardstick of
the nation."
He questioned why TVA can
not hold down its rates with
three sources of funding available — annual Congressional
appropriations and receipts
from both bond sales and power revenues.
"TVA should be adequately

10' Per Copy

The police investigation
located on South Fifth Street,
report said that the theft was
next to City Hall.
Items taken in the burglary believed to have occurred
included four .22 calibre pistols, between closing time Tuesday
one 25 calibre pistol, and one and Wednesdy morning.
Release of the report was
.32 calibre pistol. Also Laken
by the police until this
withheld
were 20 boxes of shotgun wheels
and an unknown quantity of morning, pending a complete
investigation.
rifle shells

Administration Promises No
Gas Rationing Before March
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Gerald Ford Assumes His
Duties As Vice-President

'Praise The Lord and Pass The
Ammunition' Writer Former Pastor
Of First Presbyterian Church Here

'Hanging of the Green'

Ceremony Held At MSU
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TVA announced Thursday a
rate increase of 14 per cent for
home users and 23 per cent for
large industrial customers.
The increase, effective Jan.
1, is TVA's seventh majpr rate
boost in the last six years. The
increase will add about $2 a
month to the average household's electric bill.
The boost means rates have
increased 90 per cent since
1957.
The increase prompted strong
words from Rep. Joe L. Evins,
D-Tenn., chairman of the Subcommittee on Public Works Appropriations and a long-time
proponent of TVA.
Evins said he fears the agency "is destroying its image as
the low cost power yardstick of
the nation."
He questioned why TVA can
not hold down its rates with
three sources of funding available — annual Congressional
appropriations and receipts
from both bond sales and power revenues.
"TVA should be adequately

funded without these continuing
and escalating power rate increases," he said. "Something
is wrong when TVA — with $28
million in increased operating
revenues this year — continues
to follow a policy of escalating
power rates."
TVA cited rising costs of
power production, saying it is
spending $161 million this fiscal
year for environmental protection purposes.
The agency also said increased costs of coal and higher interest rates on power
bonds figured in the decision to
raise rates.
TVA said consumers could
reduce their prospective boost
by turning down thermostats
four to six degrees below last
winter's levels.
The increase was not surprising since TVA officials had
been saying that rates would
have to be raised to offset rising production costs.
TVA said a seriesof public
meetings will be held next
Thursday to explain the rate increases. The meetings will are
planned for Knoxville, Nashville and Jackson, Tenn., Tupelo, Miss., Paducah, Ky., and
Muscle Shoals, Ala.
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and three safes. Although
An "uridertermined, but fully Bowden would not say how
Insured" amount of money was much money was taken, police
taken in an armed robbery reports said that the men fled
early this morning at the Jim with the money in a brown
Marna Northside IGA grocery, paper IGA grocery sack. The
according to Jerry Bowden, money was reportedly all in
denominations of twenty's and
(mei of the firm.
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customers into a meat cooler at
of the robbers as six feet two,
the rear of the store.
The robbers, who were 180 pounds, about 30 years old,
described by Bowden as with glasses and a mustache;
"strictly professional," then the other about five feet eleven,
By DAVID HILL
Ledger & Times Staff Writer

Guns and ammunition valued
at over $466 were reported
stolen in a breakin at Fenton
and Hodge Wednesday night,
according to Murray City
Police.
Police said that entry was
gained through an alley window
on the north side of the building,
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SPACE CENTER, Houston
(AP) — Ocean scientists are
excited by the discovery in Skylab photos of ocean whirlpools
which could alter weather forecasting methods and help locate new fishing grounds.
The whirlpools, which also
could alter hurricane tracking
methods, appear in the photos
as swirling eddies of cold water
in the warm current flowing off
Mexico's Yucatan peninsula.
Dr. Robert E. Stevenson of
the office of Naval Research at
California's Scripps Institute of
Oceanography called the discovery "a major scientific
breakthrough." He said it
"may change the entire thinking and understanding of thermal energy in the ocean."

rung

weighing about 165 pounds, 25
years old. A third suspect was
also believed to be involved,
described as a white male, 30 to
40 years old, about five feet ten,
weighing about 160 pounds,
sandy hair, and wearing a
construction hard hat with a
badge on it.
Police said that the men were
believed to have fled in a 1969
black and white Cadillac.
The shotgun was described by
employees as a double barrel]
sawed-off shotgun, 12-guage,
and the pistol was described as
a .38 caliber revolver, with a
long "odd-looking" barrel].
that
reported
Bowden
precautionary measures will
be taken to minimize the
possibility of recurrence of such
an event.

Guns Stolen In Burglary Wednesday

Skylab Photos Find
Ocean Whirlpools

,e Current

Vol. LXXXXIV No. 289

Armed Men Rob
!GA Store -Here

TVA Announces
Rate Increase-KNOXVILLE,. Tenn. ( A?)—
The energy crisis has reached
the pocketbooks of Tennessee
Valley Authority power users.
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home of Mrs.
GAMMA GAMMA Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi conducted its fall rituals recently at the Mrs. Julia
at the home of
meeting
y
hi-monthl
the
attended
them
receiving
those
and
Willard Ails
right, Janette Fox,Sue Brandon, Nancy
Cain. Those receiving the Pledge Ritual are, back row,left to
degrees are, front row, left to right,
Jewels
of
Ritual
Curtis, and Martha Beak. Those receiving the
Garrison.
Frances
and
Brittain,
Beverly
,
Randolph
Joretta

Beta Sigma Phi Gamma Gamma Chapter Meets
The Gamma Gamma Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi held its
regular bi-monthly meeting at
the home of Mrs. Julia Cain on
Thursday, November 29, at 7:30
p.m.
Thomas,
Sylvia
Mrs.
president, presided. The
members stood and repeated
the opening ritual. During the

business meeting a number of
service and social projects were
discussed. Reports were given
on the recent city and countywide drug slogan contest in
which the sorority supplied $450
used as prize money.
Plans were finalized for the
December 8th trip to Western
State Hospital to sponsor a ward
Christmas party. Gifts, entertainment and food will be
provided for the patients.
Locally the sorority is now
taking appointments for Santa
visits from December 3 to =.
The annual Christmas party for
the sorority was planned for
December 15,at 7:30 p.m. at the
Ellis Community Center.
The program for the evening
dealt with Christmas customs
around the world and was given
by Dorothy Stubblefield. She
pointed out the similarities and

Friday, December 7
Oaks Country Club dance and
dinner will be from 5:30 p.m. to
"A Visit With Santa,"
one a.m. in the Student Union
Ballroom, Murray State, with sponsored by the Sigma
music by The Top Five. Ad- Department of the Murray
Womans Club will be at 9:30
mission is $10 per couple.
a.m. and one p.m, at the club
Kris Kristofferson concerts house. For tickets call 753-3574.
will be at seven and nine p.m.
Christmas Potters' Fair will
at Lovett Auditorium, MSU.
Reserved seats are $5.00 each. be at the Student Union
Ballroom, MSU, front one to
Art Exhibits by Jim Mon- seven p.m., sponsored by
tgomery of Vine Grove, Lynn "Potlatch," a recently-formed
MSU
Whayne of Clinton, Kay ceramics club on the
Clevenger of Valley Station, and campus.
Jim Howell of Scottsville will
Sunday, December 9
open in the Fine Arts Center and
Mr and Mrs. Lowell Palmer
extend through December 17
will have a reception in honor of
The Bun Wilson Country their 50th wedding anniversary
Music Show for the Calloway at the recreational hall of the
for Kirksey United Methodist
County
Association
Retarded Children will be held Church from two to four p.m.
at the Murray Middle School at
7:30 p.m.
Members of the MurrayDaddy-Date banquet for 9, 10, ('alloway County Shrine Club
and 11 year old GA's will be a and their families will have a
potluck supper at the church at fellowship breakfast at Perkins
Pancake House at nine a.m.
6:a3 p.m.

differences between customs of
other countries and those of the
United States.
Following the closing ritual
refreshments were served to
the eighteen members.
Members attending who
recently attained Ritual of
Jewels status were Joretta
Randolph, Beverly Brittain,
and Frances Garrison. Four
girls present recently completed the pledge ritual which
followed the fall rush. They
were Janelle Fox, Martha
Beale, Sue Brandon, and Nancy
Curtis.

Christmas Potters' Fair will
Hazel Community friends will
continue at the MSU Student
honor Mr. and Mrs. Aubrey
Union Ballroom from 12 noon to
Cook with a "dutch ire t" ,sevtip p.m.
dinner at Gallirnore's Cafeit
seven p.m. The Cooks are
Betty Sledd Missions Group of
retiring from their general Memorial Baptist Church will
merchandise business.
meet at the church at two p.m.
Members are to bring cookies
Murray Art Guild will be open for packing and distribution to
from one to four p.m.
shutm members of the church.

Saturday, December 8
Murray Art Guild will be open
from one to four p.m.
Newcomers Dance will be
held at the Murray Country
Club at nine p.m. with music by
Daddy. This is open to
Stump
were
Others in attendance
and tickets are $7.50
Martha Ails, Linda Rogers, the public
Call Jane Prince or Janet
each.
Katheryn
Fain,
Linda
Lichtenegger, Edna Vaughn, Kirk.
Julia Cain, Sylvia Thomas,
Murray Siar Chapter No. 433
Libby Conley, Karen Boils,
ut. Inc Eastern Star will
Order
Dorothy
Beverly Herndon,
faintly night potluck
a
have
Stubblefield, and Janice Rose.

A program of Christmas
music will be presented by the
Music Department of the
Murray Woman's Club at three
p.m. at the club house. The
public is invited.
Murray Art Guild will have a
Christmas tea and annual show
from 1:30 to five p.m. The
public is invited.
Peter Mark ofltatavia, N.Y.,
trombone, will be presented in
his senior recital at the Recital
Hall of Fine Arts Annex. MSU,
at 3:30p.m.
Woods Hall Dormitory at
MSU will have its annual
Christmas open house from two
to four p.m.
Kathy Lovett Cleaver of
Murray, piano, will be
presented in her senior recital
at the Recital Hall of the Fine
Arts Annex, MSU, at two p.m.
Monday, December 10
The Euzelian Sunday School
Class of First Baptist Church
will have a dinner meeting at
the Murray Woman's Club
House at six p.m. Reservations
should be made with group
leaders.

'ONE OF
THE BEST
FILMS ABOUT
YOUTH EVER MADE.
MEMBERS OF the Newcomers Club prepare decorations for the annual Christmas dance to be
held Saturday, December 8, at nine p.m. at the Murray Country Club. The dance, open to the public,
will feature the music group, Stamp Daddy. Tickets may be purchased by calling 753-7418. Pictured,
left to right, are Mesdames Pat George, Joan Geever, and Annette Hood. Other members of the
committee include Mesdames Rachel Seigier, Wilda Perkins, Diane Masters, Ray Emener, and Katy
Huflagle.

Apples Give A Piquant Lift
To Juiciness Of Meat Loaf

CENTRAL
FREE TICKETS at.
Western Store 753-9885
ernon Boot & Shoe Stor

Grecian Steak House
Hwy.641 N. 753-441
(North 12th St. Ext.)

North Arcadia Center

Lubie and Reba's
Superburger
-848

The Wild Raspberry
753-0859
North Arcadia Center

Northpoint Standard
s 753-9129
12 B

Fast Print Copy Center
(FORMERLY VALENTINE PRINTING)
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PRINTING AND

1.TO 1,000 COPIES
Camera Ready Copy Only.

DUPLICATING
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One way to use the plentiful fall apples is in a meat.
loaf. The apples add juiciness and flavor.
APPLE MEAT LOAF
(Serves Si

21/2 lb. lean beef, ground
PA cups bread crumbs
2 cups finely chopped apples
3 eggs
3 tbsp. prepared horseradish
2 tsp. salt

Curried fruit
Looking for a tasty go-with
for ham, pork, lamb, venison
or poultry? Try this. Drain
liquid from a one-pound can
of pear halves, one-pound can
of peach slices and 20-ounce
can of pineapple chunks.
Meanwhile, melt one-fourth
cur) butter with three-fourth
cup packed brown sugar and
three to four teaspoons curry
powder. Add one-half cup
coarsely chopped toasted walnuts. Arrange fruits in a shallow casserole and spoon
curry-walnut mixture over
all. Bake at 350 degrees F.
about 45 minutes. Serve hot.

Never shake or tap rhecup
while measuring flour Spoon
flour int, cup and le‘el off
Nail knife or spatula

2 tbsp. prepared mustard
1 large onion, minced
cup catsup
Combine all ingredients;
m I x thoroughly. Pack in
greased loaf pan 9 by 5 by 3
inches. Bake at 350 for one
hour and 15 minutes.

CENTRAL

Mr. and Mrs. One Hollin Jones of Hazel Route One will be
honored on their fiftieth wedding anniversary with a reception at
the Murray Woman's Club House on Vine Street on Sunday,
December 16 from two to four O'clock in the afternoon given by
their two daughters and sons in law, Mr. and Mrs. Charles M.
Burkeen (Bobbie Nell) of Route 3, Murray and Mrs. and Mrs.
Vernon C. Nance Annie Jean) of 1229 Dogwood Drive, Murray.
Their oldest daughter, Betty Jo, died March 31, 1930.
The couple was married December 8. 1923 near the KentuckyTennessee State Line by the late Squire Lee L. Nance of Henry
County, Tenn. Mr.and Mrs. Goble ) Mary Erwin ) Wilson who now
reside in Michigan were their only attendants.
Mrs. Jones, the former Maymie Novella Paschall, is the
daughter of the late Oatie CLyde Paschall and Dula Otto
Wilson Paschall. Mr. Jones, the youngest child of the late John
Wesley Jones and Cynthia Louella Moore Jones, is still actively

— Plus —
kiss lanes aid Cole huger's
lost Sarin beak Tillery!

"THEREAT
NORTIRIrLD
MINIUM RID"

moms Of 3
MEM AWARDS
Pew
' NAM

CINEMA 2
Now Showing
Kris Kristofferson
Gene Hackman

attend.
Tuesday, December 11
Group III of the First
Christian Church CWF will
Paris Road Homemakers
meet with Mrs. Helen Bennett Club will meet with Mrs.
at 7:30 p.m.
Margaret Roach at eleven a.m.

"CISCO PIKE"
Plus
From the Best Seller

"Happy Hooker"..

Sunnyside Homemakers Club
Junior recital of Mike Winslow, clarinet, Jackson, Tenn., will meet with Mrs. Max Dowdy
will be at seven p.m, in the at 10:30 a.m.
Recital Hall of Fine Arts Annex,
MSU.
Joint senior recital of Patricia
Tripi Baker, voice, Camillus,
N.Y., and Don Cohen, violin,
Louisville, will be at 8:15 p.m.
at Farrell Recital Hall, Fine
Arts Center, MSU.
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candle holden
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making them
held Novemba
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Refresiuner
Mrs. Hopkins
present, not
tioned, were
Adams, Jan
Enix, Otis
Ford, John
Gargus, Jose
Lawson, Chs
Don Story.
The club
Christmas di
December 13
home of Mr:

In

New
Providence
The Alm° School PTC will
have a potluck supper at the Homemakers Club will meet
school at 6:30 p.m. with Supt. with Mrs. Jackie Herndon at ten
William B. Miller as speaker. a.m.

Thru
TUE.

Mattie Bell Hays Circle of the
First United Methodist Church
Women will meet at seven p.m.
at the social hall.

TON ITE
1 1 :40

me [FAN

BEST PICTURE!

engaged in farming.
Both Mr. and Mrs. Jones are active members of the North Fork
Baptist Church. They have one grandson, James Graves
Burkeen,a 1973 graduate of Calloway County High Shcool.
The couple requests that guests not bring gifts. No out of town
invitations will be sent and all friends and relatives are invited to

SHOW

IP AUL
NEW
1TIMES
viPLiq

CINEMA 1
Ends Saturda
"Sterile Cuckoo"
Plus
BONUS FEATURE

Mr. and Mrs. One Hollin Jones

CAPR

-Honored At Shower
At The Resig Home

Refreshments were served
from a lovely table arranged
with yellow roses and greenery.
Approximately twenty persons were present or sent gifts.

Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Lester Stinnett of Hardinsburg and Mrs. Moela Fills
_and Cecil Fitts of Murray
Great grandparents are Mr
and Mrs. Will Stinnett, Sr., of
Hardinsburg, Mr. and Mrs
Elmer Hinton of Webster, Mrs
Rhonda Fitts and Mr. and Mrs
W.A. Steele of Murray.

The Penny Homemakers Club
will have a potluck dinner at the
The Bethany Sunday School
home of Mrs. Perry Hendon,
Sha-Wa Circle, at 10:30 a.m. Class of First Baptist Church
will have a dinner at the
Gifts will be exchanged.
fellowship hall of the church at
The Theta Department of the six p.m.
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at the club house at 7:30
Tuesday, December 11
p.m. with Mrs. Archie Simmons
Circle I of the First United
as speaker Hostesses will be Methodist Church Women will
Mesdames Lloyd Jacks, James meet at two p.m. at the social
Martin, Castle Parker, and hall.
Homer Miller. Note change in
date.
Murray Quota Club will meet
at Triangle Inn at 12 noon.
Licensed Practical Nurses
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
will have a Christmas party at OES will meet at the Masonic
seven p.m. at Holiday Inn. Hall at 7:30 p.m.
Dinner will be from the menu.
One dollar gifts will be exUnited Methodist Women of
changed.
Russell's Chapel Church will
meet it the home of Mrs. Toni
Esther Sunday School Class of Hopson at one p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church will
have a Christmas party at the
church at 6:30 p.m.

Miss Judy Fitts Is

Miss Judy Fitts, bride-elect of
Chet Guillory, was complimented with a miscellaneous
household shower on Monday
evening, December 3, at the
home of Mrs. John Resig,
Whitnell Avenue, Murray.
The hostesses for the special
occasion were Mrs. Grover W.
James, Mrs. Al Koertner, and
Mrs. Resig, who presented
lovely white corsages to the
honoree and her mother, Mrs
Edward Fitts.
dimes were played with the
prizes being won by Mrs.
Robert Ross and Mrs. Edd
Fenton who then presented

STINNETT GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Ricky
Stinnett, 1113 College Courts,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Michelle Rae,
weighing seven pounds thirteen
ounces, born on Thursday,
November 29, at 8:42 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
The new father is a student at
Murray State University.
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Harris Family Holds Reunion At
The Home of Mr. and Mrs. Erwin

7, 1973
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Burkeen-Norwood Vows Solemnized

Hopkins Home Scene
Of Meet Of Town
And Country Club

eat_ AlAt

Mrs. Robert Hopkins opened
her home on Cardinal Drive for
the November meeting of the
Country
and
Town
with
Club
Homemakers
eighteen members answering
the roll call with their greatest
blessings.
New members present were
Mrs. Dan Bennett, Mrs. Vernon
Gantt, and Mrs. Thomas
Boston. Mrs. Becky Fletcher
was a guest.--;---. Mrs. Max Reed, president,
presided and plans for annual
day were announced. The craft,
"Repousse," was explained to
the members and interest was
shown. Christmas decorations
made by members were
displayed. Books on numerous
ideas for entertaining and
decorating were given to
members.
The lesson on "Slacks" was
given by Mrs. Dale Lemons who
discussed the selection of
patterns for a becoming fit and
appearance, and numerous tips
on alteration of pattern when
making slacks.
The craft lesson on ''Pine
Cones" was by Mrs. Robert
Hopkins who showed wreaths,
candle holders and pine cone
trees. She gave directions for
making them. A workday was
held November 14, at Mrs. Jules
Harcourt.
Refreshments were served to
Mrs. Hopkins. Other members
present, not previously mentioned, were Mesdames Charles
Adams, James Carlin, Z.C.
Enix, Otis Erwin, Wallace
Ford, John Fortin, Sherrill
Gargus, Joseph Hendon, James
Lawson, Charles Moffett, and
Don Story.
The club will have its
Christmas dinner on Thursday,
December 13, at 6:30 p.m. at the
home of Mrs. Charles Moffett.

How do you tell couple
their apartment smells?
By Abigail Van Buren
C mu w c•www. Tribune-N. V. Mows Sped., lac
DEAR ABBY: My husband and I became friendly with
a couple who recently moved into our building. They are
charming, intellectual people, but their apartment is always
filthy and has a terrible lingering odor.
They are constantly asking us over for a drink or
dinner Eyech!1 and whenever possible we reverse the invitataxi because we'd rather not eat there and we can't stand
the odor.
We're not fanatics about cleanliness, but their kitchen
floor is so gummy our shoes actually stick to it. Well, you
get the idea.
Is there a subtle or tactful way to suggest they clean
up their place and get rid of the odor? We hate to hurt
NEW NEIGHBORS
their feelings or lose their friendship.
DEAR NEW: I know of no subtle or tactful way to tell
people to clean up their place and get rid of the odor. If
you enjoy the company of these charming intellectuals,
continue to reverse their invitations.
DEAR ABBY: I am furious. I had some used porch
furniture, a pool table, and an antique bookcase, all in
excellent condition stored in my basement. My daughter in
law and son saw all this stuff and said they could use it, so
I PAID to have it all hauled to their home.
The other day when I was there I didn't see any of the
things I had sent them. My daughter in law noticed the
puzzled expression on my face and said: "Oh, after all that
stuff got here, I realized it didn't fit in this place, so I sold
it all to a second hand dealer."
Abby, how would you have felt? And what would you
have said had this happened to you?
HURT, DISAPPOINTED, AND ANGRY
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Calloway High FHA
Chapter Has Meet

Mr. and Mrs. Phil Thomas Norwood

The Calloway County High
School Chapters of the Future
Homemakers of America held
Its regular monthly chapter
meeting on Tuesday, November
17, at 8:30 a.m. with the
president, Melinda Taylor,
presiding.
June Murdock read the
minutes and Brenda Overcast
gave the treasurer's report.
The chapter decided to exchange gifts at the chapter
Christmas party in the price
range of $1.50 to $2.00.
Narita Camay presented the
program.She held a bur session
on the new national project,
Impact.
Special entertainment was by
Marketia Orr who read two
poems, "The Raggedy Man"
and "Little Orphan Annie."
Other announcements were
made. Suzette Hughes and Vicki
Weatherford led the chapter in
a relaxer.

LOSE WEIGHT
OR MONEY BACK
ODRINEX contains the Most

LY!
lkft

Effective Appetite Depressant available
without prescription ! One tiny
ODRINEX tablet before meals arid
you want to eat less down goes your
calories • down goes your weight !
Thousands of women from coast
to coast report ODRINEX has helped
them lose 5. 10, 20 pounds in a short
time - so can you Get rid of ugly fat
and live longer I
ODRINEX has been sold a4
Rodeo' drug stores for 15 years
safe, taken as directed Available in
large and economy sizes Money Back
Guarantee No questions asked Sold
with this guarantee by
SAV RITE DRUGS

Miss Carol Diane Burkeen,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Rule
P. Burkeen, Jr., became the
bride of Phil Thomas Norwood,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Norwood, on Wednesday,
November 21.
The ceremony was performed
at six o'clock in the evening by
Rev. John Churchwell at the
Palestine United Methodist
Church.
The vows were said before the
traditional wedding arch
covered with magnolia leaves
and white porn mums flanked
on either side with vases of
white gladioli and white candles. The family pews were
marked with white bows.
Mrs. Kathy Cleaver Lovett
presented the music for the
wedding.
Bride's Dress
The bride was lovely in her
wedding gown of white satin
covered in white net designed
empire style with a high
neckline. The dress had long
sheer sleeves of white net with
wide satin cuffs trimmed with
rose lace. Her train of white net
double layers was trimmed in
rose lace.
Her headpiece of a semi-moon
shape was of two layers of white
net trimmed in white rose lace
with multi-white flowers. She
carried a colonial bouquet of
dried pink daisies, blue and
green happy flowers and white
baby's breath with pink velvet
streamers tied in love knots.
Mrs. Sheila Mullinax served
as matron of honor. Her floor
length gown was of whipped

JPZIWARIAMR,

Juanita's Flowers, Inc.
OPEN SUNDAYS 1 to 5

cream and crepe in pink and
white. She carried a long
stemmed pink carnation with
pink streamers.
Serving as bridesmaid was
Debbie Cone. Her gown was
identical to that of the matron of
honor except in the color of
blue. She carried a long
stemmed blue carnation.
Terry E. Clark served the
groom as best man. Paul T.
Henderson was groomsman.
Ushers were Larry Burkeen,
brother of the bride, and Kerry
Lovett, cousin of the groom.
John Norwood, brother of the
groom, served as ring bearer.
Miss Laura Burkeen, sister of
the bride, kept the guest
register.
The bride's mother, Mrs.
Burkeen, was attired in a beige
doubleknit street length dress.
Her corsage was of white
carnations tipped in green. Mrs.
Norwood, mother of the groom,
wore a multi-floral doubleknit
street length dress and her
corsage was of white carnations
tipped in green.
Mrs. Ruth Wallace, Mrs. Lois
Norwood, Mrs. Ermon Watkins,
and Mrs. Winnie Burkeen,
grandmothers of the bridal
couple were in attendance.
Their corsages were of white
carnations. Rafe P. Burkeen,
Sr., grandfather of the bride,
was also present.
Reception
Immediately following the
ceremony a reception was held
in the fellowship hall of the
church.
The bridal table was covered
with a white linen cloth trimmed with lace and centered
with a lovely arrangement of
white gladioli. The four-tiered
wedding cake was decorated
with pink roses and blue petals
with the tiers being separated

Until Christmas
* Register for FREE DOOR PRIZE to be given
917 Coldwater Rd.
away every Sunday!
When You Need Flowers,
Think of Ours
5 Member

by angels. The cake was topped
with a bride and groom
statuette.
Crystal appointments were
used to serve the pink wedding
punch, pink and white, mints,
nuts, and the wedding cake.
Serving at the reception were
Mrs. Dean Burkeen and Mrs.
Thelma Burkeen, both aunts of
the bride, who had corsages of
white carnations. Also assisting
was Mrs. Jean Rudolph, friend
of the bride.
After the reception the couple
left for a wedding trip to
Mammoth Cave National Park
with the bride wearing a blue
and white double knit suit with a
corsage matching her bridal
bouquet.
Mr. and Mrs. Norwood are
now at home at Route One,
Hardin.
Rebearsarrarty
Following the rehearsal
refreshments of coffee, cake,
Cokes, and doughnuts were
served at the church fellowship
hall.
The bridal couple presented
gifts to their attendants.
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Announcing:
That Carolyn Jones is now
employed at

li

41;

k

Doris' Beauty Salon
::
624 Broad Ext.
AP:
;a1;
Ph. 753-6474
Carolyn invites .her old and':i
:t

an appointment Wed.-Sat !N;
—

Pay!

We've had to give up most of our social life because we
both work all the time. I don't know how long I can continue living in this pattern. We have a fantastic business,
but what good is the money AA we do is work! You once
said: "No one can use you for a doormat unless you lie
down."
Well, it's not all that easy to get up without destroying
NO NAME
more than you care to give up
DEAR NO: Collar your husband and state your complaints. Don't expect to improve your lot by complaining to
WE
CONFIDENTIAL TO "HANGING ON": I have no statistics on how many men eventually marry the women with
whom they have lived. But I can't imagine why a man
would run after a bus he has already caught.
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ONE
A GeR in Good Tatte
For the Mailman
Not wind, rain, hail or the
neighborhood hounds can
keep him trom his appointed
rounds. Surprise him with
Jerry's MERRY MONEY.
to make sure
his holidays will
be Sunny,

Ile. 126 Street
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Jacks, Katherine Watson, and
Myra Yates.
Refreshments were served by
Mrs. Gorrell as the group
arrived and lunch was served at
the noon hour.
The next meeting will be held
Wednesday, December 12, at
12:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
Myra Yates. A potluck luncheon
will be servedr

I

For the MAN in your life
0044
0
100
LEISURE F OTWEAR
A bit of easy living,
all wrapped up in the newest colors.
A great gift idea,
from Daniel Green.
i
-a--

COOKING
IS FUN

ese.

Natural
Deer
Skin

Aor
I, cE(tur OROWNSTONE
AP NNW Edw..

FAMILY DINNER
Chops
Lamb
Shoulder
Potatoes
Skillet Zucchini
Sliced Tomatoes
Cookies
Pineapple
SKII.I.ET ZUCCHINI
2 tablespoons butter or
margarine
1-3rd cup chopped scallions
i green onions), including
green tops
2 medium zucchini I tirl cared), thinly sliced I about •,"

cups)
'2 teaspoon salt
teaspoon pepper
4 teaspoon dried dill weed
I teaspoon fresh lemon
juice
In a 10-inch skillet over low
heat, melt butter; add scallion
and cook, stirring often, until
wilted — about 5 minutes. Stir
Teachers of Aar/ea made ,Sif4artaieetwietgrediefttei saws—
P.SENGIERS OFthal:ellsway.Coupty.High School Chapter of tilt Ftiture
9:34a.m.ana sue p:iti.-by
antt • cook; -stirring several,.
name tags for "A Visit With Santa"to be held Satinthiy, December 1,01
call 753-3574 Left to right, times, until zucchini is tender-.
may
persona
tickets
For
Club.
Woman's
Murray
the
of
Sigma Department
Herndon, F.dna McNeese, Neel Zink, crisp — about 10 minutes.
standing, Donna Waldrup and Kimberly Gray, seated, Randy
Mikes 4 servings.
Vera Herndon, Don Wilson, and Marilyn McKenzie
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Pacers Homemakers Hold Regular Meet
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The Murray High Chapter of
the Future Homemakers of
America met on November 27 in
the library at the school with the
president, Krista Kennedy,
presiding.
Selwyn Schultz reported on
"Impact," a national goal to
help teen-agers get involved
with the Senior Citizens of their
town. It was decided that
members of the club will make
favors for the residents of the
rest homes in Murray.
A style show is being planned
and plans are also being made
to sing Christmas Carols. The
residents will be aided by the
girls in making cookies. A talk
on "Parliamentary Procedure"
was given by Kathy Halford,
Parliamentarian. She discussed
the proper way to conduct a
meeting
A relaxer was led by Lisa
Winters, recreation leader.
Volunteers who aided her were
Cindy Gould, Lynn Hewitt, Jan
Howard, Connie Lawson, Mrs.
Lucy Lilly, and Mrs. Sally
Crass.
Plans were made to decorate
the town for the MurrayCalloway game.
Adults present were Mrs.
Lucy Lilly and Mrs. Sally Crass,
advisors.

Campbell,
Diane
Miss
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Dale
Campbell, and Barry Rose, son
of Mr. and Mrs. Euel Rose, will
be married on Saturday,.
December 15, at the Poplar
Spring Baptist Church.
Rev Thomas 0. Perkins and
Rev. Heyward Roberts will
officiate at the wedding to be
read at 5:30 p.m.
Following the ceremony a
reception will be held in the
fellowship hall of the church.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend the wedding
and the reception.

Problems? You'll feel better if you get it off your chest.
For a perusal reply, write to ABBY: Box No. MN. L.A.,
Calif. NMI. Eneime stamped, self-addressed onsvelope,
please.

Mrs. Doris Gorrell was
hostess for the November
Pacers
of the
meeting
Homemakers Club held at ninethirty o'clock in the morning at
her home.
Two lessons were presented
which were the craft study on
LOURDES PATIENT
"Pine Cone Wreaths" by Mrs.
Leland Lawrence of Kirksey Joan Brun and the lesson on
has been a patient at Lourdes "Slacks" given by Mrs.
Hospital, Paducah.
Priscilla Schanbacher.
Mrs. Lynn Johnson, viceMOE st.ii GUESTS
president, presided. Mrs. Flo
Mr. and Mrs. R.L. Morgan of Hendrickson was a visitor.
Goshen, Ind., have been the Other members present were
recent guests of his sister, Mrs. Mesdames Regina Baggett,
William E. Moffett and Mr. Wilma
Rose
Beatty,
Moffett, Panorama Shores.
Harrington, Lola Hum, Fay

AP : i
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DEAR ABBY: I work in my husband's office, as a
corporate secretary. I am expected to sign legal papers I
know nothing about, type up and sign minutes of meetings
that never took place, and just be there when I'm needed
and then disappear.
I am never included in financial meetings, but I must
cosign all notes and legal papers. When businessmen come
to the office, I am not even introduced, and when my
husband takes them to lunch, I am not included.
I know I am needed because I keep the records, do the
payroll, write and sign all the checks, and do many jobs
that would be costly to hire someone to do. I work for no

HOSPITAL PATIENT
Mrs. R.M. (Reba) Miller is
now recuperating at her home
on North 17th Street after
having been a patient at
Lourdes Hospital, Paducah, for
the past month.
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Diane Campbell &
Barry Rose To Be
Wed December 15

Murray High FHA
Chapter Has Meet

DEAR H., D. AND A.: I would have felt as you did,
and would have probably expressed those sentiments.

k

Sims of Sedalia; Jeff and Mattie
Lou Watson of Princeton; Mrs
Tullus Champers of Benton,
Franklin and Rosa Harris and
Miss Hettie Tankersley of
Cunningham.
Local persons in attendance
other than the hosts were Dr.
Louis and Martha Sue Ryan,
George Ed and Reba Overby,
Clifton and Lottie Key,and Mrs.
Nix (Frances) Harris, all of
Murray; Alpha and Dollie Mae
Ford, Cloys and Palmer Butterworth, and Ruth Pickard, all
of Lynn Grove Mrs. Margaret
Crawford, a great granddaughter, from Lynn Grove,
also came by for a short visit.

Mr. and Mrs. Otis H. Erwin
and daughter and son, Anne and
Mark, hosted the reunion of the
descendants of the late Rufus
Napoleon and Martha E.
(Swann) Harris held at their
lovely home on Doran Road on
Saturday afternoon, November
24.
Mr.and Mrs. Harris were the
paternal grandparents of Mrs.
Erwin and they resided most of
their life in the Harris Grove
community.
Since all eight of their
children have died, only
grandchildren, their spouses,
and great grandchildren were
present.
A buffet luncheon was served
In the recreational room of the
Erwin home. Following the
meal the group spent several
hours visiting, reminiscing,
showing photographs, and
taking pictures. Other future
gatherings were planned.
Out of town relatives present
included: Mr. and Mrs. (Eva)
• Cununings, Mr. and Mrs. Ben
A.(Jean) and Julie Harris Purdom, Chicago, nl.; Mr. and
Mrs. William (Treva) Martin of
Louisville; Dr. H.G. and
Martha Allbritten of White
Heaven,Tenn.; Hollis and Mary

Black & Brown
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Sunday School Lesson
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Ford Could Gain
More Influence
Than Agnew Had

By Dr. H. C. Chiles
(Based on copyrighted outlines produced by the
Committee on the Uniform Series and uSed by per
mission

assembled there during the Christ is safe because he is kept
WHO IS THIS JESUS?
inclement weather, in order by God's power and not by his
John 10:2249
power. The soul that has
Two important and basic that He might teach the ones own
to Christ is as
elements in the Christian faith who were willing to accept been committed
power of
omnipotent
the
safe
as
bless
them
in
instruction
and
inspiration
are a belief in the
Since a
make
it.
can
God
and authority of the Bible and a various ways.
Reports of His remarkable believer in Christ is kept by the
belief in the deity of Christ.
wondrous power of God, he cannot be lost
Through the centuries the teachings and
until the power of God fails. To
circulating
miracles
had
been
enemies of Christ have
Christ has
vigorously attached these great in the city. These reports had say that one whom
simply to
is
be
lost
saved
can
wonder
if
He
caused
many
to
have
who
Those
doctrines.
more
has
Satan
that
assert
were
really
the
Messiah.
A
allowed themselves to be inthat
fluenced by the opponents of group of the Jewish leaders, power than God. To declare
to
these great truths have im- who were His enemies, Satan has more power
is
keep
to
has
God
destroy
than
surrounded
Him.
Pretending
poverished themselves by doing
that they were being held in certainly not true of the God of
so.
Directing the attention of his suspense as to whether or not the Bible, Whom I rejoice in
own disciples to Jesus Christ, He was the Messiah, they asked knowing, worshipping, living,
John the Baptist said, "Behold Him to make a plain statement and serving. To state that a
the Lamb of God, which taketh to them as to whether or not He child of God can go to hell is to
belittle God, exalt Satan, refute
away the sin of the world." was the Christ.
Inasmuch as He had the statement of Christ, and
Consistent with the purpose for
which the gospel according to previously told them Who He contradict the Word of God. A
John was written, "that ye was and acknowledged His true acceptance of the
might believe that Jesus is the deity (John 8:25-29), and then declaration of Christ conChrist, the Son of God; and that had performed miracles which cerning the security of the
believing ye might have life proved His claim to deity, believer in this passage inthrough his name" (John Christ chided these hostile Jews creases one's faith in Him, love
20:31), it portrays Jesus Christ for their unwillingness to for Him, and devotion to Him,
as the Son of God, the Messiah believe. His works or miracles strengthens one's desire to live
of the Jews, and the Savior of constituted sufficient evidence a clean and victorious life, and
sinners. From this gospel we for any who would acknowledge quickens his zeal to render
learn that our Savior was co- reality and admit the truth, but obedient service for Him.
Having boldly denied the
eternal, co-existent, and co- the unwillingness to believe on
equal with God the Father. His the part of these hostile deity of Christ, it is not suressential deity is confirmed inquisitors proved beyond a prising that His enemies were
throughout the New Testament. peradventure of a doubt thai infuriated when they heard Him
On numerous occasions Christ they were not His sheep, and say,"I and my Father are one."
claimed that He was the Son of that they really did not want tc Because of their inability to win
hear the truth from His lips.
the argument with reference to
God.
In contrasting His irritated the deity of Christ, the Jewish
During His sojourn In
Jerusalem and its environs and infuriated questioners with leaders were ready to stone
people were increasingly in- His true followers, whom He Him and prepared to do so.
terested in Christ Jesus, and galled "my sheep," Christ What a pity that people so
controversies arose and raged uttered one of the clearest frequently resort to force and
over Him. Was He a deceiver or statemAts that has ever been violence when theylre defeated
truly a good man? In the winter made about the security of the in an argument! On many octhe time arrived for the children of God. He declared casions the enemies of truth
celebration of the Feast of that true believers have two have tried to destroy the
Dedication which was an annual characteristics, namely, they messengers of truth, and in
event. This feast had been in- hear and recognize His voice, numerous cases they have
stituted by Judas Maccabeus to and they follow Him. Moreover, succeeded in their attempts.
commemorate the purification He declared that He recognized
Unable to disprove that Christ
of the temple from the or knew them. What an honor it had performed miracles and
profanations and desecration to is to be known, loved, and had done many wonderful
which it had been subjected by blessed by the Lord Jesus works, the highly prejudiced
Antiochus Epiphanes in 165 B.C. Christ!
and embittered Jews called
According to the statement of Him a blasphemer because He
Jesus Christ was walking in
Solomon's porch on the east side Christ, Who is the Son of God had claimed equality with God,
of the temple area, just inside and the only Saviour of man, He but He denied their accusation
the outer wall of the courtyard. gives eternal life to individuals and refused to allow them to
It was under a roof which when they believe in Him as stone Him to death,and escaped
protected the people from the their personal Saviour, and from them.
*4 rain, and the wall afforded "they shall never perish." If
them protection from the cold eternal life is a present According To Boyle
wind. As one might expect, the possession, as God's Word
Lord Jesus was walking plainly tells us that it is, then it
through the crowds that were will never end. A believer in

10 Years Ago Today
Army Sgt. Harry T. Turner will return home this
month after serving in the Republic of Vietnam.
'Deaths reported are Elbert Garland age 58, of
Almo Route One,and Mrs. Joe H. Weeks, Sr., age 82,
CE Murray.
The Murray State Racers downed Oglethorpe
University of Atlanta 83 to 57 in a basketball game
here. Jim Jennings hit for 19 points for Murray.
Prof. and Mrs. Robert Baar with Mrs. Richard
Farrell as accompanist presented a program of
music at the meeting of the Delta Department of the
•
Murray Woman's Club.

20 Years Ago Today
New members of the Murray City Council installed today were Galen Thurman,Jr., Stub Wilson,
and W.D. Shoemaker. Other councilmen are Earl
Littleton, Burgess Parker, and Guy Billington.
George Hart is mayor.
, Charlie Graham died this morning at his home on
the Lynn Grove Road.
Mr. and Mrs. William Wayne Howard celebrated
their 60th wedding anniversary yesterday at their
home at Lynn Grove.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollin Jones of Hazel Route One
announce the engagement and approaching
marriage of their daughter, Bobbie Nell, to Charles
Nurvine Burkeen, son of Mr. and Mrs. Jim Burkeen
Murray Route Three.

I

Bible Thought for Today
• And there builded he an altar unto the Lord, who
appeared unto him.—Genesis 12:7.
We, too, like Abraham, may feel God's presence
When we are in a true spirit of worship.
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Aren't you overrating your
wretchedness? There are lots
and lots of jobs worse than the
one you have. For example—
Swivel chair duster in the
Pentagon.
Bartender at a WCTU convention.
Dogcatcher in Boys' Town.
Light Bulb replacer in Times
Square.
Clerk in the complaint department of hell.
Stand-in for a department
store window dummy.
Street corner Santa Claus the
day after Christmas.
Official taster for a cod liver
oil factory.
Tuba player for a Salvation

•

••••
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Politics vs. Economics On
How To Solve Energy Crisis
By GILBERT L. MATHIS
Professor of Economics
Murray State University
As the American people begin
to face another shortage, a
phenomenon of increasing
frequency, heretofore dormant
political voices may be heard on
how the situation can best be
resolved. These proposed
solutions on the energy crisis
may be reduced to the following
three categories.
The economic alternative
would be to let the free market
solve the problem. It works like
this. When demand for a
commodity exceeds supply at a

So You Think You
Have Got A Bad Job
By HAL BOYLE
NEW YORK (AP) — So you
think life gave you a raw dea'
You feel that you've got the
worst job on earth, and you'd
rather be doing anything else
than what you're doing now for
a living?
Well, hold on there, man. Dry
those tears of self-pity. Maybe
you're like the fellow in the old
Italian motto: "He'd find something to complain about even
with a loaf of bread under each

WASHINGTON (AP) — Vice
President Gerald R. Ford has
the background and temperament to become a far more significant influence in Congress
than Spiro T. Agnew.
Relaxed and informal, the 60year-old veteran of a quartercentury of House service is on
a first-name basis with the key
figures on Capitol Hill in both
parties.
In contrast, Agnew was an
outsider who never overcame a
basic mistrust among veteran
lawmakers, who figured they
had been there before him and
would be there after he had
left.
In the months following his
1969 inauguration, Agnew spent
a lot of time in the Senate, presiding over its deliberations
and seeking to influence votes
for the President's proposals.

if

News liesvloe

Army band.
Masseur in a reducing salon
for fat middle-aged career
WOW.

The 1876 presidential campaign manager for Harold Stassen.
Business manager for a 257pound lady wrestling champion
with a short temper.
Baggage carrier for a barbell
salesman.
A door-to-door peddler in
February in a village of Eskimo igloos.
Delivery boy for an ice cube
firm in the Sahara.
Obstetrician in a sultan's harem.
Official football pumper upper at Notre Dame.
Voice teacher for Tarzan of
the Apes.
Social secretary for Jack The
Ripper.
Wig fitter for Phyllis Diller.
Bikini maker for Mama Cass.
Toll collector at the River
Styx.
another
Cheerleader for
"brush fire" war.
Nose wiper for a herd of elephants with head colds.
Pediatrician for the old lady
who lived in a shoe.
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AP News Analysis

given price, the price will rise
and cause produceri to expand
output concurrently with a
decrease in quantity demanded
by consumers. The result is the
establishment of a new
equilibrium price and quantity.
The supply of the commodity
would be directed to those persons willing and able to pay for
its use. Price would then
become the allocator of the
scarce commodity. But, what
about the poor? They will not be
able to buy gasoline at the
expected high prices. If the poor
will be limited in the market,
then we have a problem of incog, distribution which could
beet be handled through tax
reform. But what about the
"monopoly" power of the oil
companies? This could best be
handled by proper enforcement
of existing anti-trust laws. If
there is or should occur
evidence of collusive practices
by the oil companies then the
Justice Department should take
proper action as it has
sometimes done in the past. But
it won't work! It would work if
government would allow it to by
staying out of the pricing
business and exerting more
antitrust influence.
The political solution would
be to ration gasoline. This
decision would provide an
opportunity to demonstrate the
imagination of Congress
through the drivation of all
kinds of gimmicks to allocate
the scarce commodity—none of
which would be equitable. For
example, consider two consumers. Consumer A drives a
small car, turns off lights in
vacant rooms, and has the
thermostat set at 70. Consumer
B drives a modern gas hog,
lights up all the house and runs
the thermostat at 74. A 15 per

cent reduction in fuel would
cause a sacrifice on consumer A
but would only require consumer B to do what consumer A
had been doing all along. The
same would be true with industries. Although rationing
would give the appearance of all
kinds of activity to solve the
problem, it would only, in an
inefficient and inequitable way,
serve to allocate the scarce
commodity and would do
nothing to provide oil companies the incentives to increase
production. It would also add to
the bureaucratic waste already
saturating the present administration and lead us one
more step away from free
enterprise.
The other alternative is an
excess profit tax on gasoline as
a compromise between the two
previous proposals. Again, the
excess profits tax would only
help to allocate the scarce
supply of gasoline but would do
nothing to provide incentives
for increased output on the part
of oil companies. Also, as
Chicago economist Milton
Freidman pointed out, the
government would collect, as
corporate income taxes, 48 per
cent of any increase in profits
that the oil companies would
earn through higher prices.
In short, the best solution to
the energy crisis is to let the
free enterprise system, with
government as a referee and
not a participant, solve the
problem. However, if Congress
and the president choose a
political alternative, they
should import a sufficient
number of Soviet Bureaucrats
to do the rationing as they have
had 56 years experience and are
wrong only 50 per cent of the
time.

That backfired. At least one
veteran GOP conservative, former Sen. Len B. Jordan of Idaho, told the vice president he
would vote against any measure on which Agnew tried to
lobby him.
In time, Agnew stayed away
from the Capitol, spending his
time in his downtown office,
making speeches around the
country and traveling the globe
as a presidential emissary.

He appeared at the Senate
only for occasional close cotes.
/
2 years, on an
Just once in 41
Alaska pipeline bill last July,
did he cast a decisive Senate
vote.
Ford, by contrast, has said
he expects his prime responsibility as President Nixon's new
vice president to be in dealing
with Congress.
He comes into office at a
time when a combination of
Democratic majorities and
growing GOP restiveness amid
Watergate are spelling increasing trouble for the President.
Within the past month, Congress for the first time this
year overrode a Nixon veto, on
the bill limiting presidential
powers to commit U.S. armed
forces to overseas war.
Ford's job will be made easier by his close relationships at
both ends of Pennsylvania Avenue. He is much closer to Nixon, whom he has known for a
quarter century, than was Agnew, and has worked closely
with Senate GOP I..eader Hugh
Scott and other key congressmen and senators.
At the same time, this closeness could complicate his life
enormously if the GOP restiveness increases into widespread
demands for Nixon's impeachment or resignation.

AP News Analysis

Ford May Emerge
As Top Nixon Aide
WASHINGTON ( AP) — With
some of President Nixon's top
staffers talking about quitting,
Vice President Gerald R. Ford
may emerge as one of Nixon's
principal lieutenants.
Emphasis must be placed on
the "may" because, historically, vice presidents never wield
the influence sometimes expected of them. Similarly, presidents often make quickly-forgotten promises of large assignments for their vice presidents.
Nixon has not publicly discussed any specific plans he
may have for Ford but circumstance alone could propel the
new vice president into a rule of
genuine importance.
For example, Melvin R.
Laird has said he will resign
soon as a presidential counselor
because Ford, with 25 years of
House service behind him, can
readily replace him as Nixon's
unofficial ambassador to the
ConDemocratic-controlled
gress.
Bryce N. Harlow, anothec
counselor recruited for his
knowledge of Capitol Hill and
his easy relationship with many
Congress members, also has
said he will resign soon.
Ford, who enjoyed broad popularity as House Republican
leader, would seem the ideal
candidate to fill the void that
the departure of Laird and Harlow would create in Nixon's
staff.
By coincidence, Ford joins
Nixon's official family at a
time when a rash of public
bickering suggests that stacked

tensions are rising to the surface.
Public backbiting has been
rare in the Nixon administration but the past ten days
have produced a variety of examples:
—Charles S. Rhyne, private
attorney for Rose Mary Woods,
Nixon's personal secretary and
a central figure in the tape gap
controversy, said his client "is
unhappy" with the White House
lawyers who represented her
during earlier court appearances and that "she disagrees
with what they did for her."
—Ziegler last week aimed an
apparent rebuke at White
House especial counsel J. Fred
Buzhardt and said Nixon's legal
staff is overworked and has
made "some mistakes."
—John A. Love resigned
abruptly Monday after being
demoted as Nixon's energy policy chief and, when asked if he
felt he had been badly treated,
replied: "Well, it was a little
clumsy anyway. It wasn't the
way I would have done it."
If given the opportunity, Ford
can be expected to bring solid
if unspectacular political savvy
to a White House where, apart
from the President, much of
the political wisdom has resided with the departing Laird
and Harlow. He could find himself a fresh and stabilizing influence on a staff whose physical and emotional resources
have been sorely taxed by the
continuing parade of Watergate-related developments.

Seen&Heard Around Murray
By James C

Williams

Atmosphere in Hawaii is very since we did not know who was
relaxed and informal.
supposed to quit bowing first
We just kept bowing until we
Now
these
things
hapOn one side of the island the rounded the corner by the
pened to them as a warning, but
surf is about four or five feet elevators.
they were written down for our inhigh and on the other side it
struction, upon whom the end of
runs up to 25 feet high. We had
A person nas to be very
planned to surf on Thursday and careful to respect whatever
the ages has come. Therefore let
of course it rained all that day. culture he is in, since he is the
anyone who thinks that he stands
Just as well, since we have foreigner. Hawaii is a state, but
take heed lest he fall. — I Cor.
never surfed and probably its culture is completely difThe latest solution to the gasoline shortage belongs to
10:11, 12.
would have broken a leg or neck ferent from the rest of the
Bill Deinhard of McCall, Idaho. Deinhard, 83, hitched his
or something.
70-year-old buggy behind his 27-year-old horse, Flinger,
states. It has an oriental or
Danger, if you meet it
who trotted down U.S. 86, taking Deinhard 4 miles to a
Polynesian slant which is
Prices in Hawaii are about strange to us mainlanders.
promptly and without flinching,
Rotary Club meeting. Behind his buggy Deinhard had a
the same as here. You can live
sign reading, "The horse, driver and buggy are all hasyou will reduce the danger by
cheaply or as expensively as
beens, but we've got plenty or gas."
The food was delicious. We
half. Nevbr run away from anyyou can afford.
The dollar's value is so low now (claims Justin Anlike strange food anyway so we
thing. Never! — Sir Winston
tonow) that counterfeiting it has been dropped from a
just ate the raw marinated fish,
Churchill.
We went with a tour which has the noodles, bean sprouts or
felony offense to merely a misdemeanor.
its advantages since the tour whatever else was placed
"The way things are today," moans Robert M. Martin. A
people make all arrangements, before us. We even ate two
"I can't even live on the salary I used to dream ot
tickets, baggage transfer, etc. strange foods." poi" which is a
making." (Joe ereason, Louisville Courier Journal)
The meat shortage must be worse than we thought,
People were nice to us and no brown thick substance which
reports Bill Larkin. The other day he bought a hot dog at
index
one
acted in an untoward you eat with thumb and
the ball game, and when he opened the roll, he found a
by Carl Riblet Jr.
finger.
Very
taste.
The
little
manner,
smudge of mustard and a little sign that said, "Vacancy."
other looked like clear spaghetti
Of all the many things that man can purchase with
At the McKormich Inn in Chicago a couple can rent a
We learned the Japanese and is made from soy beans.
his money, it is agreed in these times of electronic
room for a flat rate of 7 cents a pound. Hotel clerks say the
word
"thank you" but do not Also no taste, but both of these
bugging, secret taping, FBI files, credit files, con- know for
average couple weighs 330 pounds, a room rental of $21 to
how to spell it. Watched foods are supposed to be very
political
polls,
sumer polls,
advertiting question$23, considerably less than the regular rate of $38 to $48.
Attic., nAritActtis,Tttg.slair tO!kt,is.
,scFr.r.
- °emeriti Manager - Brum Wethefer - Witting iris-'Nat' tiaitek iffid Wan the'paylt; thattrit'Mist'precious flower arrangements there in 'how he native Hawaiian.get SO
gimmick to attract the tourist trade.
possession to acquire is privacy. And hardly the hotel and when we left we stocky. They eat this stuff as
The rising cost of homes may be irdeterrent to crime. It---anybody gets—any orlrutitiI they strew down the lid said thank you in Japanese and babies and just grow large. Met
you can afford a house, you don't have money left to put
they were all smiles and started
one fellow who was about as tall
on the coffin.
anything in it worth stealing. (Senator Soaper)
bowing. We bowed back as we
as we are but he weighed about
more
privacy
than
"No
a
goldfish."
Bob Hope If we (111 get oil from the Arabs, we're
walked away and they kept on
250 pounds. This was not
really in trouble We'll have to ask Texas.
—Saki
bowing and we kept on bowing
unusual.
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TRISTAR BASKETBALL WINNERS—Winners of tire Murray Optimist Club Tristar basketball
contest were awarded trophies at halftime of the Murray—Calloway County ball game Friday
night. The winners and their age group are: (left to right) Robert Anderson, 8, Kirksey; Howie
Crittenden, 11, Murray Middle; Marty McCuiston, 10, Lynn Grove; Michael Boggess, 9, Robertson;
Keith Edwards, 12, Kirksey ; and Randy McCallon 13, Kirksey. The regional contest will be held
in the
Saturday at Murray High School at 1 p.m. with local winners from all the Optimists contest
Optimist
Virginia
st
Kentucky-We
the
to
advance
will
regional
area competing. Winners of the
of
District contest, to be held January 26, at Bowling Green, with the winners announced at halftime
anthe Murray-Western basketball game. Winners of the regional contest this Saturday will be
nounced at halftime ceremonies at the Murray State—Louisiana College game.
Photo by Wilson Woolley
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Nastase, Connors, Okker
And Newcombe In Semifinals
BOSTON (API — ;lie Nastase, Jimmy Connors, Tom Okker and John Newcombe, four
of the six -leading money winners this year, were the survivors as the $50,000 Commercial
Union Masters Tennis Tournament headed into the semifinal
round tonight at Eynes Auditorium.
Nastase, the defending champion from Romania, who became so angered by jibes from
fans that he wanted to quit in
his second match Wednesday,
loomed the favorite to retain
the title and add another $15,000 to his bulging bank account.
The 27-year-old Nastase was
to play Connors, the young
American sensation who won
the U.S. Pro title at nearby
Lxonlwood in July, while the
other semifinal sent Okker, of
The Netherlands, against
Australian David Cup star
Newcombe.
The only members missing

from among the top six money
winners this year were Americans Stan Smith and Arthur
Ashe.
Nastase leads with $213,750,
only $13,000 ahead of Smith,
who was eliminated here. Okker is third with $163,500, followed by Connors with $150,150.
Ashe failed to qualify in the
Grand Prix for this tournament
but has earned $127,850, only
$1,000 more than Newcombe.

Connors Headed
To World Team
BOSTON ( AP) — Young Jimmy Connors is headed toward a
fling in the new World Team
Tennis competition, and the
Nastase may be the next to follow.
The 21-year-old Connors, of
Belleville, Ill., winner of the
Pro Championship and the Pacific Southwest this year, disclosed Thursday that he has
signed a letter of intent to play
team tennis next year with the
WTT's Baltimore Banners.

JERRY'S
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crIONEir
A Gift In Good Twit
For the Youngsters
A very special dollar present
Kids will love to give and get
Jerry's merry money tokens
A Mt with the junior set,
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BOWLING
STANDINGS

ST. PETERSBURG, Fla.
(AP) — Tournament Golf International, which hopes to eventually compete with the Professional Golf Association's tour,
was to make its debut hcre today with the first round of a 54hole tournament.
A number of PGA tour regulars, including Chi-Chi Rodriquez, Bob Murphy, Bob Goalby
and Mason Rudolph, are achedtiled to play in the 8125,(10
Shrine National Pro-Am Invitational.
First place money is $15,000
and second is $7,000.
This initial effort of TGI
poses no threat to the PGA tour
since the PGA ended its 1973
season last week with the Disney World Open near Orlando.
Joe Dey, commissioner of the
PGA, refused to comment
about the new tour when asked
his opinion in New York
Wednesday.
He pointed out that if the TGI
scheduled events the same
week as the PGA next year,
PGA golfers would need approval from his office and the
sponsor of the competing PGA
event to play in the TGI.
The new organization, which
plans 40 tournaments a year,
hopes to draw young players
and a few of the current PGA
performers.
Rules for the tournament,

KENTUCKY LAKE
Bowling League
Team
W.
40
12
Fenton & Hodge
38
14
Howard Glass Co
37'', 14'.2
All Jersey
341 2 17',
L indsey's
18
34
Mutual of Omaha
32
20
Corvette Lanes
20
Motor Parts & Bearings 32
28
24
Colonial Bread
25
27
Gene's Body Shop
29
State Farm Insurance 23
22
30
Dairy Queen
22
30
T V Serv Center
22
30
J & S Oil Co.
21
Inn
31
Palace Drive
31
Todd Bros Motor Sales 21
33
19
Darrel Marine Set's..
9
43
Teats/o 4
8
44
Bank of Murray
High Team Game (SC)
907
Corvette Lanes
882
Mutual of Omaha
880
Mutual of Omaha
High Team Game (MC)
1016
Howard Glass Co
1009
Dairy Queen
1007
Corvette Lanes
High Team Series (SC)
2537
Corvette Lanes
253.4
Mutual of Omaha
2469
All Jersey
High Team Series (14C)
7885
Mutual of Omaha
7862
All Jersey
2861
Palace Drive Inn
High Ind. Game (SC)
234
Tommy Jones
225
Jim Wahser
216
Ron Pace
(HC)
High Ind. Game
248
Tommy Jones
241
Jim Washer
241
Ronnie Hargrove
High Ind. Series (SC)
574
Ron Pace
556
Jerry Bolls
553
Ronnie Hargrove
High Ind. Series (HC)
646
Ronnie Hargrove
637
Ron Pace
6.30
Donnie Wilkerson
High Averages
182
Steve Seltzer
190
Tommy Jones
179
Dixon
Lyman
176
Jim Washer
175
Toby Al ler

"The offer was too attractive
to ignore," said Bill Riordon of
Salisbury, Md., business manager of both Connors and Nastase. "It is virtually certain we
will sign. But there will be a
BASEBALL . . .
stipulation in the contract that
Connors can play in any tourHOUSTON — The National
narnent he wishes."
League voted unanimously to
move the San Diego Padres to
The Association of Tennis Washington, D.C., for the 1974
Professionals, which boycotted baseball season.
Wimbledon earlier this year,
HOUSTON — The following
has threatened to ban from its trades took place at the winter
world-wide tournament sched- baseball meetings:
ule any member who signs with
The Texas Rangers purwit.
chased first baseman-outfielder
Terry Crowley from the BaltiRiordon said Nastase had more Orioles and sold shortstop
been offered a contract with Jim Mason to the New York
the New York Sets of the WTI' Yankees.
and the contract had been sent
The Los Angeles Dodgers
to Bucharest for the approval traded
veteran left-handed
association.
Romanian
the
of
pitcher Claude Osteen to the
Drafted by San Diego, Nastase Houston Astros for outfielder
negotiated for a shift to the Jimmy Wynn.
New York franchise.
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.Ausbn Peay
Downs Union
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn. (AP)
— Sophomore James , "Fly"
Williams scored 36 points, hitting 15 of 24 floor shots, to lead
Austin Peay to a 127-97 non-conference college basketball victory Thursday night over Union, Tenn.
Williams also hit six of seven
free throws, grabbed eight
rebounds and made five steals.
Another Austin Peay sophomore, Danny Odums, scored
16 points while Percy Howard
added 14 as the Governors won
their second straight game
without a loss.
Union, which slipped to 2-3,
was paced by George Wilson
with 21 points and Randal Johnson with 14.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
Last March, San Francisco
beat Long Beach State 77-67 in
a National Collegiate Athletic
Association regional tournament basketball game.
The two teams meet again
tonight with San Francisco,
ranked 11th, entertaining Long
Beach State, rated 12th. And
defte tieffig 8 newcomer to
the scene, Lute Olson, new
Long Beach State coach, says
he thinks his team will remember its last game against the
Dons.
Francisco-Long
The San
Beach State game is the only
action involving top 20 teams
tonight. Top-ranked UCLA goes
back into action Saturday
against Southern Methodist.
Nevada-Las
Tarkanian's
Vegas club, ranked 19th, got on
the winning track Thursday
night with a 66-50 decision over
Stetson. No. 8 Notre Dame
trimmed Northwestern 96-74,
No. 13 Kansas State beat Texas
71-63 and No. 18 Alabama whipped Oklahoma State in other
top 20 action.
Neither San Francisco nor
Long Beach State takes an unblemished record into its game.
San Francisco lost in overtime
to Stanford 63-61 Monday night
and the 49ers were upset 73-71

at Colorado Wednesday night.
Jerry Tarkanian, a successful
coach at Long Beach State last
season, is now 1-1 with his new
team. The Rebels lost their
opener to Texas Tech before rebounding against Stetson. Bobby Florence led the balanced
winners' attack with 16 points.
John Shumate poured in 30
points as Notre Dame rolled to
its third straight triumph. The
Irish ran off nine straight
points at the end of the first
half to go on top for good. Gary
Brokaw added 22 points and
freshman Adrian Dantley had
20 for the winners.
Kansas State also upped its
record to 3-0 with the win over

Texas. Lon Kruger netted 16
points for the Wildcats. The
Longhorns are 0-3.
Sophomore center Leon
Douglas was the big man for
Alabama, scoring 22 points,
grabbing nine rebounds and
blocking five shots while playing less than a half. The Crimson Tide is 2-6 for the year.
In ether top games, James
"Fly" Willianra scored - 36
points as Austin Peay whipped
Union, Tenn., 127-97; 1Tulane
downed Southern Mississippi 9578; Utah surprised Southern
California 90-66; Wake Forest
defeated William & Mary 78-58,
and DePaul dumped Washington State 67-45.

Philbin To Retire After This Season
AP) —
PHILADELPHIA
After 10 years in the National
Football League, defensive end
Gerry Philbin of the Philadelphia Eagles says he has
done everything he wanted to
in professional football and will
retire at the end of the current
season.
Philbin, 32, announced his retirement on Thursday, three
days before the Eagles were to
play the New York Jets, the
team Philbin played with for

nine years.
Philbin was traded by the
Jets to Kansas City after the
1972 season, and then was
picked from the Chiefs by the
Eagles before the current season.
"I just think it's time to set
some new goals," explained the
6-foot-2, 245-pound veteran. "All
of the goals I've set in football
I've accomplished — being AllPro, playing in all-star games,
winning the Super Bowl."

STARTS MONDAY . . . OUR GREAT

411Ce SAWA*
41A1

TREviRs.

tkriiiIT SALE
SAVE $2.00 TO $4.00 A YARD NOW!
FROM AMERICA'S FINEST MAKER? REGULAR $6.99 TO $8.99 SPRING '74

TREVIRA POLYESTER
DOUBLE KNITS
Spring Knit Sale Possible! • •
A direct Mill-to-You Purchase from America's Finest Knit Mill makes this Sensational Advance
Savings of $2.00 to $4.00 a
Guaranteed
Sewing.
Spring
Early
and
Fashions
Cruisewear
Giving,
Christmas
for
time
in
Just
ever offered. You must see
yard on the most magnificent collection of Dyed to Match Trevira Polyester Double Knits
see anything to compare with these
these to appreciate the tremendous value. Shop the finest stores in town and you'll not
equisite new Spring Knits at twice this low price.
EVERY YARD GUARANTEED FOR ONE FULL YEAR
OF NORMAL WEAR, OR YOUR MONEY REFUNDED!

Fancies & Solids
•The New Linen Look in Co-ordinating
Fancies & Solids
•The New Embroidery Look in Co-ordinating
Fancies & Solids
•The New Bold Look in Co-ordinating
Fancies & Solids

iimmilim

PLANTS Make Lasting

Christmas Gifts
We Have . . .
v House Plants
v Poinsettias,
v Terrariums & Plants
v Flocked and Live Trees
v Pottery v Garden Tools
v Bird Feeders
Open Ti! 8:00
1,

sI

NEW "SPRING MILLS" $3.99

CREPE STITCH
POLYESTER DOUBLE KNITS
FIRST
QUALITY

WE SELL FOR LESS BECAUSE WE OWN OUR OWN MILLS
A DIVISION OF ONE OT THE WORLD'S FOHEllosT APPAREL MANUFACTURERS

Hey's Garr/err Venter
500 No. 4th Street

being played at Bardrnoor
Country Club, include use of
virtually any kind of club and
either the American or the
smaller British-style ball.
There is also no restriction on
the number of clubs a golfer
can carry or on putting styles,
as in the PGA.

San Francisco To Meet Long
Becich State In Tournament

753-8944

204W. WASHINGTON

Paris, Tn.

6(Friday)
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Racers To Play Louisiana
College Here Saturday Night
Murray State's Racers, who
ran their record to 2-1 with a 9388 win over Arkansas College
Wednesday, will play Louisiana
College Saturday night and
Baylor University Monday.
Both games will be at Murray.
Louisiana College has three
starters back from last year's
team- which rota:retied a 12-16
record. The 'three are 6-4 forward Maree Rene, 6-3 guard
Ken Swanson, and 6-7 center
Clarence Hall. Rene averaged
15.2 points last season, Swanson, 7.8, and Hall 7.9. Quarterback of the Wildcats is 5-10
guard Rai: Schneider,a threeyear letterman. Other returning
players are 6-7 center Jim
Semanski, 6-7 forward Ken
Fehne, 6-5 forward Andy Ashworth, 6-3 guard Randy
Thomas, and 6-1 guard Duke
Allgood.
Murray Coach Cal Luther
said he expected the Wildcats to
be the strongest of the first
three home opponents of the
Racers. 'They're big, strong,
and physical and always one of
the best-coached teams we
Play."
Wildcat Coach Billy Allgood
says his team doesn't have
much experience "but you can
bet they are competitive."
Baylor also has three starters
back from its '72-73 team which
won 14 and lost 11 and finished
fourth in the Southwest Conference. The returning starters

are 6-6 Charlie McKinney, 6-1
Steve Dallas, and 6-6 Lee
Griffin. McKinney averaged
16.9 points last year and was the
team's best rebounder with 11.4
a game. Dallas was the team's
playmaker and defensive ace,
and Griffin averaged 14.7 points
and 6.0 rebounds.
-New --Baylor _Coach _Carrell
Dawson had a banner recruiting
year, enticing 6-10 prep AllAmerican Gary McGuire, 6-9
Tom Hutchinson, 6-3 Billy
Carlisle,6-1 Jon Coulter, and 6-7
Jeff Miller.
"I think we have a good
balance between veteran
players and newcomers and
enough talent to become highlycompetitive this season," Coach
Dawson says.
The Bears go into a game at
Western Kentucky Saturday
with a 2-0 record.
Coach Luther said he thought
his Racers showed considerable
improvement in their win over
Arkansas College but lamented
the fact his team continues to
run into hot-shooting teams.
Murray led Arkansas by 15
points at half-time but a 65
percent shooting effort by the
Scotts in the second half
brought them back and kept
them in contention.
Luther said his team played
their best defense of the season
against the Scotts, shot well,
and ran well. "Our biggest
problem was floor mistakes. We

&MIA
crIERRIC,
crafty
A CHAInGoodTwis
For Santa Claus
Santa tomes but once a
year bringing lots of
Christmas cheer, Turn the
fables. with a gift that s
merry. a live dollar certificate-a gilt in
good taste.
from Jerry's!

So. 12th Street

into second place in the East
Divi.son, four points behind
front-running Boston
Sabres 8, Rangers 4
Rookie Rick Dudley scored
three goals and assisted on another as Buffalo extended its
win streak to four games. Jim
Lorentz also had a big game
for the Sabres, tying two club
records with two goals and four
assists.
, Leah 4, Stars 1
Toronto goalie Doug Favell
turned away 36 Minnesota shots
as the surging Maple Leafs
moved into a third-place tie
with the Rangers in the East.
Norm Ullman, Rick Kehoe,
Inge Hamrnarstrom and Dave

MoreheadDowns
Union College
Morehead State University
downed Union College 104-72
and Northern Kentucky State
edged CarnpbellsvWe College
85-83 in state basketball games
Thursday night.
Leonard Coulter helped Morehead overcome a slow start,
firing in 23 points and napping
16 rebounds, Reserve Arch
Johnson added 18 points, and
Eugene Lyons had 18. George
Williams grabbed 20 rebounds
and blocked six shots for the
Eagles.
Jerry Owens paced Union
with 20 points and Grady Wilson and Gerry Whitlow had 14
each.
The host Eagles were troubled with cold shooting and
turnovers early in the game,
but went ahead for keeps with
7:56 to go in the first half. They
led 43-35 at halftime.
Morehead shot 51.6 per cent
from the floor in the game, to
Union's 30 per cent.
In the Campbellsville clash,
Chuck Berger put in the winning score with only seven seconds remaining, to assure the
narrow victory margin for
Northern Kentucky State.
Campbellsville's Barry Barnes missed tying the game at
the buzzer, and Northern Kentucky claimed its second win in
four outings. The loss was
Campbellsville's fourth in as
many starts.
Richard Derkson led Northern Kentucky with 24 points,
and Ken Noll had 72. Berger
added 20. Bob Clark had the
game-high of 27 for Campbellsville, followed by Gerald
Joiner and C.K. Baker with 16
each.

made 22 errors while Arkansas
College made only five.
Mike Coleman, with 32 points,
was leading scorer for the
Racers for the second straight
game. He's averaging 24.3
points a game.'Jesse Williams
is averaging 13.6, Marcelous
Starks 12.3, Henry Kinsey 8.7,
The Murray High School
Steve Barratt 6.7, and Darnell freshman basketball _team
Adell 6.3.
utilized bench strength and
Adell came off the bench to superior rebounding to turn
score 15 points against back the Benton High School
Arkansas and gain a pat-on-the- freshmen last night 45-42.
back from Luther for a fine
Lindsey Hudspeth led the
performance. The Racers also Tiger Cubs with 13 points and 11
got good play from reserves rebounds followed closely by
Grover Woolard, T.C. Jamison, Raymond Sims with 12 points
and Steve Bowers.
and Richie Richardson pumped
The Murray Junior Varsity in 8 points and hauled down 8
will play Southeast Missouri rebounds.
Monday night but is not
Other Murray players in the
scheduled Saturday.
scoring columns were Barry

IS, D
-A-Lt
PHONE 753-1272
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PRESCRIPTIONS A SPECIALTY!!
ejive 11-1Velill _Get ft-Or It Can't Be ,Had

Wells 2, Eddie Rollins 6, Jeff
Ogkley 4. Keitli Reed and
Darrell Foster saw action but
did not score.
squad
Murray
The
outrebounded the Benton team
39-22.
Shaper led Benton's scoring
with 18 followed by Moss 10,
Dick 9, Harrington 3 and Sins 2.
Coach Clayton Hargrove's
Murray team will meet the
Calloway County High freshmen at Calloway County next
Thursday night.

Michigan Wants Nothing
To Do With Rose Bowl Suit
DETROIT I AP) - Michigan
wants to go to the Rose Bowl,
but the University's athletic
board doesn't want anything to
do with the law suit seeking to
overturn the vote denying the
Wolverines that chance.
"We do not and will not condone such an action ... or support it in any way," said Marcus Plant, U-M faculty repre-

sentative for athletics, in a federal court affidavit.
District Court Judge Fred
Kaess, a Michigan alumnus,
read the affidavit Thursday at
a 90-minute hearing in which
plaintiff Gerald Faye sought a
preliminary injunction forcing
a new vote by Big Ten athletic
directors.
Kaess denied the injunction
and set his final judgment on
the case for Monday. He also
denied a motion by Faye's attorneys, Ronald Egnor and
Kenneth Bronson, that an unnamed Michigan football player
and a band member be added
as plaintiffs.
Faye is suing Wayne Duke,
conference commissioner, and
the league's 10 athletic direcKeon collected the Toronto
tors over their vote Nov. 25 to
goals.
to the Rose
Tony Featherstone scored for send Ohio State
Bowl football game Jan. I inMinnesota.
Oilers 4, Toros 3
Jim Harrison, the WHA's
leading scorer with 34 points,
scored his 12th and 13th goals
of the seasonan the third period
to give the Oilers the victory.
Harrison's game-winning score
came with less than two minCompany "D" of the 100th
utes to play.
Edmonton leads the West by Division U.S. Army Reserve,
a comfortable seven points over has just completed its Annual
Horseshoe Tournament. 1st.
second-place Houston.
Lieutennant Larry M. Doyle
Knights 1, Crusaders 2
Norm Ferguson's goal mid- awarded medals to the top four
way through the final period winners. The complete comgave Jersey the win. Bobby pany took part in the single
Sheehan and Mike Laughton elimination tournament.
The Single and Doubles
also scored for the Knights who
trailed 2-0 after seven minutes Champions will compete in the
Division Championship during
of the first period.
Cleveland saw its winning summer camp in 1974. The Fort
Knox Tournament will have
streak stopped at four games.
competition between 50 of the
Sharks 4, Aeras 3
Gary Veneruzzo scored two finest teams within the State of
goals and assisted on two oth- Kentucky. Doubles teams will
ers as Los Angeles beat Hous- be composed of the unit winton for the first time in four at- ners.
tempts this season. Veneruzzo's
second goal at 7:29 of the final
The Gold Medal went to Sgt.
period Proved decisive.
Don Burchfield, a TVA emGordie Howe fed his 18-year- ployee of Land Between the
old son Mark for a pair of Lakes. The Silver Medal was
Houston goals.
awarded to Sgt. Eddie Chap-

stead of Michigan.
The teams finished the season in a 10-10 tie to wind up as
unbeaten conference cocharnpions. Although Ohio State was
the Rose Bowl representative
last year, Big Ten athletic directors broke tradition by voting to send the same team two
years in a row.
Faye, among other things,
claims in his suit that the vote
was illegal because it was a
public matter voted on privately and that the outcome was
engineered by Duke.
An injunction would have
forced a new vote at a meeting
of athletic directors at which
"all the facts are fully aired".
Faye, 43, is a graduate student at Michigan. He said he is
also on the faculty at Oakland
Community College but is on
sabbatical leave.

Reserve Unit Completes
Annual Horseshoe Tourney

On Endorsements

BOSTON (AP)- Carl Yastrzernski of the Boston Red Sox
says he is somewhat intrigued
with the idea of playing baseball in Japan, adding that it
"would be a wonderful ex
perience ... if it were possible
within the major league reserve clause," the Boston Globe
reported today.
In a copyright dispatch from
its Asian bureau, the Globe
quoted the highly paid outfielder-first baseman as saying
he was not in Japan to discuss
any contract with a Japanese
club, but to handle endorsePersons interested in joining ments with Japanese-made
the U.S. Army Reserve unit and baseball equipment now being
earning extra pay or retirement sold in the United States.
An earlier Globe story that
credit may get information by
calling 753-3574, 753-8250 or 753- said Yaz was in Japan to discuss a possible $300,000 multi2495.
year, tax free contract with a
Japanese team brought denials
from sports attorney Bob
Woolf, who is on a world tour
with Yastrzemski and their
wives.

By THE ASSOCIATED PRESS
The New York Nets are on
the march and rookie forward
Larry Kenon is leading the parade.
Kenon returned to the scene
of his college triumphs Thursday night and scored 21 points
to lead New York past the
Memphis Tams 111-94 in the
American Basketball Association. It was the Nets sixth
straight victory and lifted them
1
2 games of first
to within 3/
place in the ABA East.
"Kenon did the job for us
tonight," said New York Coach
Kevin Loughery. "He's progressed a great deal more than
the normal rookie, and he's
really come on strong in the
last few games."
There was no other action in
the ABA. There were two
games in the National Basketball Association. Chicago beat
Philadelphia 103-98 and Detroit
edged Seattle 110-108.
Kenon, a 6-foot-7 former
Memphis State star, scored 17
points over the first two quarters as the Nets raced from a
10-2 deficit to a 55-45 halftime
lead. The Nets led by as many
as 23 points in the third period
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The Detroit Tigers trading
pitcher Mike Strahler to the
Milwaukee Brewers for pitcher
Ray Newman.
The Angels trading catcher
Jeff Torborg to the St. Louis
Cardinals for relief pitcher
John Andrews.
The Chicago Cubs dealing
catcher Randy Hundley to the
Minnesota Twins for catcher
George Mitterwald.
Thursday's deals brought the
number of players traded this
week to 40 in a total of 17
transactions.
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before emptying their bench.
The Nets wound up with seven players in double figures.
Billy Paultz followed Kenon
with 19 points and Brian Taylor
added 16. Johnny Neumann
topped Memphis with 20 points.
Bulls 101, 76ers 88
Chet Walker scored 27 points
and Bob Love had 24 as Chicago picked up its 20th win in
27 outings. The Bulls led 46-43
at the half and Coach Dick
Motta thought it should have
been more.
"After the first half's performance I was kind of disgusted," said Motta. "There
was not one player on that floor
that deserved any praise. And I
can't find any excuses for their
performance."
Pistons 110, Supersonics 1118
Dave Bing pumped in 32
points, nine of them during a
fourth-quarter surge, in the Detroit victory. Seattle led by nine
late in the game but Don
Adams scored eight points to
bring the Pistons back. Spencer
Haywood led the Sonics with 29
points and missed a 20-foot
jumper that would have tied
the game with one second left.
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10
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FLORIDA
MIAMI-OHIO

Murray
Optimist
Club
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1
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7
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The Texas Rangers purchasing first baseman-outfielder
Terry Crowley from the Baltimore Orioles.
The New York Yankees buying shortstop Jim Mason from
the Rangers.

Kenon Leads Nets
Past Memphis Tams

SY DON CARS

N C.A.A. DIVISION • 2 PLAYOFFS.
LOUISIANA TECH
3
BOISE
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I
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N.0.A .A . DIV. • 3 CHAMPIONSHIP
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Japan For Talks

on a 20-year contract to play in
San Diego.
While the smoldering San
Diego situation occupied most
of the attention, there also were
the trades.
Wynn, Houston's power-hitting outfielder, waS sent to LosAngeles for two pitchers - the
left-handed Osteen and minor
leaguer Dave Culpepper. Doyle,
a smooth-fielding second baseman, was sent to California for
two minor leaguers, completing
a deal in which the Angels sold
infielder Bill Grabarkewitz to
Philadelphia late last season.
For Doyle, the Angels sent
pitcher Aurelio Monteagudo
and outfielder Chris Colette to
the Phils.
Those deals were among seven Thursday. The others included:

THE CARR RATINGS
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MARGIN
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COLLEGE GAMES OF 12-1-73
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Joseph Danzansky, a grocery
chain magnate, heads the purchasing group from Washington
that has taken the Padres from
a passionately intrested San
Diego group.
It appeared that one of the
prime conditions of the move
concerned protection against a
possible suit. It was learned
that the city of Washington
would indeminify the National
League for any legal judgment
that results in the swing east.
Upon learning of the move,
attorney John Witt of the city
of San Diego proclaimed that a
suit would be filed because,
''The Padres broke a contract."
The Padres have 15 years left

Yastrzerski In

man, a local barber in Murray.
The Bronze Medals were given
to Sp. 5 David Hale of Grace'',
and Sgt. Dan Grimes, a Murray
State University pre-law
student.
The Unit is planning trap
shoot competition for the
December meeting. Recreation
and Physical Fitness is a part of
the Reserve Training Program.
The local U.S. Army Reserve
Unit consists of reservist that
are qualified as Drill Sergeants
Company "D" completes
summer active duty training
by working along side regular
army Drill Sergeants in a Basic
Training Company.

COLLEGE DIVISION TOP TWENTY TEAMS - DECEMBER 2, 1973
234 5 67910-

By KEN RAPPOPORT
Associated Press Sports Writer
HOUSTON (AP) - Jimmy
Wynn moved to Los Angeles,
Claude Osteen moved to Houston, Denny Doyle moved to California ... and San Diego
moved to Washington, D.C.
The last move created the
most controversy at the actionfilled winter baseball meetings
Thursday.
The Wynn-Osteen deal between the Astros and the Dodgers, and the Philadelphia
Phillies' trade that sent Doyle
to the Angels were among the
major swaps.
Overshadowing the trades
however, was the announcement by the National League
that the financially troubled
San Diego franchise would be
moved to Washington, contingent on some unnamed "conditions."
And shortly after the stunning announcement, an attorney for the city of San Diego
revealed: "We will file a 212
million antitrust suit in federal
court against the Padres, the
National League and Mr. Dan-
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Canadiens Keep Road Record
Impressive With Islanders Win
UNIONDALE, N.Y. (AP) The Montreal Canadiens could
turn the National Hockey
League East Division into a
rout if only they didn't have to
play in Montreal.
The Canadiens took their impressive road show into Uniondale, N.Y., Thursday night with
predictable results - a 4-2 victory over the Islanders. Montreal is now 10-2-1 in away
Kamee, as compared to a mere
54-1 us front of the home folks.
"We're playing better defense
on the road," explained Canathen Coach Scotty Bowman,
"and that seems to be the difference. The better defensive
teams are going to survive into
the season.
Elsewhere in the NHL, Buffalo blasted the New York
Rangers 8-4 and Toronto
trimmed Minnesota 4-1.
In the World Hockey Association, Edmonton edged Toronto
4-3, Jersey beat Cleveland 3-2
and Los Angeles downed Houston 4-3.
Denis Potvin put New York
on top with a first-period goal
but Montreal answered three
times in the second period, Jacques Lemaire, Frank Mahovlich and Murray Wilson doing
the damage. New York's Lorne
Henning and Montreal's Henri
Richard exchanged goals in the
final two minutes of play.
The victory boosted Montreal
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Ford's Office Pledges To Open Highways If Blocked
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) - ston said, police will take neeGov. Wendell Ford's office said esary action to move the
Thursday that if truckers try to trucks.
block Kentucky highways, the
Truckers protesting higher
state will "keep the roads gasoline prices and low speed
open."
limits have tried to set up road
Thomas Preston, Ford's blocks in Northern and Southpress secretary, said state po- ern Kentucky, but have been
lice have been directed to ask unsuccessful.
drivers one time" to move
About eight trucks started to
any deliberately parked rigs block the south end of the Inthey encounter. After that, Pre- terstate 75 bridge at Covington
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Washington Marshal
Wears Many Other Hats
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ROYAL CITY, Wash.(AP)Don't ask Dan Salinas what he
does for a living unless you've
got time on your hands.
He's not only marshal for this
windblown Eastern Washington
farming community, but dog
catcher, street repairman, assistant fire chief, street sign Installer, meter reader, ambulance crewman, water and sewer maintenance man, park gardener and sometime gravedigger as well.
And during the Yuletide season 45-year-old Salinas puts together the local Christmas pageant because he likes kids.
Salinas says he is satisfied
with the jobs he has been doing
for nearly three years, for $671
a month.
"I get to do so many things
in this type of work. I don't
know how I would feel about
just doing police work," he explains.
Yet, he says he would like to
have a fulltime assistant,- something the community of 650 has
been searching for without suc-
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Salinas speaks highly of the
hunting and fishing that surrounds Royal City, but says he
hasn't the time for such pursuits - "I work seven days a
week.
••I kept track of my hours for
several months - it was at
least 80 hours a week - so I
quit doing that."
He gets paid for a 40-hour
week by the city, but piles the
extra hours on without complaint
While work takes up the bulk
of the day for Salinas, talk
seems to be his real strength.
"I'm not just a policeman,
but also have to be a sort of
preacher, counselor and babysitter," he said. "There are lots
of civil 'disputes which I can
usually settle without taking
anyone to jail. Plain old conversation works wonders."
His technique of concliation
seems to be working. In early
1971, calinsis says he took an
average of two prisoners a
week on the 35-mile ride to jail
in Ephrata. Now he makes the
trip about once a month.
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Wednesday night, but most
moved on into Ohio after troopers followed them. However,
one trucker stopped on the Kentucky side arid moved only
after being warned by police.
State Police at Bowling
Green said "four or five" rigs
collected on Interstate 65 near
the Kentucky-Tennessee border
late Thursday afternoon, but
were moved by 8 p.m.
A police dispatcher described
the Bowling Green drivers as
"not too organized," and said
officers were keeping the road
open without much dfficulty.
Earlier this week, roads in
Ohio, Colorado, Delaware,
Pennsylvania and other states
were blockaded by protesting
trucker.
State Police Commissioner
Ron Johnson says 10-ton wreckers are available from the
Kentucky Department of Military Affairs and other sources,
in the event some trucks have
to be moved. Truckers who deliberately park their rigs to
block traffic are subject to the
usual traffic law citations.
They are additionally liable
to felony charges if the obstruction of public roads results
in' property damage, Johnson
said.
Meanwhile, the president of
Transportation
Eck Miller
Corp. in Owensbero warned
that a strike by the Teamsters
Union could bring "chaos."
Paul Jefferies said if something wasn't done to aid truckers, "then the nation will see
how this affects every American. If something's not done
we're going to see at least 10
per cent unemployment, if not
15 per cent. We'll have not a
recession but a depression."
Teamster officials, however,

had taken no stand as of Thurs- ation AAA) has a stronger lobby than the truckers, and they
day on the highway blockades.
Jefferies said Thursday he haven't wanted these bigger
had sent letters to President trucks on the road."
The president of another KenNixon and Gov. Ford, propostrucking company,
tucky
trucks
on
limits
weight
that
ing
George Parr, said he doesn't
be raised.
He said that by increasing approve of recent highway
with
the amount of freight the blockages but sympathizes
drivers.
trucks can carry, drivers can
move at lower speeds and not
"I don't go along with vioHe said that Colorado, North
said Parr, president of
lence,"
Dakota and Utah have already
Trucking Service. But
Parr
raised weight limits.
truckers feel like they have
This is a non-inflationary so- the
heard and this is the only
be
to
lution to the problem," Jefway these boys know."
feries said. "And it can be
done. The Interstates were built
Parr said he thinks truckers
to haul more weight than we're and the federal government
will reach a compromise speed
allowed to carry now.
"The only reason we're not limit of 60 miles an hour, and
allowed higher limits is that the he called that "plenty fast
American Automobile Asaoci- enough "

LEGAL NOTICE
WANT TO BUY bailed straw and
Notice is hereby given that a
or hay in any quantity. Phone 767NOTICE
1970 Ford Galaxy 4-door with
4384.
Trailer space free to couple
52,844 miles and a 1972 Ford
small family. Free
or
Torino with 21,200 miles will be
water. Utility pole
WANT TO BUY bunk bed,
sold at Public Auction for cash on
Septic tank already in
mattress and springs, good
Monday, December 17, 1973 at
afte
stalled. Call 436-5699
condition. Phone 753-8390.
1:00 o'clock P.M. The Public
5:00 p.m.
Auction will be held at the Southwest corner of 7th and Main
WANT TO BUY large farm, with
Street in Murray on the Parker
or without house, in Calloway
Ford, Inc. lot. These cars can be
County. Phone 762-2557.
examined at Parker Ford, Incir
Irish
about
Setter,
.LOST MALE
eight months old in vicinity da
,Irticles
)
.
North 14th Street and Hughes
CARPET SALE all during the Avenue Reward offered. Phone MOBILE HOMES underpentit-d
month of December, Hughes 753-5688 or 753-4)972.
Phone 753-3938 or 753-5461
Paint Store, 401 Maple Street,
Murray, Kentucky.
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REMOVE CARPET paths and
Dan Tedium
issues: the provision for subdi- ion.
fluff beaten down nap with
spots;
the
Teamby
filed
The
suit
Big I gm Dept.
vision regulation and sanctions
Blue Lustre. Rent shampooer
ThursCourt
Superior
sters
in
Emfterhuilty
to
"which would be applied
$1.09. Big K, Belaire Shopping
a
states not developing land use day contends McMahon, part- ployerCenter.
and
Nick
Torzeski
named
ner
programs that qualify for fedwere WANTED LADY to live in with
two
they
formed
firms
eral assistance.
paid $1.75 million to carry out a elderly couple. Phone 753-1634. FIREWOOD-cut to order.
The deputy chief of the U.S. multimedia promotional camPhone 436-2382 or 753-5145.
Forest Service, Einar L. Roget, paign for the Teamsters. The
told the group "foresters should firms were America on the
'
take the lead in this effort to Move Productions, Inc., and 1111111111111111
achieve better use of our land Sabra Productions, Inc.
NEED EXTRA cash? Spare
resources."
The suit contends McMahon, Time! Details, sample free. TWO PIECE oak hutch. Phone
Roget noted t at in the Torzeski and the two firms Rosebud Sykes, 406 South 4th 753.2604.
United States private ownership used the $1.75 million for their Street.
of land has always been own enterprises. It said they
LIVING ROOM suite-divan and
chair; electric stove and
thought of as basic to our free- failed to pay bills for the pub1.lnsaçe
dom, end that until the late licity campaign and brough
refrigerator; television. Phone
19th century little thought was bad publicity to the Teamsters.
NEW mobile 4894367 after 6:69 p.m.
INSURANCE:
The union seeks return of its
given to preservation and conhome coverage to qualified risk,
servation of lands and natural money, $2.5 million for damage
NEW 30" Tappan electric range,
with or without deductible, low
to its reputation and $2.5 milvisual
light oven, $125.00. Phone
resources.
rates, excellent claim service.
Until the present, local plan- lion in punitive damages.
When you see me, don't think of 492-8328.
ning in the U.S. has been acinsurance, but when you think of
1972 two
complished largely without
insurance see me. Harding AUTOMATIC WASHER,
Speed Queen. Excellent
broad state guidance and coorGalloway Insurance & Realty, speed,
condition. $125.00. Phone 753-1236.
diriation, he said.
phone 753-6842.
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For Sale

6. Help Wanted

Land Use Planning Is
Recommended By Official i
LEXINGTON,Ky.(AP)-The
public must be made aware of
the need for land use planning,
a state official says.
Billy S. Lewis, chief deputy
for the State Department of
Natural Resources and Environmental Protection, said
Thursday that "much of our
state is as yet unscathed by the
more severe urban problems of
the United States.
Unlike air and water pollution, the results of land spoilation are often irreversible . .
we have a chance to act before
the crisis comes."
Addressing about 150 members of the Kentucky-Tennessee
section of the Society of Aineri-
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"Along with this we have had
increased pressures upon the
land from a rapidly expanding
population, rapid economic
growth and pollution from the
outputs of our technology - all
of which have caused worry
about the well-being of our land
base," he said.
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- Farm labor more
productive ii '72

One hour of farm labor in
1972 produced over twice as
much food as it did in 1957-59.
During this same time, output per manhour in nonfarm
work has increased 78 per
cent. - CNS
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STOP YELLING 'AND PLEASE
HAVE A LITTLE RESPECT FOR A
DEAD
BATTERY

1 Seed
4 Newly married
woman
9 Buy back
9 Tee,
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1i ,,
10
12 Macaw
13 Fertile spot
in desert
16 More crippled
14 Before
18 Doctrine
15 Well matured
20 Fabulous bird
17 Unmarried
woman
22 Make suitable
19 Newer
23 listens to
21 Employ
25 Genus of cattle
22 Interjection
27 Eagle's nest
unlawfully
Take
24
55 Man's
43 Equality
28 Kind of cloth
26 Flesh
nickname
45 Recorded in
29 Hinder
30 Tattered cloth
56 Fruit drink
order
31 MouMain pass 32 Tennis strolls
Petition
57
33 Cry like cat
36 Crony (cotlog) 47 Regret
59 Time gone by
49 Apple rink
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Talk to us today about o trade. Your furniture,
outo or Mobile home need not be paid for.
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22, Musical
23. Exterminating
24. Miscellaneous
Mobile Haile Sales 30. Business Rentals
of WURLITZER PORT
32. Apartments For gent
.B.Lt KELLY'S TERMITE and Pest
40-iiSiT01 Rent
FOUR
NEW
rocket
combo organ, excellent con- Control, phone
Mag wheels, 1972 MOBILE Home,
12' x 50',
753-3914, 100 South Ford 14" x 7",
regulars. $100.00. Two
dition. Must sell $295.00. Also 13th Street
bedrooms, carpeting CLEAN UP shop near Midway. FURNISHED, FOUR bedroom
. "Every day you Phone 435-544
2.
Fender Branco guitar Amp delay lets
throughout, air conditioned. Phone 7534311
and efficiency apartments near FURNISHED HOUSE, three
bugs have their way.'
in the old ice plant building t. $60.00. Would make great
university. Ideal for students, bedrooms. Available at once
FIREWOOD FOR SALE, hard- House type furniture. Phone 753• Christmas gifts. Phone 767-26
Near university. Ideal for three
:South 4th St. Murray, Ky. •
5985.
32
wood,seasoned, mixed with some
Miscellaneous
OFFICE SUITE-8 rooms, phone 753-7575.
to four students. Phone 4364598.
• or 767-6551 after 6:00 p.m.
green. $10.00 rick, free delivery
bottom floor, on South 5th Street
BATTERIES $8.95 to $14.95. Any with
, LARGE FURNISHED
three ricks or more. Phone MOBILE HOME, 10'x50'
two
PIANO SALE. As low as $595.00. car, discount to dealers.
, two across from Parker's Grocery.
Atomic 489-2400.
bedroom Apartment, electric
bedro
oms.
Phone
Priced
Lonardo Piano Company, across batteries, 401 North 4th Street
753-55
82,400
95
.00
or
or
753-500
0.
,
heat wall to wall carpet, married
FOR RENT
best offer. Phone 753-0518, Fox
I from Post Office, Paris, Ten- Murray, 753-8572.
• Truck load every week.
•
•
couple, no pets, $100 per month.
FIREWOOD. Prompt delivery. Meadows.
2 Bedroom Duplex
• No job too small or too • nessee.
•
Phone 753-4147 or 436-2390.
Phone 753-6425, days or 753-5962
•
Westwood Subdivision
•
large.
STEREO TURNTABLE,
•
nights.
Central air and heat
•••
• BALDWIN PIANOS and organs Garrard model 2025T,
.
$40.00 or
29. Mobile Home Rent*
Washer and dryer hook-up.
Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo best offer. Two Sears 3-way
TREASURE HUNTINGONE BEDROOM furnished
Dishw
asher, stove and
TWO
17. Vacuum Cleaners
BEDR
OOM
Piano Company, across from stereo speakers, $100.00. Phone
furnished or
an exciting new family
NEW TWO bedroom mobile apartments also two bedroom
refrigerator. Drapes and
unfurnished apartment, wall to
Post Office, Paris, Tennessee. 753-4646.
hobby with a WHITE'S
home, all electric, carpet, $50.00 trailers. Phone 753-4017.
carpet included. Deposit
wall carpet. Central heat and air.
KIRBY VACUUM 1Christmas
deposit, $125.00, water furnished.
METAL DETECTOR.
required $135 per month
Special) receive free hose and
Good location. Available at once.
"You can't buy a finer
Phone 753-2377.
Phone 753-4470TWO AKC registered basset
attachments with the purchase of
For A Merry Christmas
FURNISHED OR Unfurnished Call 753-4331.
t
detector than a White's."
hounds. Also good queen size
a new Kirby upright through Dec.
one bedroom apartment. Couples
Drummers,
These ultra-sensitive inNEW TWO bedroom mobile
See our New
springs and mattress. Phone 48931. Save $40.00. Phone 753-0359,
or one person only. 400 S. 16th.
Houses For Rent
strume
nts
will
home,
"Prem
find
a
ier" Drum Sets for
all electric, carpet, $50.00
single
2595.
ask for Mike Hutchins, Bob
Phone 753-4413.
UNFURNISHED HOUSE, six
Professional Drummers
coin or ring burned several
deposi
or
t,
8175.00
,
water
TWO
furnis
BEDROOM house, 310 rooms and bath.
hed.
Bryar, Hollis Clark, Lloyd Buller,
Aspiring students
With
Air conditioned.
3
inches deep,larger objects,
Phone
753-237
toms, Bass, Hi
7.
South
8th Street. $50.00 per All electric. Walkin
Hat, and
or stop by and see a new or
OIL SPACE heater with therg distance of
much deeper. Call your
Cymb
Stands , Drum
TWO FURNISHED apartments month. Possession immediately. campus. Nice and clean.
rebuilt at 500 Maple Street.
throne included,
mostat; oak wash stand; tall oak
local White's dealer for a
Phone
Phone
Bob
MOBI
Miller
LE HOME, two-bedroom, for girls, air conditioned. Partial
753-2920.
753-7276.
bed with lots of scroll; old claw
CHUCK'S MUSIC CENTER
free demonstration and a
all electric, carpet throughout. utilities paid. No pets. Phone 753footed love Seat; marble top
18.111111110.111
special free Christmas
Private lot. Phone 4924785.
9741 after 5:30 p.m.
cocktail table; lots of other old
offer. Call soon to insure
SINGER STYLIST sewing MUSIC LESSONS: Band
pieces
includ
ing several hundred
Christmas delivery. Phone
inTWO BEDROOM mobile home, FURNISHED APARTMENTS,
machine with maple cabinet. struments, piano,
753-1575 Mon. - Sat.
guitar, pieces of depression glass. Must
648.00 per month. Nice lot. Phone living room, kitchen, bathroom
Used very little. Phone 753-8109 beginning violins. Experi
enced be sold. Can be seen at Uncle
Highway 94-E
and shower and bath. One or two
or 435-4981.
489-2595.
teachers with masters degree. Willie's Trading Post, four miles
bedro
oms.
Zimme
FIRE
Phone 753-1470.
rman
PLAC
ApartE WOOD. Phone 75$south of Murray on 641.
(Formerly Gordon's Fruit Market)
19.
4147, or 436-23•0.
COACH ESTATES and Fox ments, South 16th Street, 753CLEARANCE SALE G E. Record HEAVY IRON stove heater
Meadows Mobile Home Parks, 6609.
,
1967-40-20 John Deere tractor
Pli*.ers
burns wood or coal, $10.00. Phone
South 16th Street. Residential
with noo how-s Perfect conReg. Sale
area, natural gas hook ups LARGE EFFICIENCY apartModel
Price Price 4364404.
dition Phone 753-3712.
TOMATOES - NAVAL ORANGES - APPLES ment, large closets and storage,
V-211
CABLEVISION
$18.95 $1688
availa
ble. Spaces from $27.50.
INV-639
electric heat and air conditioned.
$3495 $2488 50 GALLON aquarium, complete STALLATION!! Reduced from Phone 753-3855.
GRAPEFRUIT and MANY OTHERS
V-936
20. Sports
$55.96 $4488 with
Ideal for couple. 1606 West Main.
December 1-15, was $10.00 now 99
fish. Phone 753-5020.
•
946
$59.95 $47 88
cents, or second installation
T-361
$79.95 $50
A BUFFALO Bill Winchester
ROBY SALES
FIVE PONTIAC 14" PMC $5.00. Portable Television will be
rifle, Collector's item, octagon HIGHWAY ea BENTON,
K1'
chrome mags, must sell, $65.00. given away absolutely free. No
barrel, never fired, $160.00.
purchase necessary. Murray
Phone 753-7508 after 5:00 p.m. JARABOGA BAND will be at the Phone 753-0275.
Cablevision.
Cotton Club Friday night,
SPEED QUEEN automatic
MARLIN 12 gauge shotgun. December 7.
washer, $50.00. New white storm
NEAR DOWNTOWN AT 403 Elm
Phone 753-9629
Street is a good 2 bedroom
CORNER OF LOCUST GROVE ROAD and Hwy
frame home with electric heat
121 South is
TWO BEGINNERS guitars, door, $25.00. Tropicaire electric
and priced to sell.
an extra nice brick 3 bedroom home with
heater
s,
$8
00
each.
Eurek
a
2 baths, central
cheap.
Good
Christ
mas
gifts
for
411111eleat heat and air, carpet and extra large family
vacuum cleaner, $45.00. Round
ON WATERFRONT DOT AT Green
child. Phone 753-7410.
room with
Valley Estates is a lovely
fireplace. Has 2 car carport, all built-ins and
Lane coffee table, $25.00. Step
4 bedroom home with central
G.E. CLEARANCE Sale--8 track
on about 1 acre
heat and air, carpet, built-ins,
lot.
Must see to appreciate. Call for appointment
end tables, $15.00 each. Phone
fireplace, patio, 2 baths and on
stereo tape players. Automatic
to see.
community water system. A
New
7534214.
very nice year around home.
record changer, audio systems,
LES PAUL
FOUR
ADJOI
NING
WATER FRONT LOTS ON Barkley
duo-mode systems, tri-mode
BASS GUITAR
Lake. All are wooded and with view
Fantastic
FIREWOOD FOR sale. Phone
NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK HOME on 5
Gibson
in
of Highway 68 bridge. On
systems, four channel sound
acres of good land.
strument. Great fOr good
paved road and city water. This is
Jim Gibson 489-2195 after 5:00
Lots of blacktop frontage, about 142 miles
systems, FM-AM-FM stereo
a prime location and
Bass Player's Christmas
north
of
Kirkse
y.
916
Mayfield Rd.
priced right. Nothing else like them
Central heat and air, 2 baths, carpet and
p.m.
Present
receiver. While they last.
left.
good well. Large
Murra
y,
CHUC
Ky.
KS
MUSIC
transf
CENTER
erable VA Loan.
Model-Reg. Price-Sale Price
AT 1213 MELROSE IS A 3 bedro
mstss
liorjagglii
y.41616 $62.95 $49.88
s ksom
om brick with carpet,
CREOSOTE POLES,8' to 20' and
basebo
ard heat, garbage disposer, built-i
Take
Your
Choke
:
SC2705 $124.95 $99.95
PIANO SALE. As low as $1185.00. treated fence posts.
n range, nice
Murray
cabine
ts,
tile
bath, utility room. Priced at $18,600.00.
413 or 415 SOUTH 10TH STREET-2 bedroom frame house
SC2006 $124.95 $109.95
Lonardo Piano Company, across Lumber Company,
104 Maple
completely redecorated. Perfect for a young family or
9C2015 $159.95 $126.95
from Post Office, Paris, Ten- Street
ABOUT TWO MILES SOUTH on 641 and
retired couple, will sell for $8,000,00.
a I. $199.95 8154 95
on a lot over an acre
nessee.
CLEARANCE-- Sale G.E. porin size is a nice 3 Bedroom brick
"g.c% I I $209.96 $168.9
home. Has 2 baths, large
table
5
Cassett
e
%corder players.
LADIES BOOTS, $1.00 and up.
recrea
tion
room, central heat and air, carpet
4 MILES FROM NEW CONCROD, off Route 444 is a 2
WHILE THEY LAST'.
SC3205 2259.95 $199.95
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs. Over
, beautiful
200 pair. White House,
fireplace. All rooms are spacious. Call
bedroom frame house located on approximately 2 acres.
Reg. Sale
$C) watts peak music, power on Rent to purchase plan. Lonardo northw
for more information.
est corner of Highway 121 Model
Price
Price
Panell
ed and carpeted on the inside. Imagine only $7,500.00.
our most deluxe set Roby Sales, Piano Company, across from
$29.95 $15.88
and Graham Road. Open all day M-8433
40 ACRES JUST 2 MILES FROM MURR
Highway 68, Benton, Kentucky. Post Office, Pans, Tennessee.
M-8415
AY and ks mile east
$3995 $22.86
Saturday.
of 641 North with 2 bedroom rock and
M-8,44.5
NEW
FOUR
APAR
UNIT
BUILD
TMEN
ING.
T
$42.95 $3588
Each
frame home with bath,
st-8450
well.
$4496 $32.88
apartment has 2 bedrooms and tile bath, utility, all carpet,
TIRE SALE, new and used, all M-8455
Mr For the Christmas Holidays,
$3195 $3999
central heat and air, built-in range and refrigerator. On
M-8460
$59 95 $47.88
sizes, including steel belted
121 HIGHWAY WEST, IMMEDIATELY OUTSIDE CITY
wooded lot. Private front and rear porches. Must see to
ROBY
CAR./ See Us at WALSTON AUTO
LIMITS. Two bedroom brick veneer house on approximately
radials. Located at 113 North 3rd HIGHWAY 68 SALF-S
appreciate.
BENTON, KY
one acre. Nice double car garage with apartment. Good
REPAIR for TUNE-UP, BRAKE Street, across from county jail. ZENI
income. Also one car brick garage behind house. Priced to
TH COLOR television,
ON 94 WEST just 2ks miles East of Tri-City is a 9 room frame
CHECK, OIL CHANGE, LUBRI- SHALLOW AND deep well 150.00. Moving, must sell. Phone
sell, $37,500.00.
house on about 2s acres of land. Has hardwood floors, 4
767-474
pumps
5.
new
,
and
used.
Phone
753bedrooms, huge family room, well. Priced to sell at
CATION, Reasonably Priced!
THE HEFtSCHEL CORN HOME on Lynn Grove Road in the
5543, 7:00 to 9:00 p.m.
$15,000.00.
G.E. TELEVISION, black and
best location in the county. On over one acre lot with
J78x- or 15-$18.11 + $3.01. white with swivel base, $25.00.
beautiful large trees, shrubbery and a park-like setting. This
ON 17 ACRES OF LAND. New Split-level brick veneer
L711x- or 15-$18.88 + $3.31 Phone 7534781.
is an extra large remodeled home. The size of the rooms will
home'
Custom premium 2+2 fiberglass
11.1 miles southeast of Almo. Has 3 bedrooms, 2 baths,
astound you. Modern kitchen with all built-ins, paneled den,
central
Dixieland Center
belted 78 series, white wall. Road
heat and air, carpets. Anderson windows, built-i
large formal dining room, extra large living room with
n range.
hazard and defective material CLEARANCE Sale
House still under construction.
G.E.multiguaranteed.
fireplace and adjoining sun parlor and patio. Designed for
band
radios
.
Sale
E78x14" or 15-11551 + $2.31
gracious living entertaining. Has 2 baths, 5 bedrooms. Has
Price
F78x14" or 1.5-$16.12 + $2.50 3 band models
BEAUTIFUL LAKE LOTS at Sugar Creek
central heat and air and on city water. You must
Subdivision.
G78x14" or 15-$17.20 + $2-73 P-4920
see to
About 12 wooded, water front lots. Other fine
$ 36.95 $ 29.88
realize the potential. Call for appointment to see. Posses
wooded lots
H78x14" or 15"-$1890 +
sion
near the water and Irving Cobb Fishing
L78- or 15" - $19.00 + $3,31 5 band models
Lodge. These are
with deed.
fine lots-not the run of the mill. Call us for details
Wide 71) series white wall 2+2 fib- P-4950
$ 49.95 $ 38.88
.
erglass belted or nylon. Road haz- 7 band models
AT 323 WOODLAWN a nice 3 bedroom brick for less
than
ard and defective material guar- P-4980
WE HAVE SEVERAL GOOD LAKE LOTS, City
$20,000.00. Has new tile bath, new carpet and on corner
$124.95 $ 89.88
anteed.
and County
lot
8
band
model
lots.
s
Some small, some large. All different price
Electric heat and garage.
F70x14" or 15"-$17.50 + 32.61
ranges.
P-4960
G70x14" or 15"-$18.54 + $2.88
Check with us for residential or commercial lots.
$ 69.95 $ 49.88
1170x14" or 15"-$19.30
$3.09 12 band models
1509 SYCAMORE STREET on beautiful wooded lot that
Wide
is
60
series
raised white let..
See the all new automatic model 1205 with power
extra deep. 3 bedroom brick with 2fireplaces, den, all
$199.95 $139.88
ters, Road hazard and defective P-4990
EXTRA NICE 3 BEDROOM BRICK home in Meadow Green
nozzle
carpet,
and rug washer attachment. For a free home trial
Roby Sales, Highway 68,
central heat and air. Near high school. Carpor
materials guaranteed.
Acres. On large lot and has fireplace, double garage, 2 baths,
call
t. A com1360x14" or 15"-$19.13 + $2.89
Paducah 443-6469.
Benton Kentucky
fortable home and well located. Priced to sell.
centra
heat
l
and
air,
carpet
.
Priced
less
than
1.60x14
replac
" or 15"-$113.52 + $3.48
ement
Appointments - day or evening - are made by
cost. $29,500.00.
our
Mud and snow tires, white wall.
bonded representatives on a no-obligation basis.
REAL NICE and newly decorated home at 523 Broad
Road hazard and defective maSt. 3
27.
Mobil
e
Home Sales
Also company is expanding its local sales forceterial guaranteed.
bedrooms, central gas heat, 1-2 basement, 2 air condit
CHOICE LOCATION ON NORTH 10th Street. A 2 bedro
-men
ioners,
om
F78x14" or 15"-$14.41 + $2.53
and women interested, please contact us at this addres
draper
ies,
some
carpet. Reduced to $16,900.
brick home with carpet, central heat and air. Extra large
s:
G78x14" or 15"-$15.13 +
USED 10 x 50', two bedroom
111 S. 6th St., Paducah, Ky.
family room with fireplace, 2 baths, large utility room,
H78.x14" or 15"-$16.17 + $2.60
$2.75
mobile
home.
Total electric, new
Equal Opportunity Employer
807 N. 18TH REAL NICE 2 bedroom frame with carpor
L781(14" or 15"-$17.18 + $3.13
carport and priced right. $29,500.00.
t and
Steel belted radial ply tires. Road carpet throughout. 22195.00.
outside storage, carpet in living room. Modera
tely priced.
hazard and defective materials Phone 753-4469.
NEW FOUR BEDROOM SPLIT-LEVEL in Canterbury
guaranteed
Ell70x14" or 15"-$34.70 + $2.83
Estates, 2 baths, family room, dining room, living
IN WHITNELL ESTATES, this 3 bedroom brick has
room,
GR70x14" or 15"-$36.31 + $3.08 IMMEDIATE POSSESSION of
huge
double garage,concrete drive, this is a beautiful home
rustic den with beamed Cathedral Ceiling, large
ready
liR78N14" or 15"-$37.50 + $3.33 1972 12' x 60' twb
kitchen,
bedroom mobile
to move in.
L1270s14" or 15"-$39.47 + $3.70
dining
room,
2
baths,
centra
l heat and air, large walled in
Truck tires. Road hazard and de- home, furnished or unfurnished,
patio for privacy. On wooded lot in one of Murray's
fective material guaranteed. many extras. Phone 7534744
best
BETT
HOME
BRICK
MURR
ER
S
THE
IN
ONE OF
AY at 809
locations. A real good price.
Highway tread.
after six p.m.
Olive Street. Has 6 bedrooms, 3 baths, and on 90' x 240' lot.
Jo:
670x15-6 ply - $13.37 4- $22.40
7001115-6 ply - $16.55 -4- $2.80 1871
Has 3 fireplaces, 10 closets, steel beam construction,
AT 600 S. BROAD STREET is a nice 2 bedroom
home at a
TORO
NADO trailer, 12' x 54'
750x16-8 ply - 83948 4- $3.69
basement. All built-ins in kitchen. Large family room,fenced
hard to find price. Newly decorated and carpet
Truck tires, tortion type. Road two bedrooms, all gas. Good
ed. New
apprec
iate.
yard. Must see to
electric wall heaters, new water heater, 2 air condit
hazard and defective material condition. $3200.0
ioners, a
0. Phone 437guaranteed.
real
sharp
house-washer and dryer included. A price you can
670,05-6 ply - $17.63 + ass 4788 or 437-4195.
20 ACRES OF fine developing land in city limits and on S.
afford. $10,500.00.
?oox is-6 ply - 318.93 + $3.33
16th St. The best piece of land left in the city Call for details
750xl•-$ Ply - $25.78 + $4.12 10' x 52' HOUSE Trailer, all
ROBY SALES. Highway a
FINE RESTAURANT, PERFECT
electric. Extra nice. First
LOCATION, all equipRenton. Ky.
ment, plenty of parking is available. Buildi
11800.00 takes it. Phone 492-8339.
ng and lot can be
COMMERCIAL LOT WITH old house at 103 N. 12th Street.
purchased or continued to be leased. Fine
A
opportunity to ovm
good investment for someone.
an established business. Inquire at
office.

1.

• Discount
:Carpet Center

24.

•
SHAG
99
1
V2 -$399- 599 sq. yd:

1101

VI.

MB Farmers Market

FRESH FRUITS & VEGETABLES

43fligiestsservicc,

For Buying and Selling Real Estate Contact
Guy Spann Realty.

'1

Front End
Alignment
$795
North Point
Standard

yooR_

WALSTON AUTO REPAIR
ELECTRO-LUX
The World's Finest
Vacuum Cleaner

sr,

HOU E FOR SALE
On Kentucky Lake

4 Bedroom
brick, family room, 2 kitchens, 2 large
bathrooms, 2 fireplaces, large spacious closet
s. 2 car brick
garage with lights and power outlets, work
bench and lined
with shelves Also lovely organic
garden. Everything
rssid- want'.

Phone 362-8586

Priced at $47,500

N -0-T -I-C -E

The work is now complete after the torna
do.
I am now open for business.
YOUR BUSINESS WILL BE APPRECIATED
Thanks',

Guy Spann Realty

901 Sycamore Str.

Member of Multiple Listings

_

Barnett Wheel Alignment

Louise Baker 753-2409

Our Sales Staff .. .
,Jack Persall 753-8961

Phone 753-7724

Prentice Dunn 753-5725
-c
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id heat
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apes and
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T month
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conditioned.
g distance of
:lean. Phone
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41tUsed Cars & Trutler

Another View

THREE BEDROOM house,
located 12th and Main Phone
days 753-4383.

FREE DISH

•

36771M11/1"ir
FOUR BEDROOM house, two
baths located
in Lakeway
Shores. Furnished. Prefer lease.
Phone Louisville 456-2841.

lk,
-s
51. emajostoci

WITH
TAl*Fui.
EVERYTA4RFUL
TRADING
STAmPS

37. Livestock - Supplie
LOST OUR lease, have to sell 250
short horn angus hereford and
charolias, crossed young cows,
some with calves by side. Any
amount to customer. LaVern
Estes, West Vienna, Ill. Phone
618-658-7203 days or 618-658-5301
nights.

owl

HALF BLOODED Chianina bulls.
Phone 767-4384.

eM
klvia

LIMITED
SUPPL`( PER
CUSTOMER

48. Automotive Service

CLOSED
SUNDAY

,•••••••
4 5 Pm 011 --••
5,,••• ,••
•••1 ••••4i•5,
,
4,2 44 ,,,

COMPLETE RADIATOR service
and heater repair. Sholar Auto
Repair, 209 South 7th Street.
Phone 753-1751.

-Sreel

SIX DAIRY cross cows carrying
maine-Anjou. Start calving in
April. two main-401QU_ bid
calves, by Cunia. Five months
641 PET Shop, 7 miles north of
old, phone after 4 p.m., 474-2297.
Murray, Kentucky. Irish Setter
puppies, tiny toy poodles,
PONY SADDLE, like new. cockers, chihuahuas, gerbles and
Phone 753-5287.
hampsters, fish and supplies.
Phone 753-1862 or 753-9457.

Real Estate

Barkley
idge. On
Lion and

carpet.
ge, nice

PROPERTY
FOR SALE
Equal Housing
Opportunity
Government Re-Sales
504 No. 7th St.
FHA No. 235
Financing available
$200 will handle
Call Mr. Wm. Shannon
Collect 502) 587-1305
W.C.S. REAL
ESTATE CO.

1968 BUICK Special, 71,000 mike,
four door. Good on oil and gas
mileage, automatic, $900.00.
Phone 7674408 after 5:00 p.m.

• an acre
is, large
aeautiful
rmation.

753-4106

TartiVIMMITMC

lie east
ith bath,

Weekend Special

E CITY
ximately
It. Good
3riced to

Friday & Saturday

ad in the
lot with
ing. This
*ins will
sled den,
om with
gned for
)rns. Has
St see to
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ditioners,
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las huge
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walled in
ay's best
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ed. New
:ioners, a
S you can

ill equipot can be
ty to own

1-7724

Glazed, Chocolate, Jelly. and Plain Long John

DOUGHNUTS - 65

doz.

Reg. 85 doz.
- FRESH DAILY No Forced Purchase at

Sammon's Bakery
753-5434

North Side Shopping Center
•

..

PLYMOUTH DUSTER 340-1970
Good condition. Three speed
manual. Phone 753-7918.
1965 CHEVELLE, Malibu. 2 door
hardtop, small V-8, automatic
transmission, $375.00 or best
offer. 206 S. 9th Street.

:

• 1'

ANNOUNCING!
Same Day Carrier
Service of The
Ledger & Times

.967 VOLKSWAGEN,new motor,
FOR SALE by owner. Four new set of tires, $750.00. Phone
bedroom home, two baths 753-6215.
ir
Remodeled older home on big lot,
city water, carpeted. Call 753- VOLKSWAGEN-1970, excellent
3163.
condition. Phone 753-8109 or 4354981.

TWO BEDROOM house, located
Vista
ar, OLDSMOBILE-1969,
10 miles east of Murray,
power'
full
wagon,
station
Cruiser
proximately one mile from
and air conditioning. Good
Kentucky Lake. Completely
Phone 474-2266.
condition.
and
well
carpeted, bath, new
•/
$10,000.
-1 pump. On two acre lot.
FORD-1964 Galaxie 500, four
Phone 753-2691.
door. Loaded. Local one owner.
Phone 753-4679.
BY OWNER,416 South 9th Street,
Murray. Completely furnished 1969 CHEVELLE, Malibu, 2 door
three bedroom house, gas heat, hardtop,
V-8,
small
air conditioner, modern kitchen automatic transmission, $375.00
with washer and dryer, storm or best offer. 206 S. 9th Street.
doors and windows, large yard,
garden, garage and storage shed. MAVERICK-1973, two door, six
Possession with deed. Phone 753- cylinder, automatic. Autumn
••.!
green, black vinyl top, radio,
6596.
white wall tires, 8,800 miles.
IN CANTERBURY Estates. One Sharp. Phone 7534124.
of the nicest homes you could
*want, three bedrooms, two car FIVE-1972 Plymouth Satellites,
garage, central
heat-air. air conditioned, power steering
Fireplace, you name it. It has it. and brakes. High mileage lease
ROBERTS REALTY 12th & cars. $1200.00 each. Phone 753Sycamore 753-1651.
7832.

to houses on Highway
641 South, between
Murray and Hazel

Christmas
Shopping

4
3

Days Left!

2

!lege Shop

*itNe CO

C

your

ow-eli7le
Be Prepared for
Christmas 1974

•
•
•

•
•
•
a

•
•

•
CHRISTMAS TREES
•
LIVE AND CUT
•
Live -Red Pine,Scotch Pine, and Norway Spruce.
•
Cut -Wide variety including pine,spruce, and fir.
SALE CONTINUING THRU DEC. 15!
10-15 PERCENT OFF most Hollies, Magnolia Trees,
•
Azaleas, and Standard and Dwarf Burfords
•
FOUR SEASONS NURSERY, Located Hwy. 641, Riviera •
Trailer Ct. on Ritz Craft Ct., Lot No. 82. - 753-9946, s•
0796 (Call anytime)
•
For your shopping convenience we are now open 8-6 Mon •
•
-Sat., 1-6 Sun.
•
I
-

welcome

Use Our Lay-Away Plan

OPEN YOUR

CHRISTMAS CLUB

PURCHASE
EQUIPMENT CO.

CA05.5-tokat
Gift
Wrapping-0.

SUITS (Some Vested, SoromreessTrpio)
Pants)
SPORT COATS(contrastmg

TODA

Wools, Wool Blends, Polyester Plaids,
Patterns, Solids

Bank of Murray
Member F.D.I.C.

Great Selection of Ties and Bow
Across From MSU Library

rgriesa#61-0
Alladdin Steel

,

Ties

Free Gift
Wrapping

VACUUM

• Wallace's
Book Store

BOTTLES
Pint Size 4301/A943B

SHIRTS
One Imprint FREE!

Quart Size 402/A944B
$

444

RECORDS '1" Off

•

All Reg. Stock Albums
15th Street
Across from MSU Library
753-7334

MURRAY Tlffe,,,Wit,

HOME AND AUTO STORE
Northside Shopping Center

753-2571

call David Hill

lit

• #.'#;?..•---

.4.ce
•

Hwy. 94E, just across the
railroad tracks

DEALER
See: Don Chapman or Charles Roberts

o

FREE'

•

OPENING
SOON!!

S.

Free
Parking

CARD

BAN

$ 1 288

Papers delivered daily at
about 4:00 p.m.
Only houses located adjacent to
Highway 641
$2.00 per month
Credit may be given for paid-inadvance mail subscriptions.
753-6740
.Please call between the hours of
'sir and seven
-Please do not call the Ledger
& Times office.

-6

1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
condition, will sacrifice. Phone
753-8892 between 5:00 and 7:00
p.m.

46. Homes For Sale

GUY SPANN REALTY for all
your needs. We handle all types
of Real Estate. We need listings.
Phone 753-7724, 901 Sycamore,
Murray.

11
10
9
8
7

1971 GRAND Prix, full power and
air, New radial tires, blue with
white top, white interior. Road
wheels, A-1 shape $2,700. Phone
435-5792 or 753-3263.

AKC 37 ACRE farm, two bedroom
CHRISTMAS
FOR
registered toy apricot poodles. house, 2 car garage on 641 North.
Also Siamese kittens, two months Phone 753-3645 after 4:30 p.m. 1965 FORD Sports coupe, blue.
Gas saver, good shape. Phone
old. 753-2304.
753-8382.

43- It

•

1111S
0

OPENING

Professional grooming by
Barbara Snyder
years experience in pet
and show grooming
Pick up and delivery a
your door.

is .64
1
441y

49.U*1

11111111111111111111 ALASKAN MALAMUT: Ger31
REGISTERED ENGLISH Setter man Shepard puppies. Wonderful
bird dog. White, six months old, pets, great guard dogs. Hold til
already hunting. Price $50.00. See christmas. 753_9390.
Thomas Scruggs 492-8459 or Dan
Shipley 753-2878.
AKC REGISTERED toy poodle,
puppies, apricot. Will hold till
AKC REGISTERED Poodle Christmas. Phone 753-0957.
Farms For Sale
puppies, whites, silvers, apricots
and blacks. Will hold until GERMAN SHEPARD female
SMALL FARM,3 bedroom brick,
Christmas. Phone 753-6379.
registered, 14 months old and 4
built in appliances, deep well,
puppies, 3 months old, 437-4322.
large tool shed, 2 nice stock
barns, firing house. Double car
TWO SETTER bird dogs, one garage, large block well house.
year and two years old. Phone
Steer and hog lots. 23 feeder pigs
753-8512 after 5:00 p.m.
for sale. Call 435-3173 after 6 p.m

ARADISE
KENNELS

51. Services Offered

51110;4411111.1111111 Services Offered

1957 CHEVROLET. Excellent
MOVE IN For Christmas, a 3 condition, sacrifice. Phone 753- BLUE GRASS Builders. Year ROY HARMON'S Carpenter shop SCARBORJUGH PLUMBING k
end special-2 car garage, as low
carwith
house
bedroom brick
(old ice plant). Complete Electric
offers
24
hour
8892 between 5 and 7 p.m.
as $1895.00. Alununum siding or
repairs, emergency service for well.
and
port, located in Coldwater's new
remodeling
additions.
For
the
price,
you
subdivision, with 3e4 acre lot and
cabinets, paneling, doors, for- pumps, plumbing and electrica/
can't afford to wait. Phone
more land available. This house
mica work, finish carpentry, problems. Phone 753-5543.
contracting. Phone 753-4124 or
has electric central heat and air, SEAMI.F.KS GUTTERS, baked Mayfield collect 247-7672.
and a fully automated kitchen, on enamel finish, guaranteed 30 WILL KEEP children in my 753-0790 nights.
WILLIE'S INTERIOR & Ex):
also fully carpeted, with 1700 feet years. For free detailed estimate home for working mothers.
tenor Painting. Phone 753-4832
phone
Atkins
Gutter
service,
under roof and near completion.
from 8:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m. and
Phone 753-7287.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Also another 3 bedroom, with Murray 7534407 or 753-8992.
753-7484 after 4:30 p.m. for free
Having trouble getting those
double garage, outside comestimates..-you
tractor
DO
need
FARMERS
Ernest
Call
done?
jobs
small
Complete
C
B
CONSTRUCTION,
pleted, ready for inside trim, with
basements, ready to live in if or farm equipment steamed White, 753-0605.
2300 feet under roof.
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN.
patios, clean and painted? Experienced
garages,
One of these houses will go at wanted,
Having trouble getting those
cleaning men with reasonable
cost, money to be made. Assume sidewalks, retaining walls
SIGNS PAINTED. Phone 436-2107 small jobs done? Call Ernest
Phone
rates.
Free
Estimates.
loan, save dosing cost and real driveways, etc. Also backhoe
White 753-0605
after 5:00 p.m.
753-8470.
estate fee. Possibly 100 per cent work. Call 437-4734 or 437-4765.
financing. Drive by or Phone 4892331. You must see to appreciate.

45.

South is
central
mn with
at 1 acre
e.

••••••••

Sell It With A Classified Ad:916

34. Houses For Rent

1SE, three
e at once
al for three
ane 436-5598.
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'Sates and -Semice
New and Used Equipment and
Tractors
• Parts

Fall & Winter SPORTSWEAR
by Jantzen, Douglas Marc, Act Ill &
American Scene
Blazers - Skirts - Slacks - Vests - Blouses
Real Good Selection 1/3 OFF
One Rack

2 Price
1
COATS - /

Drois Shot
Town & Country
Chestnut
, 1304
.
Dixieland Shopping Center-Store Hours: 8:30-6:00 Daily

ONE

A

STOP
PP"4
9'\

•

FOR THE ENT

FAMILY

TWIN LAKES
S
OFFICE PRODU
Inc.
Your Headquarters for Office
Equipment and Supplies

‘'s

See our complete line
for home and office.

1'4.1.
•
.54

c- if gift iteths
(5
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Deaths and Funerals
Funeral Services
Oscar M. Schmitz
Conducted For Mrs. Of Murray Dies
Lita Sue Kirks
This Morning
Funeral services for Mrs.
Lila Sue McReynolds Kirks,
daughter of Mrs. Lois
McReynolds and the late Novel
McReynolds of Murray, were
held Saturday at one p.m. at the
Unt Funeral Home, Wayne,
Interment was in the'CadIllac
Memorial Gardens, Garden
City, Mich.
Mrs. Kirks, age 46, died
November 29 at a hospital in
Wayne, Mich. Her death was
due to cancer, according to
family members.
Survivors are her mother,
Mrs. McReynolds of Murray;
two daughters, Miss Janice
Kirks of El Monte, Calif., and
Mrs. Paula Wysocki of Graden
City, Mich.; one son, Timothy
Kirks of Taylor, Mich.; one
sister, Mrs. Joe ( Wanda) Cable
of Oak Ridge, Tenn.; two
grandchildren, Stephanie and
Keith Wysocki; several aunts,
uncles, and cousins from
Murray and Calloway County.

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1973

Local Persons
Attend State
Bureau Meet

Oscar M. Sctunitz of Murray
Route Eight died this morning
at 4:50 at the Western Baptist
Hospital, Paducah. He was 75
years of age.
The deceased was a member
of the Lutheran Church and of
Atie.y24,siet 2441._544 Epee arid
Accepted Masons, Ann Arbor,
Mich. Born January 24, 1896, in
Riga, Mich., he was the son of
the late Antony M.Schmitz and
Harriet C. Waterbury Schmitz.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Elizabeth Drenocky Schmitz of
Murray Route Eight; one sister,
Mrs. Sara Sadie Gray of
Clinton, Mich.; several nieces
and nephews.
Funeral services will be held
Sunday at two pain. at the
chapel of the J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home. Burial will
follow in the Murray Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home after two p.m.
Saturday.

Stoat Nide
Prices of stocks of local interest at noon today, furnished
to the Ledger & Times by I. M
Simon Co. are as follows:
Airco
Am. Motors
Ashland Oil
A.T. &T.
Boise Cascade
Ford
Gen. Motors
Gen. Tire
Goodrich
Gulf Oil
Pennwalt
Quaker Chita
Tappan
Western Union

Local persons attended the
54th annual convention of the
Kentucky Farm Bureau held at
the Galt House, Louisville,
December 2-5.
Calloway County Judge
Robert 0. Miller spoke at the
"Communications
and
Distinguished Service Awards
banquet" ,heid,on yednesday
evening.-

Kathy L Cleaver
To Be Presented
In Senior Recital
Mrs. Kathy Lovett Cleaver of
Murray will be presented in her
senior piano recital on Sunday,
December 9, at two p.m. in the
recital hall of the Fine Arts
Annex, Murray State University.
The Murray State University
senior is the daughter of Mr
and Mrs. Ralph D. Lovett, Cadiz
Road, Murray. She is married
to Max S. Cleaver, son of Mr.
and Mrs. Hoyt Cleaver, Jr., of
.41rP0 1.1 tf. O.
.._
Mrs. Cleaver is a graduate of
Calloway County High School
and is now a senior at Murray
State University majoring in
music.
The public is invited to attend
the recital, a spokesman said.

Miss Tammy
Feltner,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James R. Feltner of Murray,
represented the First District
Farm Bureau in the Junior
MRS. J.D. RAYBURN,director, standing, is shown rebearshigt
with members of the Chorus of the
Talent contest.
Musk Department of the Murray Woman's Club who will perfo
rm Sunday, December 9, at three p.m.
at the club house. A variety of Christmas music will be prese
nted and the public is invited to attend
Mrs. James Stahler of
the program, according to Mrs. J. Matt Sparkman, general presid
ent of the club.
Murray Route Five who had
One person was injured in a
placed first in the woolen
one-car accident Thursday on
division of the clothing style
the Irian Cobb Road, according
revue held .earlier this year
to the office of County Sheriff
represented the district at the
Clyde Steele.
state meeting.
iCemthesed from Page l
Francis X."Pat" Shea, Route
Others from Murray and
Six, is listed in satisfactory their ancien
Calloway County attending the
t Model T Ford, and
condition at the Western Baptist their
convention were Mr. and Mrs.
farm west of Murray. The
Hospital in Paducah this Roger
Ray T. Broach, Mr. and Mrs.
s were charter members
Mrs. Hoyt Owen, formerly of
morning after suffering an of the
Purdoni Lassiter, Mr. and Mrs.
Reuel Lemmons, preacher
First Presbyterian
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has
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of
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now
of
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the
ah, is a and editor will speak at the
Grahani Feltner, Mr. and Mrs.
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the
Board
Trust
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of
Abile
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nt
at Western Baptist University Church of
.
Noble Cox, and Mrs. Dan
only last week.
Christ Christian College since 1950 and
Hospital, Paducah, after suf- December 9-12. Sunda
Sherif
f
Steele
Shipley.
said
that
a Jeep
y services as a member of the Board
The Chaplain reminiscences
of driven by Shea apparently hit
fering multiple fractures of both will be at 10:30
a.m. and 6:00 Pepperdine University
about
Ivan Jett, former executive legs and her
the Rogers as he tells
since
some loose gravel on a curve,
left arm when she p.m. Services Monday through
about his thoughts before
vice-president of the Kentucky was struck
1971.
and overturned off the road.
by an automobile Wednesday will be at 7:00 p.m.
delivering a sermon to the men
Retail Federation, and Dudley while cross
In 1955, Lemmons became
ing a highway
Lemmons, of Austin Texas, editor
on the USS New Orleans while
Scearce, Shelby County farmer, Wednesday aftern
of
the
"Fir
m
Founoon.
served for many years as dation
they are in the middle of the
were named winners of the
Roy B. Moody, Sr., of 1706
," one of the journals
The former Murray woman, minister of
churches in among Churches of Christ
Pacific Ocean.
Kentu
cky
Ryan Avenue, Murray, died
Farm
Bureau's 1973 Mrs. Owen, teacher at Heath
.
He
is
An eight week education
Oklahoma and Texas. As a a
distinguished service awards. High Schoo
In another part of the book
Thursday at 9:20 p.m. at the program on "Early Warni
regular contributor to a
l, and wife of Rev. promoter of missionary
ng
work number of other religious
Chaplain Forgy tells of how he
Jett, well known in this area, Hoyt Owen, pastor
Murray-Calloway County Signs of Heart Attack" will
of Concord among Churches of Christ,
be was
his publications and is the author of
finally came to the decision to
recipient
Hospital. He was 82 years of initiated by the Kentucky Heart
of
the United Methodist Church, was
sermons were broadcast to the two
volunteer for service as a Navy
age.
books, "Abundant Living"
Association beginning the first organization's award for struck by a car driven by Janice English-sp
eaking peoples of and "The King
Chapl
ain in 1940 before the
The deceased was preceded in week in January, it was an- distinguished service to Ken- Quirmelly of Paducah at
and His
ap- Africa for a number of years
United States entered World
tucky agriculture, and Scearce proximately
death by his wife, Minnie, on nounced today by Mrs. Willar
Kingdom." He is the editor of
5:20 p.m. Wedd
LOUISVILLE, KY —The War II on that fateful Sunda
the "New Smith's Bible
February 13, 1973. He was a Ails, Calloway County Heart received the Bureau's award nesday on U.S. 60,
y,
1% miles
Department
Human December 7, 1941, at Pearl
for
for distinguilthed service to west of Paduc
member of the Seventh and Fund Chairman.
Dicti
onary
"
and
of a widely
ah.
Resources will buy corn- Harbor, Hawaii.
Poplar Church of Christ.
used hymnbook.
It is hoped that through this Farm Bureau.
Kentucky State Troope
munrcations equipment for the
The book relates the voyages
Survivors are one son, Roy B. program the Heart Association
Walter Smith, who investiga
The Freed-Hardernan College
Purchase Region according to and battles of the U.S.S. New
Moody, Jr., and two grand- may make the public aware
the accident, said Mrs.
Chorus of Henderson, Tenn.,
of
an announcement made today. Orleans as they fought battles in
children, Pam and Karen the fact that heart attack often
was struck as she crosse,Ø the
will present a program of
s
Moody, Nashu, New Hamp- give out warning signs before
Approval for this was granted the Pacific Ocean, how the bow
highway. The trooper said Mrs.
religious music following the
shire; two sisters, Mrs. Myrtle they happen, and that if promp
Owen apparently had been to a
evening worship service on by the Emergency Medical was torn away in the Battle of
t
Oliver and Mrs. Minnie Booker, action is taken many lives can
Sunday, December 9. The Services Committee at a Tassafaronga, their fight to get
FT. BENNING, GA.—Second beauty shop and was returning
both of Detroit, Mich.; two be saved. "It is vitally
to Australia, and then to
to
her
choru
reside
s program will begin at meeting in Louisville.
nce on the opposite
im- Lieutenant Paul D. Peterson,
:brothers, Minton Moody of portant," Mrs. Ails said,
The Purchase Region covers Bremerton, Washington, Puget
7:00 p.m.
"that 23, son of Colonel and Mrs. side of the road.
Louisville and Gordon C. Moody the time interval between when
The trooper said the QuinThe University Church ex- Ballard, Calloway, Carlisle, South Navy Yard, for repairs
Palmer A. Peterson, 1709
of Las Angeles, Calif.
a person first has signs of a
nelly
vehicl
tends
e was traveling west
an invitation to all to hear Fulton, Graves, Hickman, before returning to duty.
Johnson Blvd., Murray, comChaplain Fora whose son
Funeral services will be held heart attack and when he or she pleted a nine-we
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time
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the
Lemmons and the Freed- Marshall, and McCracken
accide
nt.
He
ek Ranger
was born while he was at sea,
Counti
es.
Sunday at two p.m. at the sees a doctor or goes to a cours
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Harde
there
man
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Choru
no
notice
s.
able
e at the U.S. Army InThe communications tells of the Navy life, the
chapel of the Max -Cluirchill hospital emergency room, be fantry School
, Ft. Henning, Ga. marks on the vehicle from the
equip
ment will allow am- thoughts, problems, heroism,
Funeral Home with Bro. John shortened considerably, since it
collision except for a broken
The course is dagned to radio antenna.
bulances, emergency rooms, and fears of the servicemen,
Dale officiating. Burial will be is the first few hours after an
and his own thoughts on life
and
In the Bethel Cemetery in Henry attack begins that most lives develop exceptional endurance
emergency
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been a major force in will celebrate this id Sunday in from the Bracken Coaunty State College
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Latin America.
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Roy B. Moody, Sr.
Dies Thursday At
The Local Hospital

One Injured In
Accident Thursday

Mrs. Hoyt Owen Is
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with bigger increases, however,
however,
To what extent has the rising recently,
coat of living affected residents galloping inflation, many have ended up even or better.
been falling behind.
of Calloway County?
In other words, the cost of
A study of the Tax Foun- living has gone up more than 35
Have incomes in the local
— area increased fast enough in +dation, a non-profit research..--percent; putting a squeeze on
the last few years to enable the organization, shows what has many family pocketbooks.
average family to absorb the been happening to people's
How has a married man in
higher cost and have something buying power.
County, for example,
Calloway
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in"Because
left
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additional
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were
elsewhere,
ahead of the game because their a family the same purchasing then?
The figures show that not only
earnings were rising more power it had with the smaller
raises been erased by
rapidly than their costs. More 1966 income." Those with have his
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seismograph machine may be warn the company. Once they
By Mena Gay
left in the area to monitor the break the limit we swear out a
Protection
Consumer
them,"
against
blasts for several months, he warrant
sad Regulation Cabinet
Froedge said. Since the division
FRANKFORT, Ky.— added.
work, several
its
"If the blasts are registering began
Kentucky's controllers of
blasting and explosives have near the limit on the violators have been fined. Find
been busy since they began a seismograph machine, we'll can run up to $5,000.
Most of the investigations
little over a year ago—
deal with strip-mining and
especially since Kentucky
construction."Of the 351 million
uses more explosives than any
pounds of explosives used last
other state.
year, 236 million pounds were
D.T. Froedge, director of the
in strip-mining of coal and
used
and
s
Explosive
of
Division
pounds were used for
million
102
Blasting in the state's departhighway and railway conment of mines and minerals
struction.
points out that his division has
"Since a strip mine may use
its hands full enforcing the
10,000 to 15,000 pounds of exstate's first explosives law.
plosives in a single blast, its
When you consider that
easy to see how Kentucky got to
Kentucky uses 100 million
be the leading state in the use of
pounds of explosives a year
explosives," Froedge said.
more than any other state, you
can see that we're a busy crew.
"Dt.4ate our progress, we've
Kentucky used 351 million
still got some problems,"
pounds of explosive last year.
continued Froedge. "Some
Pennsylvania, the next largest
buildings-especially older ones257
used
user of explosives
are very susceptible to damage
million," Froedge said.
and even when the blasting
The explosives law, which
meets ow- requirements those
became effective June of 1972,
buildings suffer minor damage
—
Captain
SAN ANITONIO
requires blasters of more than
such as plaster cracks. The
five pounds of explosives to be (Dr.) Jonathan N. Terhune, son owners then want us to make
liscensed by Froedge's division. of Mr. and Mrs. Russell W. the company doing the blasting
Farmers using explosives for Terhune of 884 Olive St., stop. We can't do that. We only
agricultural purposes are ex- Murray. Ky., has graduated regulate the blasting to bring it
cluded. Since the law was from the U.S. Air Force School down to a safe level."
passed the state has licensed of Aerospace Medicine at
And, when damage occurs,
2,500 blastrx-s. Licenses must be Brooks AFB, Tex.
the property owner must sue the
During the nine-week course
renewed each year.
blasters "It's a slow and unjust
The law also requires blasters conducted by the Air Force process,' Froedge added.
to keep vibrations from their Systems Command, Captain
explosions at a level that will Terhune received instruction in
prevent serious damage to specialized aerospace medical
nearby buildings and blasts subjects and administrative
must be regulated to prevent procedures to the USAF
rocks from being thrown fur- medical service.
The captain is being assigned November $6, 1173
ther than half the distance
ADULTS..112
between the blasting site and to Laughlin AFB,Tex., for duty
NURSERY
officer.
a
medical
as
flight
Froedge
building,
the nearest ,
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
of
Murray
graduate
1964
A
said.
Christine Margaret
Mrs.
"Because great damage can High School, Captain Terhune
Wozniak and Baby Boy, 1602 W.
in
1968
degree
B.A.
his
earned
time,
short
a
in
such
be done
Main, Murray.
when we get a complaint an from Murray State University
DISMISSALS
investigator views the damage and his M.D. degree in 1972
Mrs. Coral Mary Brandon,
University
from
Vanderbilt
or
day
that
site
and the blasting
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Alice
the next," said Froedge. A Medical Center.
Jackson Outland, 1009 Olive St.,
Murray, Mrs. Share Joyce
Vowell, Box 43, Paris, Tenn.,
Carl Williams, 1444 Delano,
Memphis, Tenn., Obie Mitchuson, Jr., Box 71, Dexter,
Mrs. Joy Love Cannon, Route 3,
Paris, Tenn., Mrs. Bertha
Louise Bradley, Route 9,Box 32,
Benton, Mrs. Peggy June
Lassiter, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Verna Elizabet Enoch, Route 7,
DIRECTLY FROM THE STAGE
Murray, Mrs. Judy Frances
OF THE METROPOLITAN
Wagoner, 510 North 3rd St.,
Murray, Mrs. Emily Samuel
OPERA HOUSE IN NEW YORK
Foster and Baby Girl, 1011
Caldonia, Paris, Tenn., William
These live broadcasts, heard throughout the United
Bryan Valentine, Route 1,
Radio
Opera
an
States over the Texaco-Metropolit
e, Tenn., Willie
Springvill
Network, and in Canada over the CBC English and
Bowden Johnson, Route 2, Box
by
presented
proudly
French Radio Networks, are
74, Murray, Madison Carr
Chandler, New Concord, Mrs.
Celia Olive Black, 721 Riley
Cts., Murray.

player,

air. She s

at the National Ag Chem
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith of Murray "Painted Their Wagon" recently
agricultural boom and the future
Convention in Phoenix, Arizona. Meeting featured energy,food, the
of the agricultural supply industry.

Mr. and Mrs. Billy Snuth of
the Hutson Chemical Co. of
Murray were in Phoenix,
Arizona, recently attending the
National Ag Chem Marketing
Convention, sponsored by
Elanco Products Company. The
trip was earned from sales of
Elanco's agricultural
chemicals in 1973 by the Hutson
firm.
Building on the theme, "Paint
Your Wagon," the meeting
featured speakers such as Dr.
Pierre Rinfret, presidential
economics consultant. Rinfret,
who was first to label
agriculture the "New Growth
Industry," stated that the grain
purchases by the Soviet Union
and China were based on longterm policy decisions and would
continue to fuel the boom in
agriculture.
Reporting on a special Elanco
study of energy and agriculture,
Dr. Emery Castle, Dean of the
University
Oregon State
Graduate School, predicted that

agriculture will not be allowed
to run short of energy for 3
reasons:
1 (its crucial role in food
production, 2) the need for farm
production for export, and 31
low energy requirement—
farming uses about 5 percent of
total U.S. energy consumption.
Bob Book, Vice President of
Elanco, in the conference
keynote address, pointed out
that higher food prices could not
be blamed on any one factor.
They were caused by a series of
increasing demand factors that
came together all at once and
most of which will continue to
build for the foreseeable future.
This is creating a "new age of
all
for
importance"
agribusiness, he concluded.
Dr. D.E. Alexander, noted
geneticist of the University of
Illinois, states we have the
know-how to feed the U.S. for
100 years even while we double
our population every 30 years.
The trend now is to develop crop

Hospital Report

This season's broadcasts will be the 34th consecutive year of Texaco's exclusive sponsorship.
SATURDAY RADIO SCHEDULE
Scheclute suboect ro cnerve

• and air

A course in cycling will be
offered at Murray State
University during the spring,
1974 semester, beginning Jan. 5.
The one-hour course, to be
and
the tax-inflation combination, taught each Monday
Dr.
by
p.m.
2:30
at
Wednesday
but his after-tax pay today is
associate
worth about $390 less than it was Jack Baker, an
professor in the Department of
seven years ago.
Health, Physical Education and
who
man
i
Rpr the married
Ng and is Recreation will be divided into
made $10,000
getting 35 percent more than four phases of instruction—
conditioning,
that now, the Tax Foundation information,
details how his $3,500 pay in- touring and racing.
For the first six weeks, one
crease turned into a $466 net
per week will be
session
loss.
His income taxes, Federal devoted to instruction and
and state, went up $595 on laboratory work on bicycle
ion, gear
average and his Social Security maintenance—lubricat
tire
tax rose $355. Inflation caused and brake adjustment,
repair and others.
an additional loss of $3,016.
One session per week, also for
Thus, his expenses rose $3,966
in seven years and his income the first six weeks and twice a
only $3,500, which left him $461 week until mid-term, the class
short of the break-even point. time will be silent on the road on
Other calculations, based the bicycles in a conditioning
upon the general figures con- program.
During the second half of the
tained in the report, indicate
that a Calloway County man semester, the class will parwho had a $5,000 income in 1966, ticipate in three, long-distance
which rose to $6,750 in 1973, tours, possibly overnight, on
ended up with a net loss of $140 weekends, and some members
and that the one who had a 1966 of the class will take part in the
Land Between the Lakes Spring
income of $12,000 lost approximately $150, despite a 35 Bicycle Races. A second race of
some type will be planned and
percent hike in salary.
conducted by the class, Dr.
Baker said.
Open to the general public,
Purchase Area
the course may be audited, and
Hog Market
participants must provide their
own bicycles, he emphasized.
Federal State Market News The fie of the course is $18, and
anyone wishing additional inService December 6, 1873
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog formation should contact Dr.
at the Cart- Health
Report Includes 9 Baker
Market
Building, Room 102, or by
Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 1395 Est. 600 telephoning 762,6285.
Barrows & Gilts fully $1.00
HIDDEN TREASURE
lower instances $1.50 lower
An 182-year-old treasure
Sows $1.00 to $1.50 lower.
is said to be buried beUS 1-2 200-230 lbs., 39.50-40.00 hoard
the church at Bagnolo
neath
38.25-39.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs.,
C'remasco, Italy. The local
US 2-4 240-260 lbs., 37.50-39.25
priest has refused to let
US 3-4 260-280 lbs., 36.50-37.50 treasure hunters search for
Sows
the hoard, which is said to
US 1-2 270-350 lbs., 31.00-31.50 consist of gold sequins, silverUS 1-3 350-650 lbs., 30.00-31.00 ware, diamond necklaces and
US 2-3 450-650 lbs. 29.00-30.00 other jewelry. — CNS
Boars 26.00-28.50

Many Local Families Falling Behind Inflation
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Cycling Course
To Be Offered
By University

DATE
1972
Dec. 5
Dee. 15
Dm.22
Dec. 21
1974
Ise. 5
lam. 13
lam. 11
Ses. 24
Fee. 2
Feb. 9
Fel. 11
Feb. 23
Mee 2
Mo. 9
Mar.10
Mer.23
Mer.30
Apr. II
Mt.24
Yr. fl
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DI
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IL ISAMIIEM
Museiell
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I YESPRI SICILIANI (Voll)
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LES TWISTERS rBStrilaZ3
DIE 40ETTEisitomaRWM (asposr) 11:31
100
MADAM* OUTTERCIT (Pietist)
„124311.
L'ELIM0 D'AMODU IDnuiceep
1011
DON MOYANNI (19seeTO
ISM
P4221281 Malawi
TRAIONT(Paccia8
'2111 Broadcast live From Boston
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English admiral was
nicknamed 'Bubbles'
Sir William Milbourne
James, an English admiral,
was affectionately nicknamed
"Bubbles."
He gained the nickname as
the result of a painting which
showed him,as a child, gazing
at some bubbles he had just
blown. The picture was
painted by his grandfather,
Sir John Millais.

VIOLENT MOVIES
Watching violent movies
like "Clockwork Orange" and
...„.„...„...,"SoOfer Blue" will cause a
viewer's heart to 'AO*
doctors say. This is a common
reaction to anything sickening
or revolting, they add.
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varieties with characteristics
that Meet a specific need—an
example is high lysine corn
which requires less protein
supplement grown especially
for the pork industry.
Drs. Joseph Bohlen and
Gerald Klonglan summarized
20 years of research on farmers
and their dealers with the word
that there had been a dramatic
rise in the importance of the ag
chem dealer as a source of
information on new agricultural
practices. They urged the
assembled dealers to step up
their customer information
programs in the years ahead.

BLACK MURDERS
A black resident of New
York is eight times more likely to be murdered than a
white resident, and in nearly
every case of murder the killer and victim are of the same
race. — CNS
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Your Individual Horoscope
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By JOHN CUNNIFio
AP Business Analyst
NEW YORK (Al') — Stock
market analysts are as divided
as Washington officials on what
to do about the energy shortage, and the sinking feeling
sets in that maybe there really
isn't much that can be done immediately.
While Washington debates the
question of higher taxes and
prices versus rationing as the
better of two dismal choices,
Wall Street searches in vain for
the positive side of the crisis.
It is naive to assume that
stock promoters will ever be
stymied about finding shortterm purchase recommendations, since their livlihood depends upon them, but they are
now straining for choices.
The reason is that the full realization of what an energy
shortage means is sweeping the
nation like the winter's coldwaves. But while the cold was
predictable, a good many Wall
Streeters failed to consider the
impact of a fuel shortage.
Right up to the present, stock
market letters have been filled
with the usual year-end promotions for the best prospects for
1974 and tax switch candidates
and stocks that look good in a

interests highly favored.
be highly congenial now. In AQUARIUS
41=
and
brighter
your
of
some
fact,
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
companions
more amusing
field is wide open to your
The
stimulating
could give you sane
capabilities now. However,
ideas.
there are the usual admonitions
ARIES
VIRGO
to avoid errors through haste
Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
and overtaxing yourself.
Place your confidence in hard_
Be prudent, of course, but PISCES
facts rather than "feelings" don't pinch pennies where
Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
and, in discussions with others, spending is warranted. There
Stars suggest that you reach
don't be overly imaginative. ARE times when stretching the
for highest attainment now, but
You could read too much into
budget pays off.
don't set yourself an unreasontheir words.
able schedule. Emphasize your
LIBRA
TAURUS
serenity, sell-confidence.
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Apr. 21 to May 21)
Where you are not certain of
Planetary aspects excellent
YOU BORN TODAY are a
your course, take time to gather
now and you can safely conyou are not highly talented individual,
sure
Be
facts.
more
agreements
clude negotiations,
following -blind leads" or ill- conservative in thought and
of any kind. Romance and
extremely
but
manner
informed persons.
creative interests also favored.
progressive in your methods
GEMINI
SCORPIO
and in the steps you take toward
May 22 to June 211
• Oct. 24 to Nov. n)
the attainment of your goals.
Propitious influences
Heed the suggestions of Many fields are open to you in
dominate, but you will ac- -lesser lights" as well as those your choice of careers, but you
complish much more through of top-notchers..Plou may find could make an outstanding
teamwork than going it alone. some unexpected gems of success in the business or
This is usually difficult for the
wisdom.
financial worlds. You are a born
Gemmian but, at times, it has SAGITTARIUS
leader; attract people to you
ev V. and have many friends of both
its merits.
(Nov. tl to Dec. 21) )
You may find yourself giving sexes. If you do not choose
CANCER
all thought to big jobs now, commerce as a career, you
• June 22 to July 23)
Mixed influences. In business, forgetting the little tasks which could—properly educated, of
ARE significant. Consider course—excel in medicine, the
don't depend on promises and
don't make binding agreements carefully.
law, music, writing or science.
,,f•
‘
yourself. On the personal side, CAPRICORN
)cit
stars favor romance and family ( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20)
Give careful thought before
concerns.
making decisions. Those you
LEO
1)
make can have a far-reaching
27./
411
July 24 to Aug. 23)
effect in the future. Personal
Personal relationships should
Look in the section in which
your birthday comes and find
what your outlook is, according
to the stars.
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recession and on and on in endless categories.
But where can the stock market go without plentiful energy?
Every household, every Job,
factory and farm depends upon
energy. Rising productivity,
which has given the world its
current living standard, has
been possible by the application
of energy. Pull the plug and it
all stops.
Indeed, every human body
needs energy in the form of
food, and it is significant that
the Agriculture Department already has acknowledged that a
fuel cutback can be expected to
reduce the output of some
farms.
Lionel D. Edie & Co., the
highly regarded economic arm
of Merrill Lynch, the brokerage
house, concedes that "up until
now, we have not expected the
energy shortage to have a significant impact on total output

$100,000 Ad Campaign
Launched By Catholics
NEW YORK(AP) — -Father
But there's so much more
John O'Leary. If • he's not in work to do in the New York
church, he's probably in jail," Archdiocese — and too few
the advertisement declared in priests," the ad continues.
big type.
"Could you do what John
The newspaper and magazine O'Leary does? Have you ever
ad, describing the work of a thought about it? There's a
priest who counsels prisoners, phone number where you can
is part of a 8100,000 advertising reach him. Just dial P-R-I-E-Scampaign being launched by T-S 774-3787) ... He'll be hapthe Roman Catholic Arch- py to talk to you about his vodiocese of New York to help cation. And yours too."
find recruits for its shrinking
The ads are to run starting
priesthood.
The advertising effort is be- Wednesday in newspapers and
lieved to be the first of such magazines throughout the 10scope by any diocese in the na- county diocesan area.
tion. Its theme: "The New
The archdiocese plans a surYork priest. God knows what vey to check whether the adhe does for a living."
vertising effort has improved
"I'm sure that God does the public's image of priests. If
for
know it, but we're anxious
the results are positive, the
everyone else to know it," Tearchdiocese aims to inform othrence Cardinal Cooke, archer dioceses and try to raise
a
at
said
York,
bishop of New
money for an expanded camnews conference Monday.
paign that Would make use of
The cardinal said the archradio and television.
diocese had been faced with a
shortage of priests for years.
Announcement of the recruitThe Rev. George hompson, ing drive came after Pope Paul
director of vocations for the VI last week expressed concern
archdiocese, said there cur- over defections from the priestrently were 950 priests, com- hood. Some estimates have put
pared with 1,000 to 1,100 during the loss at 10 per cent over the
the late 1960s.
past decade.
"Many parishes which used
to have three or four priests
now have two or three," Father
Thompson said.

The
NOW
gift
for the
NOW
people

1

Bulova
Accutroft

Contemporary in every way A beautiful collection
for women A handsome co(lection:for men. It's the
carefree watch that keeps people "on-the-go"
going on time
Every watch with the famous Accutron
electronically powered tuning fork movement.
Guaranteed accurate to within a minute a month •

The 13-week advertising campaign is being financed through
private fund-raising and aided
by lay volunteers who work in
various fields of communications.

•W• miii djust to this precise tolerance, If necessary.
Guarantee is for One year

A lay group of professional
admen has developed a series
of five ads telling about Father
O'Leary along with a parish
priest, a slum priest, a black
priest and a monsignor.

A. Two-time zone calendar model Brown diet
IL Sweet) second Calendar Brushed silver dial
C. Satin finish stainless steel Sitvertone dial

Factory Trained
Service Men

Furches Jewelry
East Side of Square — Murray, Ky.
We recommend genuine Accutron power cells Other cells not meeting
Accutron specincations may cause a malfunction
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The Father O'Leary advertisement says his work with
prisoners at the Manhattan
House of Detention, commonly
known as The Tombs, is "the
, kind of job you do for love, not
• for money."
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in the United States or
abroad."
Edie says that it is now attempting to quantify the impact
on total production, spending
and on various industries, and
notes that even before the
crisis developed it foresaw almost no economic growth
through March.
"Thus it is obvious that it
would not take much of a production loss from the oil shutdown to turn these growth rates
negative, qualifying the pattern

Hospital Report
December 3, 1173
ADULTS..113
NURSERY..3
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Margaret Coughenour
and Baby Boy, 57 Riveria Cts.,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs Lillian Ilene Evans, 202
S. Ilth St., Murray, Mrs. Wilma
Lou Brittain, General Del.,
Dexter, Mrs. Eva Lee Bynum,
Route 3, Murray,Henry Vernon
Garner, Route 7, Murray, Mrs.
Teni Lynn McCuiston and Baby
Boy, 1604'0, Martins Chapel,
Murray, Mrs. Paula Sue
Benefiel and Baby Boy, Route 1,
Benton, Mrs. Betty Lou Wells,
Route 5, Box 317, Murray, Mrs.
Vickie Kollias and Baby Boy,
506 N. 12th St., Murray, Miss
Mary Elaine Smotherman,
Route 1, Hazel, Mrs. Evyn
Rayburn, 800 Meadow Lane,
Murray, Mrs. Judy Carol
Mason, Route 2, Hazel, Mrs.
Eupha Underwood, Route 7,
Box 253, Murray, Guy Lovins,
Route 5, Murray, Hubern
Wayne Ferguson, Route 2,
Jessie
Tenn.,
Puryear,
Smotherman, Route 1, Hazel,
Paul Futrell, 231 W. Farthing
St., Mayfield, Mrs. Eva McDaniel, 401 N. 5th St., Murray.

Small whale found
in English river
A 20-foot whale was recently found stranded in the mud
alongside England's Thames
River. It was only the second
whale found in the river in the
last 10 years
Zoologists say they do not
know why whales sometimes
swim up rivers.

The true seriousness of the
as a recession."
is partially obscured
shortage
A prolonged shutdown in oil
by the boycott, which leads
supplies by the Arabs, says
many people to conclude that
Edie, "could mean major rethe situation is temporary and
cessions in Germany and Japan correctible. But is is not, at
that could begin by early next
leastfor many months.
year and that could coincide
Informed industry and govwith pronounced weakness
ernment officials are talking
here."
riot of any quick solution but
Every day that the oil shutare using words such as decdown lasts, says Edie, "the outades and lifetime. The problem
look for the next year becomes
was coming, boycott or not. It
a bit more negative in terms of
can't be solved by ending the
economic growth and corporate
boycott.
profits."

SAFE BUY USED CARS
LOTS OrSERVICE - LOTS OF ECONOMY
All Local Cars
'73 Pontiac - Grand AM - Only 7,000 miles
'73 Mercury Cyclone GT - Like new
'72 Mercury Colony Park Station Wagon , 10 passenger
'71 Chevrolet El Camino
'74 Dodge Dart 2 door hard top - Only 226 miles
'70 Cadillac - Sedan DeVille - Low mileage
'70 Olds 98 Luxury Sedan - Like new
'70 Ford LTD - 2 door hard top
'70 Ford Torino - 2 door hard top
'69 Chevy Impala - 4 door
'69 Mercury Montego - 4 door
'69 Dodge 440 - 2 door .hard top
'67 Pontiac Catalina, 4-d6or hardtop.
'67 Buick.laSalfre - 4 door. Many others as above. All with air conditioner and power steering.
1972 GMC Pickup
1967 Chevrolet Pickup
1966 Chevrolet Pickup
1971 VW Super Beetle
1963 VW 2-Door

"TRY MURRAY FIRST"
MAKE HATCHER'S YOUR ONE STO •
AUTO CENTER - For Better Cars Better Prices - and Better Deals
Your franchised dealer for:

Lincoln - Mercury - Capri - Toyota & GMC

L ES
;
th HER
5, HATC
.
AUTO SA,
K
5

Looking up to Father.
Little boys look up to heroes. They always have.
They know how many home runs Johnny Bench hit
a last year, and how many points the Colonels
scored in their last game. But your son's biggest
hero is you. He sees what you are
doing all the time. If you must take a
drink, be*certain you do it
responsibly. Make certain the
things your son sees you do as a
grown-up are the things you want
to see him do as a grown-up.
.‘11
IMAR
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* Lobster
* Steak
* Steak and Lobster
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Stock Market Analysts Divided On Solutions To Crisis
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MONDAY, DEC. 10

9:30 BOOK BEAT: Zinga,
Zinga, Za; by John
Fischetti.
10:00 WASHINGTON WEEK
IN REVIEW
1030 WALL STREET

4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Abolition I
6:30 BUSINESS OPAIVRITING: Writing the
Letter
7:00 ENGLISH 501:
SEMANTICS
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 TAKE ANOTHER
LOOK: A live, phonein program concerned
with hiring the handicapped. Viewers may
telephone questions
to 606-233-0666,
collect.
9:00 SPECIAL OF THE
WEEK: Caroling,
Caroling: The
Mormon Youth
Symphony and
Chorus perform

10:00 - Channel 29 "The Invisibla Ray". This
thriller stars 13oris Karloff
and Bela ,Lugosi. Runs 90
min.
10:30 - Channel 12 "Seven Faces •(:(f Dr. Lao",
a fantasy 'about an elderly
Chinese. Stars also Barbara
Eden, Noah Berry, Jr. Runs
2 hrs.
12:00 - ‘liannel 3 "The Woman on Pier 13", a
drama dealing with
Communist crifiltration in
the U.S. Stars Robert
Ryan, Larain4 Day.

Friday
Night Movies

35
a
21
52
22
29
25
53
54
73

TUESDAY, DEC. 11

Everyone in
agriculture
has special
money needs
and problems.
I'm glad
PCA knows it.

4:00 SESAME STREET

THURSDAY, DEC. 13

4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Abolition II
6:30 BUSINESS OF WRITING: Writing the
Letter
7:00 ENGLISH 501:
SEMANTICS
7:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
8:00 BILL MOVERS
JOURNAL
8:30 HOLLYWOOD TV
THEATRE PRESENTS
CONFLICTS: Beginning to End.
9:30 WOMAN: The Working
Mother and Day Care
10:00 FRENCH CHEF:
To Ragout a Goose
10:30 WASHINGTON
STRAIGHT TALK

WEDNESDAY, DEC. 12

4:00 SESAME STREET
5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Aboliton I
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS
7:30 ECHOES OF
CHILDHOOD: Living
With Love
8:00 WAR AND PEACE
9:30 PERFORMANCE:
Baltimore Chamber
Players.
10:00 THE ADVOCATES:
Should the President
Be Impeached?

Key% F Keel
I ommy Murphey
AnitJ

Field Offik e Manager
Field Rrpresentdtive
Secretary.

PHONE 753-5602

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

305 NORTH 4th STREET

MURRAY OFFICE

For Correct

GOOD BANDS
EVERY
Nire—Saturday Nite

J

press release

1:1111

SALOME(R.Strauss)

GOTTERDAMMERUNG (Wagner) NEW

11:30

12:30
SIMON BOCCANEGRA (Verdi)
1:00
TRISTAN UND LSOLDE (Wagner)
12:00
LES CONTES D'HOFFMANN (Offenbach) I:00
NEW
1:00
OTELLO (Verdi)
LA BOHEME (Puccini I
1:00
12:30
DER ROSENKAVALIER (R.Strauss)
1:00
IL BARBIERE DI SIVIGLIA (Rossini)
1:00
I VESPRI SICILIANI (Verdi) NEW
12:00
LES TROYENS (Berlioz) NEW

CARMEN (Hiatt)

1:00
1:00
1:00
1:00

L'ITALIANA IN ALGER'(Rossini) New
DIE ZAUBERFLOTE (Mozart)
RIGOLETTO (Verdi)
MANON LFSCAUT (Puccini)

opERA National Public Radio

oI

l.

4

1:00
MADAMA BUTTERFLY (Puccini)
L'ELISIR D'AMORE (Donizetti)
12:30
1:00
Apr. 13
DON GIOVANNI (Mozart)
12:00
PARSIFAL (Wagner)
Apr. 20
12:30
TURANDOT )Puccini
Apr. 27
WKMS—FM broadcasts at 91.3 Mhz Monday thru Saturday
from 10 a.m. to midnight and Sundays from 8 a.m. to midnight.

Mar.9
Mar. 16
Mar. 23
Mar. 30.
Apr.6

Feb.9
Feb. 16
Feb. 23
Mar. 2

1973
Dec.8
Dec. 15
Dec.22
Dec. 29
1974
Jan. 5
Jan. 12
Jan. 19
Jan. 26
Feb. 2

DATE

Lulims-Frn

ENJOY AN EVENING AT RAY'S

Boogie Music...Rock Music...Blues Music

'

Cover chg,.$ 2 ea.

South Fulton Tenn)

I. 1

DIAL Courtesy
753-6363
()pr.,

TIME and
TEMPERATURE
DAY or NIGHT

way.

Amanda Wingfield in Tennessee Williams' "The Glass
Menagerie" is one of the great
roles in the theater, but
Katharine Hepburn, one of the
wotld's great actresses, has
always refused to play her—
until now. Under the direction of
Harvey,
Anthony
who directed her in one of her
Awardthree Academy
winners, "The Lion in Winter,"
she makes her dramatic debut
on television in a masterpiece of
modern drama.
"The Glass Menagerie," was
appearing on ABC Sunday, Dec.
16, 7:30 p.m. was Tennessee
Williams first success, a
"memory play" in which he
recalled his young manhood in
St. Louis, and the mother and
sister he left behind. The play
opened in New York in 1945 and
won the New York Drama
Critics' Award. It ran on
Broadway for two years, and
has been revived countless
times all over the country.
Miss Hepburn had been asked
to play Amanda before. But she
had seen Laurette Taylor in the
part, and felt that the role had
already been done the one right

Miss Hepburn
To Star In
'Menagerie'

Thursday Nite--FriGay
•

‘11/
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(RAY'S LOUNGE
• Open 7: pm

Pilot tests, raising oysters
on processed sewage, have
proved so successful that a
million-dollar installation is
being built near Woods Hole,
Mass., Oceanographic Institution.
It is hoped this "farm" will
produce one ton of oyster
meat a year using treated
sewage from Wareham,
Mass — CNS

on Cape Cod 'farm'

Oysters will be raised

ALL TIMES
ARE EASTERN

5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Crisis of the
1850's
6:30 COURSE OF OUR
TIMES: Gandhi and
the Emergence of
India
7:00 ENGLISH 501!
SEMANTICS
7:30 NEW SHAPES:
EDUCATION

FRIDAY, DEC. 14
4:00 SESAME STREET

5:00 MISTER ROGERS'
NEIGHBORHOOD
5:30 ELECTRIC COMPANY
6:00 BLACK EXPERIENCE: Abolition II
6:30 TV HIGH SCHOOL
7:00 POLICE COMMUNITY RELATIONS
7:30 COURSE OF OUR
TIMES: Tito and the
Balkan Tinderbox

INKHA Ch. 39
HAZARD
P1511 Ch 45
L E X INC T ON RICHMOND
WIMAJ Ch
LOUISVILLE
Ch 73
OWEN57101.10 TRANSLATOR
Ch 23
WHi7IESIUMG TRANSLATOR
Cl, 11
PINEVILLE TRANSLATOR
Ch 12
SAR9OORVILLE TRANSLATOR
Cl, 12
COWAN CREEK EOLI• TR•NSL A TOR
Ch. 10
LOUISA TRANSLATOR

FoCA Ithe go ahead people

"—
ii1411111111111115

INKMA Ch
VIIKPAR CP.
WKIMU Ch
WKON Ch
WON Ch
NIKSO Ch
WKAS Ch
*KGB Ch
WCVN Ch
P1517 Ch

WEEK: Bumper
crops for Farm Machinery?

MAIDISONv IL E
MOREHE AD
TAGRRAT &TATE iEL 13
OWE NT ON
PiKEVILLE
SOmE RSE T
ASHLAND
80w1.ING GRE EN
COVINGTON
El I2A111 TH7OWN

KENTUCKY
THE LEDGER dr TIMES — MURRAY,

7:00 ZOOM
7:30 JOAN SUTHERLAND:
WHO'S AFRAID OF
OPERA: Rigoletto.
8:00 THE MEN WHO
MADE THE MOVIES:
William Wellman: One
of Hollywood's most
colorful characters
9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: The Unpleasantness at the
Bellona Club.
10:00 FIRING LINE:
Psychosurgery and
Brain Control: Dr.
Elliott Valenstein

SUNDAY, DEC.9

eDucationAL
TeueViSION

KeNtAJCKU

THURSDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
8:00 - Channel 12 - (iehoi,iTher•c"The Last Escape", a World
War II adventure starring
Stuart Whitman. Runs 2
his.
9:30 - Ciannel 29 "The Long 'Gray Line".
Tyrone Pos)fer plays a
longtimer at West Point.
Also stars Malireen O'Hara,
Ward Bond, ifletay Palmer.
10:30 - Oiannel 12 "The Powerl,„ A science
fiction staring George
H am i1bon
Suzanne
Pleshette,'Yvonne DeCarlo.
Runs 2 his. 10 min.

Thursday
Night Movies

min.
9:30 - Channel 29 "The Night of the
Generals", a chama of Nazi
Germany. Stars Oma
•
Sharif.
10:30 - Channel 12 "Assig tuner)t K", an
adventure story full of spies
and counterspies. Runs 2
his.

7:30 — Cannel 3 —
"Message to.M* Daughter".
This drama Is of a confused
teen-ager, and tapes
recorded by her mother,
now deceased. Runs 90

WEDNESDAY NIGHT
MOVIES

Wednesday
Night Movies

7:30 - CAannel 3 "The Cat Creature", a
thriller inteiwoven with
murder aricl witchcraft.
Runs 90 min.
9:30 - Channel 29 "Ridin' High".:.Bing Crosby
stars in this comedy in
which he playa a company
manager.
10:30.- Channel 12 "The D.I.", a drama set in a
Marine boot camp. Jack
Webb stars. Runs 2 hrs. 10
min.

TUESDAY NIGHT
MOVES

Tuesday
Night Movies
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Sunday, December 9
2:30 — Concert of the Week:
Helsinki Philharmonic OrBerglund,
chestra, Paavo
conductor, performing works by
Joonas Kokkonen, Matti Rautio
and Jean Sibelius
500 — Sounds Like the Navy
7:00 — Premiere Broadcast of
"Living with Change" a weekly
the Milton S.
series from

Saturday, December 8
100 — Premiere Broadcast of the
1973 1974 Season from the
Metropolitan Opera L'Italiana
in Alperi by Rossini
5:30 — Men and Molecules
6:00 — Sensing the News
10700 — Close to You

PROGRAM HIGHLIGHTS
Friday, December 7
Noon — National Preis Club
Luncheon: Ann Landers, Syn
dicatecl National Columnist
1 00 — Radio Finland Series
Options: "The Dolphin
6 00
Machine" Whales and dolphins
as sea going weapons plat
forms — "weather Modifica
tions' HiStory and techniques of
weather modification
7 30—Final Broadcast Of WKMSFM's Cleveland Orchestra Pops
and Festival Concert Series.
Daniel Majeske, violinist is
featured Works from Mozart,
Trad, Handel, Ravel, SaintSaens, J. Strauss and Sousa
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earned an Emmy for the tv
ballet special, "Cinderella."
long
own
Andy's
association as an NBC-tv
star began in 1962 when he
was signed to do the weekly
"Andy Williams Show,"
which flourished far five
years. The series won a total
of four Emmys before it
ended in May, 1967. He later
returned for a second series
of "The Andy Williams
Show," which ran on NBC-tv
from September, 1969, to
July, 1971.
Andy's association with
NBC over the years has also
produced a number -of top- t
rated specials. Meanwhile,
he has continued to be one of
the leading recording artists,
winning a total of 17 gold
albums, which are awarded
for sales of a million dollars
or more.
The reunion of the
Williams clan recalls the fact
that Andy and his three
brothers were molded into a

t
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The songs and sounds of
Christmas will be featured
Williams,
Andy
when
Claudine Longet, and the
entire Williams clan gather
For "The Andy Williams
Christmas Special," to be
colorcast on the NBC
Network
Television
Thursday, Dec. 13 (9-10 p.m.
NYT, preempting
was
it
"Ironside"),
announced today by William
F. Storke, Vice President,
Special Programs, NBC-tv.
Andy's last Christmas
special (December, 1971)
was his highest rated ever,
topping off a decade of
popular family gatherings
and making the show the
seventh
highest rated
entertainment special of the
1971-72 season
This year's special will be
produced and directed by
Norman Campbell, who has
a long list of credits for his
work in film, television and
the theatre. Recently he

•

His first big-selling record,
"Canadian Sunset," was
followed by another winner,
"Hawaiian Wedding Song."
The Christmas special will
be taped in NBC's Burbank,
Calif. Studios.

singing group by their father
in Wall Lake, Iowa. They
soon had their own radio
show is Des Moines,
Chicago and Cincinnati.
The success of the
Williams Brothers - Bob,
Dick, Don and Andy -continued to grow when the
family moved to Los
Angeles. In 1546 the brothers
teamed with comedienne
Kay Thompson to form what
was to become one of the
most successful nightclub
acts in all of show business.
The act disbanded six
years later, in 1952, and so
did the Williams Brothers as
a singing group The end of
the group's career marked
the beginning of Andy's.

•

AAndy Williams Chnstmas Special
Scheduled For Thursday, Dec. 13

Country music stars Mel Tills and Diana Trak guest star as a country music idol and the girl he
weds—only to find that their marriage has ruined his career, in "Love and the Cryin' Cowboy," on
the ABC Television Network's "Love American Style," Friday Dec. 21,(9:00- 1:00 p.m., CST).

,
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600—Options- "Culture, Media,
Reality and Roles"
7:00 — From the Record Library
Tuesday, December 11
12:30 --- Music and the Spoken
Word
5:30 — French Press Review
6:00 -- Firing Line with William
'F. Buckley: "Psychosurgery
. and Brain Control"
Jazz From Both Sides
9:00
Wednesday, December 12
Powerline
—
1230
6:00 —Options "witchcraft: Two
Views"
7:00 — From the Record Library
8:15 -- Live Broadcast from
Lovett Auditorium Symphonic
Band and Wind Sinfonietta
Thursday, December 13
Noon -- National Press Club
Pearson
Drew
Luncheon:
Foundation anial award to two
newspapers an a TV network,
Earl Warren, former Chief
Justice of Supreme Court, guest
6. 30 — internhtionai Literary
Report
7:00 — City Council in session at
City Hall.

America

Eisenhower Symposium tor 1973
origination, Johns Hopkins
University, tonight. "The
Nature of Change" Dr. Buck
minster
Fuller, architect,
mathematician and philosopher.
Monday, December 10
2:00 — Overseas mission
530 -- This Week in Latin

whms-frn

PROGRAM INFORMATION
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Khcii Ne% Nur* is depressed, Harry thc cat and 1 ui ker the
mouse bring their friend Chester C. Cricket back to Times Square
for a try at reviving the Christmas spirit. Chester's very special
version of "Silent Night" brings joy to New York and to "A Very
Merry Cricket," a holiday greeting frOm the ABC Television
Network, airing on Friday, Dec. 14, 7:00 p.m. Chester and his
friends, you'll remember, first came our way in "Cricket in
Times Square" last spring.
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7:00 The Story
7:30 Discovery
8:00 Robinson
8:300. Robert'
9:00 Gospel Hr.
10:00 Put/Stuff
1030 Wish
11-00 Kid Power
10:30 Oemonds
1200 Directions
12:30 lames
1:00 USGA
1. 30 Spoils
2:00 Wrestling
3:00 R. Derby
4:00 Workshop
4:30 Bowling
5-00 Lassie
5:30 L. Welk
6:30 FBI
7-30 Movie
9:30 Kingdom
10:00 News
10 30 Movie

WSIL -3

8:00 Zoo Revue
8:30 Lalanne
9:00 The Hour
10:00 Women Only
10:30 Brady
11.00 Password
11:30 S/Second
12:00 All/Children
12:30 Make s Deal
100 Newlywed
1:30 Girl/Life
2:00 Gen, Hosp.
2:30 One Life
3:00 Love Amer
3:30 M-Thester
F Judd
4 30 F Soul Tr

6:00 Sunrise
6:30 Breakfast
7:00 News
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Joker', W.
9:30 Pyramid
10:00 Gambit
11:30 W/W/W Gar( 10:30 Love/Life
10:55 News
Kalb*,
11:55
110° Young/Rest.
12:00 Midday '
11.00 Search/To.
12:30 Romper R.
12:00 World Turns
12:55 Calendar 1 00 Guiding Light
1:00 DaYs/Livies
1:30 Edge/Night
1:30 Doctors
200 Pr Me Right
2:00 Another W.
2.30 Match Gam*
2:30 Peyton P.
3:00 Secret Storm
3:00 Somerset :,
3:30 Lathe
&
330 Gilligen
4.00 Petticopt . 4:00 Beaver
4.30 Consequences
4.30 Bonanza
5-00 Tell/Truth
5:30 News '
5.3() News
&OD Mows •
6.00 News

i
I

8:30 Lasso
7:00 Bugs
7:30 Yogi's
800 Super Fr.
9:00 Lasso
930 Goober
10:00 Bradys
1030 Magic
11.00 Soul Tr.
12:00 Am. Band
12130 NCAA
4:00 Wide World
5:30 Reasoner
WOO Elephant B.
8:30 F. Classics
7:00 POricho's
7:30 Theatre
9:00 Grill
10:00 Toms
11.00 Judd
12:00 News

930 Untamed W.
10:00 Waldo
10:30 Young /Urn
11:00 Rocky
11:30 Batmen
12:00 Church
12:30 Movie
2:00 Movie
4:00 Flicks
4:30 Wrestling
5:30 J. Doan Si,.
6 00 P. Surgeon
6:30 Lost/Space
7:30 Cinema
9:30 Movie

_

WOO Gospel Train
8:30 Young/Heart
900 Church
10:00 Rocky
10:30 Flicks
11:00 Church'
'12:00 Saint
100 Miracles
1:30 Church
200 Roller Games
4:00 12:00 High
5:013 Avengers
6,00 Flipsid•
6:30 Star Trek
7:30 Ciclismo
9.30 Movie .

WDXR - 29

10:30 Movie
12:30 3/Match
1:00 M. Douglas
2:00 Peyton Place
2- 30 Galloping Gou
300 Pixanne
3:30 Flicks
400 Tenn. Tuxedo
4:30 Bulhvinkle
5.00 Superman
5:30 Batman
6:00 Lucy
6:30 Bottom/Sea
7-30 Mix* Douglas
9 30 Mori*

WDXR -29

WSM -4

...

7:05 B. Report
6:30 Semester
7:10 Fuhon
7:00 Church
7:20 F. Digest
7:30 Jubilee
7:30 Gospel Hour
8:00 C. Tipton
8:30 Discovery
8:30 J. Robison
9:00 Herald
9:00 G. News
930 This/uh.
9:30 0. Roberts
10:00 Gems/Weak 10:00 C. WorehO
10:30 Facie/Nation 10:30 It's Written
11:00 Ebony
11:00 R. Skinner
11:30 Mee/Praia
11:30 Football
12:00 Football
3:00 Football
3:00 Wild West
8:00 New,
8:30 Xmas Parade 4:00 Religious
5 00 Min/berry
7:30 Mannix
5:30 News
8,30 Jones
6,00 Soarse/Six
9:30 What's/Lini"
6.30 Drummer Boy
10:00 News
7 00 B. Crosby .
10:30 News
8 00 Bob Hope
11:00 Spring St.
900 Evolution
11:30 Late Show
9 30 P Surgeon
10 00 Scene/Ten
10 30 Name/Game

WLAC - 5.

WLAC -5

6:25 J. Brothers
6:30 Armstrong
7:00 Bozo
8:00 New Zoo
8:30 Green Acres
9:00 Movie
10:30 Bredy's
11,00 Pthavord
11:30 S/Second
12:00 Ad/Cteldren
12:30 Malts/Deal
1:00 Newlywed's
1:30 Girl/Life
2:00 Hospital
230 One Life
3:00 A. Griffin
3:30 Mery Griffin
5:00 News
6:00 Beat/Clock

6:00 C. Tipton
6:30 Perkins
6:35 lake Hos
7:00 Siegel
7:55 Coffth/Dorinda
8:00 Kangaroo
9:00 Jokers Wild
9:30 Pyramid
10:00 Gambit
10:30 Love/Life
11:00 Young/Rest.
11:30 Search/Tom.
12:00 Singing Con.
12:30 World Turns
1:00 Guiding Light
1:30 Edge/Night
200 Price/Right
2:30 Match Game
3:00 Secret Storm
3:30G. Pyle
10:00 Min./Imp.
4:00 Big Show
11.00 News
5- 25 News
10:30 Judd
Ent.
5:30 News
Tue•Fri.World/
600 News

VVNGE-2

WSM - 4

.......,
USA
Agr.
6:25
6:00 Sernester
6:56 F. Digest
6:30 G. Ben
7:00 Liderille
7:00 Flintstones
7:30 Inds HIS
7:30 Bailey
Addents
8:00 Scooby Aloof's 8:00
8:31:1 Emergency
9:00 Martian
9:00 B. Cassidy
9:30 „henna'
9ter Trek
10:00 Speed Buggy 9:30
10:00 Sigmund
10:30 Jose
P. Panther
10:30
11,00 Anohia
11:00 Jetsons
1130 Fat. Abort
11:30 Go
12:00 Football
12:00 Bugs Bunny
3:30 Explorers
12:30 B. Anderson
4:00 Football
1:00W. Brothers
E;00 other Pawnee
1:30 P. Wagoner
5:30 News
2:00 Good Music
6:00 Hee Haw
2:30 Pre Game
7:00 All/Family
3:00 Football
7,30 MASH
600 Scene/Six
8:00 M.T. Moore
6:308. Goldsboro
8:308. Nevshart
7:00 Emergency
9:00 C. Burnett
8:00 WOG
10:00 News
10:00 Scene/Ten
10:30 P. Mason
10:308. Reynolds
11:30 Late Show
12:00 Movie

WLAC - 5

1

600 R. Emery
7:00 Today
7:25 Scene Today
7:30 Today
8:25 soma Today
8: 30 Today
9,00 Dinah's P.
9:3013atfle
10:00 Wizard/Odds
10-3014o1_ Squares
y
11:0° Jeopard
11:30 wirwliw Gam,
Show
Noon
12:00
1:00 Days/Lives
1:30 Doctors
2,00 Another W.
2:30 Peyton Piece
3:00 Somerset
3:30 Munster'
4:00 Bearer
4.30 Lucy
500 Dragnet
5:25 Weather
5:30 News
6:00 Scene/Six

WSM -4

Daytime schedule does not change

8:30 Ag. Science
700 Worship
7:33 Rey. Finn
8:00 Am. Grace
8:30 Sadden
9:30 Humbard
10:30 Church
11:30 New. Con.
12:00 Soul/City
12:30 USGA
1:00 TBA
1:30 Wrestling
230 L. We&
3:30 Movie
5:33 Survival
8:00W. Kingdom
6:30 Pill
730 Movie
9:30 Evil Touch
10:00 Takes/Thief
11:00 Judd
12:00 News

'INNGE-2

DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY

6:00 Clossup
6:30 News
7:00 Answer
7:30 Herald
'
8:00 Heil
8:30 Clan/Chart
9:30 Sunday Sch.
10:00 Corners 3
10:30 Facs/Netion
11:00 Lamp Unto
11:30 Football
6:00 P. Affairs
6:30 P. Mason
7:30 Mann.x/Jorkirs
9-30 B. Goldsboro
10 00 News
10.46 Virginian

KFVS - 12

WSIL -3

•
1

WNGE-2

WDXR - 29

TV GUIDE SUNDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 9, 1973 SCHEDULE

/:00 dugs
7 30 Yogis
8:00 Super Fr.
9:00 Lassie
9:30 Goober
1000 &WY*
10:30 Magic
11 00 Movie
12.00 Bandstand
12:30 Football
3:30 Sports
4 00 Sports
5:30 Reasoner
6:00 America
7,00 Partridge
7.30 Movie
9:00 Gruff
1000 News
10-15 News
10- 30 Movie
12:00 Wristtin g

WSIL - 3

KFVS -12

7.00 Faith
7'30 Gospel
8.00 Devotion
9715 Hamilton's ,-;
9:30 Herald
10:00 Glossop
10.30 Football
11:30 Meet/Press
1200 Footbap
3:00 File 6
4:00 Religiose
5:00 Ky. Afield
5:30 News
•
6:00 News
6:30 Drummer 84y
,.700 B Crosby
8:00 Bob Hope '
9:00 Village Sing.
9;30 Dragnet
10.00 News 10 308. Reynolds
.

A

WPSD -6.

,

WPSD -Et
1. 4
.
6.54 Pelle'
,
7-00 Today . "
9:00 Dinah
9:30 Baffle
10:00 Wizard
10:20 Hollywood
11:00 Jeopardy .

I

'
_ _

WPSD - 6 ,
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ities of life. Said
family which includes wife necess
: "I guess I've read
Homily (Tammy Grimes) Albert 'Borrowers' books.
the
all
and daughter Arietty
ingenuity, the
(Karen Pearson). They live The
ion is just
inat
imag
beneath the floorboards of marvelous. I've never
a Victorian house which
understood why this
belongs to bedridden Aunt
material hasn't been put on
Sophy (Dame Judith). She
television before. It's a
is tended by a no
l."
-nonsense housekeeper, natura role is one of the
This
ice
(Beatr
furl
Mrs. Cramp
more unusual ones in a long
Straight).
acclaimed career for
"The Borrowers" is one and
, who never has been
Albert
by
of a series of books
concerned about
y
overl
Mary Norton about little
st. "That never
typeca
being
people who "borrow" the
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TV GUIDE SATURDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 8, 1973

KFVS - 12
1,
6.51 Weather'
8:00 Semester
70° Lidsville - ' 8:30 News
7 30 Inch High - : ,7:00 Flirrtstones
8.00 Addams
7:30 Bailey's
8- 30 Emergency
8:00 Scooby Movies
9 00 Cassidy
900 My/Martian
9.30 Star Trek
9:30 Jeannie
1000 Sigmund10:00 Speed Buggy
10:30 P. Panther . 1030 Joie
11:00 Jetions
:i 11:00 Supreme Ct.
11 . 30 GO
: F Albert
1 1130
12:00 RFD
12:00 Football
12:30 Fence Pcist
3:00 Classic Tales
1 00 P. Revere' , 4.006. News
•
2 00 Game/Week
4:30 It's Written
2• 30 Pre-Game
5:00 News
3:00 Football
5:30 News
6:00 News
13:00 Hee Haw
Accent
6.30
7:00 All/Family
7 00 Emergency
730 M•A•S•H
8.00 Movie
8:00 M.T. Moore
10.00 News
8:30 B. Newhart
30
Movie
10
• 9:00 C. Burnett
10:00 News
1030 Virginian
12:00 This Ring

,

,
_.....,4

audience, be it stage, screen
or TV. And this story is
enchtnting."
In "The Borrowers,"
Albert, who is six feet tall,
will appear to be six inches
high as he talks to a
normal-size Dame Judith
Anderson, thanks to an
electronic process,
Imagematt, which
combines pictures taken
simultaneously by two
cameras.
Albert portrays Pod,
head of the tiny Clock

For information call:
Hostess
Mrs Kathryn Outland
Phone 753-3079
Ass'l Hostess /
Annette Hood
Phone 753-8182

THIS EMBLEM IS THE
SIGN OF GOOD BUSINESS AND GOOD
FRIENDS.

Friends Are
A Nice Thing
To Have...

bothered me. In i way, you
can't help being typecast.
They always want you to
come back in the sort of
thing which worked before.
With me, it was 'my
portrayal of Bing Edwards
in the comedy, 'Brother
Rat,' first on the Broadway
stage and then in the
motion picture."
Sometimes, Albert
said, the characters he has
played received an
unexpected response from
the audience.
"In 'The Heartbreak Kid'
I was supposed to be a
villain, a vindictive rich
man-typical establishment
--who did not want his
daughter to marry the main
character in the film.
Theoretically, young adults
would find the boy
sympathetic and the man a
heel. Didn't work that way
at all. We learned that
young people were cheering
my protective attitude
towards the young girl.
"Something like this
happened in another movie
I was in, 'Attack!' I played
a man who was supposed to
be a coward. Now, having
been in combat I know
there is no such thing as
cowardice at the front. It's
a label put on later by
somebody in the rear
echelon. Anyway, I was
supposed to make this man
a real human being, not a
cardboard character, but
also a coward. It didn't get
the expected reaction. The
audience found him
sympathetic."
How did he account for
this? "I guess people realize
deep down that there are
no real villains and no real
heroes. Each of us is a
villain at one time or
another; each is a victim,
too--and we know it.
What's the answer? I don't
know. All we can do is look
at the human race and
weep.

1973
FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7,

Eddie Albert Stars In Hallmark's 'The Borrowers'

"I hope they won't
remember this show only
because I'm tiix inches
high," said 'Eddie Albert
during a pause in
production ,of "The
Borrowers," the"Hallmark
Hall of Fame" drama
special to be colorcast on
the NBC 'Television
Network Fridat, Dec. 14
(8:30-10 p.m: NYT).
"All the .technical
wizardry is Wonderful but,
in the final analysis, it's the
story that holds the
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YOU TAKE NO CHANCE WHEN YOU
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6:00 Weather
6:06 Stooges
6:30 Nowa
7:00 Rookies
8:00 Foothill
11:00 News
11:30 Special

5:30 Cactus

VVNGE-2
WDXR - 29
13:30 Voyege/See 6:30 Trees. Hunt
7:y0 Rookies
7:30 M. Douglas
8:00 Football
9:30 Movie

WLAC - 5
8:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Grinch
7:30 Frosty
8:00 Perry Coma
9:00 Med. Canter
10:00 News
10:30 Sonny/Cher
11:30 Movie

I

5:30 Cecilia
6:00 Weather
6:05 Stooges
8:30 News
7:00 Temp. Rising
7:30 Moyle
9:00 Wielby
10:00 NOW,
10:30 World/Ent

WSIL -3

-

-

10.30 World/Ent

10:00 News '

6:30 News

6:06 Stooges
7:00 Dick Clerk
7:30 Movie
9:00 Marshal&

6:00 Weather

5:50\actus

WSIL - 3

WNGE-2.
6:3) Voyage/Sea 8:30 Make/Deal
7:30 Mike Douglas 7:00 Rock&Roll
7:30 Movie
930 Movie
9:000. Marshall

WDXR - 29

-

WLAC - 5
8:30 Tell Truth
700 Movie
9:00 Kopeck
1000 News
10- 30 P. Meson
11 30 Movie

530 Cactus
800 Weather
8,06 Stooges
6:30 News
7:00 Toms
8,00 Kung Fu
9:00 Sts./San Fr.
10:00 News
10:30 World/Ent

WSIL - 3

WNGE-2

.4t

8:3014o1. Squares
7:00 America
7:30 iii.Dougels
s
Kong Fu
Outdoor
8:00
Klan.
8:30
9:00 Dan Haley Sh. 9:00 St. S. Fran.
9:30 Movie
6:30n/oyage/Ses

29
WDXR -29

In)'

KFVS - 12
6:30 &monis
7:00 C.aluoci
7:30 Roll Out
8:00 Minch
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

5:30 Cactus
8:00 Weather
6:05 Stooges
7:00 Special
7-30 C/C.arol
8:00 J. Andrews
9:00 Legend/Gran
10:00 News
10:30 YVorld/Ent
12:00 Movie

WSIL - 3

WDXR
• - 29
6:30 Voyage/Sea
7:30 N. Dougels
9:00 Scene 70
10:00 Nite/Terrors

10:00 News
'10:30 P. Meson
11:30 Movie

8:00 Moyer

WLAC - 5
6:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Calucci
7:30 Rog Out

8:30 Tell Truth
7:00 Walton.
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 P. Mason
11:30 Movie

\

V,INGE-2
-6:30 Okety's
7:00 Mary Cricket
7:30 Ch/no Carol
&op J. Andrews
9:00 Legend/Granite
11:30 Concert

TV GUIDE FRIDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 14, 1973 SCHEDULE

12
_ KFVS -12
6:30 Wild/Animals
7:00 Walton,
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

WLAC - 5

TV GUIDE THURSDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 13, 1973 SCHEDULE

KFVS - 12 6:30 Price/Right
7:00 Sonny/Cher
8:00 Cannon
9:00 Koh*
10:00 News
10:30 Movie

,.
ij •

7:00 Lots Luck
7:30 Diane
8:00 Movie
10:00 Scone/Tim
10:30 Tonight
12;00 Tomorrow

WSM - 4

N

,

I

10:00 Scene/Ten

10:30 Tonight
12:00 Midnight Sp

MONDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:30 - Channel 6 • "Key
West," a drama of
adventure and intrigue,
starring Steve Boyd as a
retired CIA agent. Runs 2
his
0:30 - Channel 29 - "Lost
Command", a war
melodrama set in
Indochina. Stars Anthony
Quinn, George Segal,
Claudia Cardinale.
10:30 - Channel 12 "Home Before Dark". Jean
Simmons stars in this
drama of a mental patient's
return home. Also stars
Rhonda Fleming, Efrem
Zimbolist. Runs 2 hrs. 40
min.

Monday
Night Movies

SUNDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:30 - Channel 3 - "The
Brotherhood", a drama
with Kirk Douglas playing a
syndicate chief. Also stars
Susan Strasberg. Runs 2
hrs.
9:30- Channel 29 - "The
Devil at 4 O'clock". This
drama involves a priest and
three criminals on a Pacific
Island. Spencer Tracy stars.
10:1 5 - Channel 3 "Marked Woman".
Humphrey Bogart plays a
prosecutor in this crime
drama. Cast also includes
Bette Davis.

Sunday
Night Movies

SATURDAY NIGHT
MOVIES
7:30 - Channel 3
"Maneater", a thriller
involving four city-born
vacationers and two hungry
tigers. Runs 90 min.
7:30 - Channel 29 "Pepe" - A naive ranch
foreman visits Hollywood.
Cantinflas plays Pepe. Cast
also includes Dan Dailey.
Runs 2 hrs.
8:00 - Channel 6 - "How
To Commit Marriage", a
comedy involving the
generation gap. Bob Hope,
Jackie Gleason, Jane
Wyman included in cast.
10:30 - Channel 3 "Madison Avenue", a
drama starring Dana
Andrews, Eleanor Parker,
Eddie Albert, Jeanne Crain.
Runs 90 min.
10:30 - Channel 6 "Charade". A suspensemelodrama in which Cary
Grant and Audrey Hepburn
are involved with a bunch
of international cutthroats.
Runs 2 hrs.

Saturday
Night Movies

FRIDAY, DECEMBER 7, 1873

WSM - 4
...
..-700 Sanford
7:30 Halhnseit
9:00 Dean Martin

7:00 Flip Wilson
8:00 A. Williams
9,00 Follies
10:00 Scene/Ten
10:30 Tonight
12 00 Tomorrow

WSM - 4

WSM - 4
..i
..7:00 Adam 12
7:30 Movie
9:00 Love Story
10:00 Sams/Ten
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

2

WSM -1.
WLAC - 5
WNG E-2
WDXR - 29
...4101Vismol
Chihli !!
7:00
6:30 Tell Truth
Squares
Holly.
6:30
630 Voyage/Sea
Moods
8 hillI9111519
8:°
7:30 M. Douglas 7:00 Temp. Rising 7:00
5,00 p. oldivl
7:30 Hawaii 5-0
7:30 Move,
900 Football
1000 Sconeited
- 8:30 Shaft
9:00 M. Welby
9:30 Movie
10:30 Tonight
10:00 News
Carmen
12:00 Tomorrow
10:30
11:30 Basketball

TV GUIDE WEDNESDAY EVENING. DECEMBER 12, 1973 SCHEDULE

6:30 busty's Trail
700 Maude
7:33 Herron 5-0
8:30 Shaft
1000 New,
10:30 Moviig.,

KFVS - 12

111

WSIL - 3

11, 1973 SCHEDULE
TV GUIDE TUESDAY EVENING, DECEMBER

KFVS - 12
, 630 Buck Owens
7:00 Grinch
7.30 Frosty
8,00 Perry 'onto
9:00 Med. -Amer
10:00 News
10,30 Movie

6 30 Green Acres
7 00 Sanford
7 30 Borrowers
9.00 D. Martin
10 00 News
10-30 Tonight
1200 Midnight Spec.

,

: Tonight
1030
, Tomorrow
1200

10:00 News

8:30 P. Wagoner
7:00 F. Wilson
8:00 A. Williams
900 Follies

,

•,.. 6:30 Good/Music
7:00 Adam 12
730 PAovie
9:00 Love Story
1000 News
10:30 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

WPSD - 6

WPSD -6
.............
6-30 Let's/Deal
7:00 Chase
9:00 Magician
10:00 News
10- 30 Tonight
12.00 Tomorrow

630 Hal. Squares
7:00 Ozale
7:30 Diane
8:00 Movie
10:00 News
1030 Tonight
12:00 Tomorrow

wPso - 6

William Shatner (back l and Joanna Pettet are homesteaders in
the Wyoming Territory in 1867 in "Pioneer Woman," a drama of
the women who made this country grow, on the ABC Television
Network's "Wednesday Movie of the Week." Dec. 19, (7:30-9:00
p.m., CST).

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

TV GUIDE MONDAY EVENING, DECEMBER 10, 1973 SCHEDULE

Murray, Ky.
753-5273
T
PROFI
LARGE VOLUME - LOW
ess"
"Service Built Our Busin
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ON A
NEW OR USED CAR

PARKER FORD, Inc

Hwy

Differuce
I
'
79

Shopping For
A New Home?

THETLEDGER & TIMES

Shop At Green Acres
WEST TENNESSEE & WESTERN
KENTUCKY HOUSING HEADQUARTERS
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Baptist
Scotts Grove
11.00a ni
Worship Service
7:30pm
Evening worship

the
ds
and
at

First Baptist
10'45ä m
Morning Worship
6 30 p.m
Evening Worship
11 00a m
6 30p m

I govfang
0 but

dec.
oblem
. It
the

Spring Creek
11 00a m
Morning Worship
8 00p
Worship
Evening
Northside
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Martins Chapel United
10 00a m
Sunday School
II 00a m
Worship Service

Locust Grove
11 00am
ng Worship
AAo
7 00p m
ening Worship

First Christian
Worship Services 10 30 am

CHOOSE ANY

Murray Church
10 00a m
Sunday School
11 00a m.
Worship Service
Locust Grove Church
11 00 a.m
Morning Worship
7:00pm.
Evening Worship

Hazel Baptist
11 00a.m.
Morning Worship
7 30p.m.
Evening Worship

...to help you grow •better man out of your boy Regardlems of the
your
Faith of the particular church you choose to help you
child will here more Fad?, it he is raised in the church
Of course the 'punk' will deny this but we have the •ssurance
of•great God, that His Word and His Church
will help to build great men, dependable
men, men who can be trusted
Then parents, say as Jesus said to
you, 'Take My Hand" And once
lead him
your child takes hold
straight to church God has led
both old arid young alike to very !ugh
place. He can do it again W.can be
conquerors ri Drvine strength and
WISCiOgn flows In upon Our souls.
Thee let us abide in the will of God.
obey His inviting voice and
_ march like soldiers to victory

Pentecostal

Poplar Springs
1100a.m
Morning Worship
6:30p.m
Evening Worship

Almo Heights
11 .00am
Morning Worship
7 30p m
Worship
Evening
United, 310 rvan Ave
1000a m.
Sunday School
7 00p m
Evening Worship

Grace Baptist
10 45a m
Morning Worship
700p.rn.
Evening Worship
Blood River
11!00a.m.
Morning Worship
6.30p.m.
Evening Worship

United, New Concord
10:00 a.m.
Sunday School
11 a m., 7p m.
Worship Services

Kirksey Baptist
11:00 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:30p.m.
Worship
Evening

Calvary Temple
10.00a m.
Sunday School
Worship Services 11 a m , 7 30p.m.

Memorial Baptist
10:50a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
10:00
Church School
11:00
Worship Service

New Mt. Carmel Missionary
11:00a.m
Morning Worship
710 p.m
Evening Worship

Kirksey United
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7 00p m
Evening Worship

University
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Coldwater United
Worship Service 11 00 a m 1st &
2nd Sunday 10 00 i m 3rd & 4th.
Sunday School 10.00 a m 1st & 2nd
3rd & 7th
11 00 am
Sunday
Sunday
Temple Hill United
10 -00a m
Morning Worship
11 00a rn.
Sunday School

10 30 a.m.
6.00p.m.

Green Plain
10- 45a.m.
Morning Worship
7.00p.m.
Evening Worship
West Murray
10 50a.m.
Morning Worship
6 00p.m.
Evening Worship

Worship
Union Grove
10 S0a.m.
Morning Worship
6.30p.m.
Evening Worship
Seventh & Poplar
10 40 a.m.
Worship Service
6.00p.m.
Evening Worship

Goshen Methodist
Worship Services at 11 a m 157
3rd Sundays, 7 p m 2nd & Oh
Sundays

New Concord
10:50a.m.
Morning Service
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

Lynn Grove
Worship Service at 9.45 a m 1st &
3rd Sundays, 11 am 2nd 8. 4th
Sunday

Plesant Valley
11:00a.m
Morning Worship
6:00p m
Evening Worship

Cole's Camp Ground
10 00a m
Worship Service

Second Street
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
3:00p.m.
Worship
Evening

Jesus Christ
Of Latter Day Saints
10 00 a m

Sunday School

St. Leo Catholic Church
8am ,11am , ,i 30
Sunday Mass
m Saturday Mass 6 30p m

Elm Grove
11:00am
Morning Worship
7 - 00 p m
Worship
Evening

Christian
Worship Service

Salem Baptist
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7 15p m
Evening Worship

Dexter-Hardin United
10 00a m
.Worship Service
11 00a m
1st & 2nd Sundays,
ist & 3rd & 4th Sunday

Coldwater
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

10:50a.m.
600p.m.

4,

North Pleasant Grove
10 00a m
Sunday School
11 00 a.m.
Worship Service

11 a m , 7p.m.

St. John's Episcopal
9:30a.m.
Immanuel Lutheran

Seventh Day Adventist

Randy Thoronton
Service Co.

Fern Terrace Lodge
Mrs. Mona Purdom-RN-Admin.
"A HOME OF DISTINCTION FOR TrE
SENIOR CITIZEN"
Physician On Call At All Times
753-7109
1105 Stadium View Drive

Air Conditioning-Heating-Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE

-

Boone's Incorporated

II 00 a m
6 00p m

Mobil. Hom• Courts
Ph. 7S3-5201

Mayfield Hwy. 121

7S3-341110

917 Coldwater Rd

OV

KELLEY'S TERMITE 8 PEST
CONTROL

Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.

100 So 13th St.

Sholar's Auto Repair

Astro Car Wash

GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn, Wheat & Soybeans
E.W. Outland, Supt.
Holmes Ellis, Mgr
Phone 7531220

"Every Day You Delay Lets Bugs Have
Their Way."
753-3914

THE CLEANER THAT'S INTERESTED IN YOU

United

Shady Oaks

"WHEN YOU NEED FLOWERS—
THINK OF OURS"

"- Nir-P6'644...1•
... •,:t.ID :_ii'•'..,

753-24 1 1

Phone 753-8181

802 Chestnut
-

,.
Juanita's Flowers,
.
Inc.
4/, 4
ot 1..,
-,,!..
crM
'' .'t#

The J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home

Bethel
?rid & 4th Sunday
Evening

First Presbyterian
9:30a.m.
Church School
10 45a.m.
Worship Service

This page is made possible by the following supporting firms:

10 00 a m
9 30a m

Sabbath School
Worship Service

m
ll
Brooks Chapel United
00a
1st & 3rd Sunday
6 00p m
Evening

Mount Plesant
11 00a m
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

9 15a m
10 10a m

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Waymen Chapel
AME Church
10 45 a m
Morning Services

Oak Grove
10:00a.M.
Sunday School
11 a m., 7 p.m.
Worship Services

10:30a.m.

Sunday School
Morning Worship

Mt Carmel
2nd
Worship Service10 00 a m
Sunday 11 00 a m 4th Sunday
Sunday Sehool 10 00 a m 1st, 3rd &
418, Sunday 11 00 m -2nd Sunday

Liberty Cumberland
10 00a m
Sunday School
11 00a m
Worship Service

Wayman Chapel A.M.E.
Worship Services

Mt. Hebron
1st
Worship Service 10 00 a m
Sunday-11 00 a m 3rd Sunday
1st
Sunday School 11 00 a m
Sunday-- 10 00 a m 2nd, 3rd & 4th
Sunday

Presbyterian

10 30a m
9 30a m

watchtower
Bible Lecture

Owens Chapel
11 00a.m.
Morning Worship
5• 30p m
Worship
Evening

10.00 a..m
11 00a.m.

1 1 00 a m

Jehovah's Witnesses

Sugar Creek
1100a m.
Morning Worship
7.15p.m.
Evening Worship

Friendship
Sunday School
Morning Worship

Science

First Methodist
8 45 8.10 503 m

Russells Chapel United
10:00a.m.
Sunday School
11.00a.m
Morning Worship

Church of

Cherry Corner
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m
Evening Worship

Lena Oak Primitive
2 DOp m
ist Sunday
10 30a m
3rd Sunday

Independent United
10 00a m
Sunday School
11.410 a m
Morning Worship

New Providence
1 t:00 a-ris
Morning Worship .
6 30p m
Evening Worship

First Assembly Of God
10 00a m
Church School
11 00a m
Worship Service

Flint Baptist
11:00a.m.
Morning Worship
7.30p.m.
Evening Worship

Good Shepherd United
10:30a.m
Sunday School
9:30a.m
Worship Service

Church Of Christ

Nazarene

g

7pm

Murray Christian Fellowship
Worship Services 10:30am, 7 pm

Chestnut Street General
10 00a m
Sunday School
11 00a m
Morning Worship

Springs
Si
1100a.m.
Morning **ship
Evetling Worship
6.45 P.M.

South Plesant Grove
10:45 a.m.
Morning Worship
7:00p.m.
Evening Worship

Christian

Faith 115ptist
11:00a.m.
Morning Worshi
630p m
p
Evening Wor

1:00a.m
7:00p.m.

Mount ,Horeb Freewill Baptist
9:30a.m
Sunday School
11:00p.m
Worship

Palestine United
Worship Service 11 a.m 1st Sunday,
Sunday
10 00 a.m. 3rd Sunday
School 10-00 a m 2nd & 4th

L.L.1

,frtti;.(1.1 E II

Emmanuel Missionary
11.00am
Morning Worship
6 . 30p m
Evening Worship

West Fork
Morning Worship
Evening Worship

Methodist

AN INVESTMENT IN YOUR FUTURE

itrr se,v ice_
ane
pen
dn-a
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—Complete Automatic Transmission Service

Murray, Ky.

1102 Chestnut

753-1751

209 S. 7th

I

Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT

WAYNE & CATHY PERRIN—OWNERS
—Bibles-Records-Music-Books—
—Church Supplies-Gifts—

SALES AND SERVICE
Admiral & Whirlpool
Uncle Jeffs Shopping Center

Commercial-Residential
Original Equipment Auto Glass
1202 Johnson Blvd.

RELIGIOUS
BOOKS"

. American
Motors
Cain & Treas Motor Sales

Colonial House
Smorgasbord

Distributing Gulf Products
Tires-Batteries-Accessories
Murray, Ky
South 2nd St.
Ph. 642-4624, Paris
Ph. 753-3571, Murray

A Choice Selection nf Relishes-Salads-Meats
Vegetables and Desserts
Fast Service—Open Sundays
Phone 753-2700
Hwy. 641 North

MD

Ambassador-Hornet-Matador-Gremlin-Jeep
Top Quality Used Cars
Phone 753-6448
Five Points

r

DAISUN
S. 12th St.

OPEN EVENINGS TIL 8:00

oorepaints

753-7114

1210 Main M

Murray, Ky.

Claude Vaughn

HENNY PENNY CHICKEN-PIZZA-SPAGHETTI

1

&emu

1206 Chestnut St.

Ph. 753-3080

Phone 753-7997
4.1

..-A.44,•*
.-e.

Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.

—

SOO Main
753-3231

Hwy. 94-1 Mi. E. Murray—Ph. 753-6685

So. 12th & Story
753-4655

-.
of4...
' •
‘."4

Palace Cafe

"THE EXTRAORDINARY BANK"
Merhber FDIC

—Sales — Service
—Park Rental

24,=I ea'

25 cent Delivery on All Orders

Chestnut St.
753-1215

753-79/2

Five Points

..ft
fi

i

Shirley Florist

TOM ANDREWS—YOUR HOST
-Sandwiches
Steaks-Chops-Seafood Plates
Ribeye Steak
Specials: Mon., Sirlion Steak—Tue.,
Fish
Chicken—Fri.,
,
Sirloin—Thurs.
Wed., Ground
to 753-4419
No. 17th Ext. 441 — Call in Orders

•

FLOWERS FOR ALL OCCASIONS
. . .
MEMBER FTD

Guy Spann
Realty

7...."rail
nent

Murray, Ky
Benton, Ky

Murray Livestock Co.
SOLE EVERY TUESDAY AT 1 P.M.—PH
Hogs bought daily
WM. E. DODSON, OWNER

Ph. 753-9634
Ph. 527-8322

SO Varieties of Roses
& Supplies
Shrubbery
be
All Types of Bird Houses

Donuts

Open 6:00 a.m -Close 11:00 pm
" 1004 Chestnut
753-89

500 N 4th-

753-5334

ODixieCream

Shirley Garden Center

Perkins Pancake'and
Steak House

U 5 641 North 6 a m -10 p m Everday
Worlds largest and finest chain of Pancake Houses,
locally owned and operated.
—JOIN US AFTER CHURCH—
"THE PLENTIFUL PLATE PLACE"

Residential-Commercial-Farm-Building Lots and
Lake Property-Buying-Selling-Leasing
518 W. Main
Phone 753-7724

753 3251

502 N. 4th St

Murray'', Ky

MORRIS MOBILE
HOMES, Inc.

.

9

Grecian Steak House

-

7 53 1717

RI 4

COMPLIMENTS

Trenholm's Drive-In

V

John D. Grogan Mobile Homes

Paschall Truck Lines

Plumbing, Heating and Air Conditioning
Commercial and Residential-Sales 6 Service
Repairs & Instattation—Gas & Sewer
Phone 753-6168
501 N 4th

I

TIDWELL PAINT a FLOOR
COVERING At
Benjamin
.

Murray Datsun, Inc.

Ph 753 7494

606 S. 4th
COMPLIMENTS

• udy Lovett Distributing
Co. Inc.

ip

MR. & MRS. WM. A. JONES, OWNERS

HEATING SHEET METAL-AIR CONDITIONING
Phone 753-4832
Ilth at Chestnut

61

I

i.

Freed Cotham Co., Inc.

2534334

--

Peck's Auto & Furniture
Upholstery

-Book

Serving Murray State University
1413 Olive Blvd.

753-7117

-,_____

Murray's Most Complete Department Store
753-7175
entral Shopping Center

JAS. D. CLOPTON DIV.

Wallace's
Store

"BIBLES 8.

"-----,,,

Costs'

"West Kentucky Transportation Center
Your Full Line Chrysler Corp. Dealer
7531372
4115 at Poplar

Phone 753 1319

Industrial Road

Lassiter & Frankhouser
Glass Company

Ph 753-3037

Taylor Motors, Inc.

MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE

Ph. 474-2211 Ext 171

Ky. Lake State Park

Dunn Furniture, TV 8
Appliance

753-3164

WI Coldwater Rd

Stokes Tractor & Implement Co.

J.W. WILHAM—MGR.
*HOUSE BOAT RENTALS *

"BOWLING AT ITS BEST"
Phone 753-2202
1415 Main Street

Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires

.—

Kenlake Marina

Corvette Lanes Inc.

Ewing Tire Service

iiii=iiii

"IT'S FINGER LICKIN 1 GOOD"
Try Our Delicious Beef and Ham Sandwiches
Sycamore at 12th
Call in Orders 753-7101

751 4424

605 Maple St.

753-042S

808 Chestnut St

Kentucky 'Fria Ckicket

Murray Auto Parts

The Christian Book Center

753 4034

Kentucky Lake Oil Company
sant
set

JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCTS
Mayfield
247 1467

Murray
753 1323

i

1

Jones Brothers Body Shop

Hutson Chemical Co., Inc.

Wells Electric

"FOR ALL YOUR FERTILIZER NEEDS"
Phone 751-1933

Murray, Ky.

„amommoir

II

Wayne Darnell Outboard Marine

,

Your Johnson Motors Dealer
Sales-Service•Parts
Complete Boating Supplies

,,sca—mmitriolkAPPAI,
_

Col. and Mrs. Thomas Brown—Owners
Bel-Air Shopping Center

I

753-3734

3""121
"

FOR THE FINEST IN MOVIE ENTERTAINMENT

Discount Carpet Center

CENTRAL

"CARPET FOR LESS"

LUBIE & REBA'S
owners
Lubie & Reba Parrish, 753-8488

Ward-Elkins
RCA VICTOR-FRIGIDAIRE-MAYTAG

SOuth ith lin old Ice Plant Bldg )
—

403 Maple

Phone 753.1713

1100 Chestnut Street—Phone

•41,

11

CINEMAS
No* 1400.

..
641 Super Shell
FREE PICK-UP AND DELIVERY
Open 4:00 a.m. Close 12:00
SOlith 12th Street—Phone 7534131

pm.

753 6660

- - --"-- West Kentucky- Rurai Electric
Co-Operative Corp.
Phone 753-5012

Phil* 704-2345 and 434-5376

vir

.... 1••••• lo

SUPER BURGER
newin6

Lassiter Auto Sales

BERT, ALTON AND NED JONES
COMPLETE AUTO BODY REPAIRING
Insurance claim work. Free estimates
Ph 753.7150
Hwy. 441S.(Hazel, Hwy.)

I

Lynhurst Resort

Storey's Food Giant

'

-

Carroll- Tire Serviceagellow

YOUR 1,001I-ROYAL TIRE DEALER
i
1105 Pogue-1.'2 Block E. of S. 12th—Phone 753 1489

•

...4_,....r.i.-.¢1,-,nt H. - •
,
-r.
..,-.,33,--

-- .

SliiieS -CafeNational Hotel Building

'

11 r
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Here Are Holiday Fruitcakes
You Can Be Proud To Create
The rewards of making your
own fruit cakes are well worth
the time and patience they
reqire. A home made fruit cakes
is truly a creation to be proud of.
Freshly cut, they have the look
of a fine mosaic or a stained
glass window.
In earlier times liquor was
used to preserve the cakes.
modern
Today,
with
refrigeration, the liquor isn't
necessary except for the taste.
Fruit juice may be used in these
recipes to replace the liquor if
you prefer.
Fruit cakes are best if made
three or four weeks before they
are served. They should be
stored in air-tight containers or
foil in a cool dry place. Fruit
cakes freeze well; however,
they should be aged before
freezing.
Finely chopped fruits and nuts
make a more compact cake for
easy cutting. But the larger
pieces of fruit and nuts give the
sliced cake its beauty. Use a
wooden spoon to pack the
unbaked fruit cake mixture
firmly into the lined pans. This
makes them less crumbly
when sliced.
MINCEMEAT CAKE
Although not a real fruit cake,
this recipe is a good substitute.
It is easy to whip up and not
expensive. This cake should be
stored only about two weeks.
2 C. flour'
3 tsp. baking powder
% tsp. soda
% C. shortening
'
,a tsp. salt
tsp. cinnamon
% tsp. cloves
% tsp. nutmeg
1 C. sugar
2 eggs
1 C. tomato soup
2 C. mince meat
1 C. chopped nuts
Sift flour, baking powder and
together.
Cream
soda
shortening, salt and spices,
gradually add sugar and
continue creaming; beat eggs,
add, and blend well. Alternately
add the flow mixture with the
soup and mincemeat. Add nuts.
Bake in a greased 10 inch tube
pan at 350 degrees about 1 hour.
dry
using
NOTE:
If
mincemeat, add 1 cup water to
package
ounce
of
2-9
mincemeat. Boil 3 minutes. Cool
before using.
If self-rising flour is used
omit salt, soda and baking

w5
14W
JAZ
A Gift In GoodTiaits
For the Paperboy
When he stops to collect
this month let him know he
really rates' Give him a
Jerry s gift certificate
book— he II think you re
really great,(He might even
get the paper on the porOh
the next day—
to say.thanks
to you'

So. lgth Street

•

Got a question or a comment about homemaking? Address
it to "The Asket Basket," in care of Mrs. Sally DuFord, P.O.
Box 1213, Paris.
The following recipe was sent ill by Mrs. David N. Cook,
Mrs. Ann Ashlock of Paris. and Mrs. Ben Jackson of Humboldt,
GRASSHOPPER PIE
2 pkg. Jello, lime or lemon
I The. sugar
% tsp. salt
2 C. boiling water
% C. cold water
1-3 C. Cresne de Menthe
14 C. Creme de Cocoa
1 tsp. vanilla
1 egg white
1 C. whipping cream
9 inch crumb pie shell
Dissolve the Jello, 2 Tbs. sugar, salt in boiling water. Add
cold water, liquor and vanilla. Cnill until slightly thickened.
Beat egg white. Gradually add remaining sugar, beat until
whites stand in peaks. Whip cream.
Measure /
1
2 C. Jello and set aside. Blend meringue, Jello
and whipping cream in remaining mixture. Chill until thick
and spoon into pie crust. Sprinkle the /
1
2C.iello over the pie,
drag a knife through the top of the pie, this makes a marble
design on top. Decorate with chocolate curls or whipped
cream. (1111
Crumb Crag
IN Chocolate chip cookies or 11-3 chocolate wafer crumbs
/
1
2 C. sugar
k• C. softened batter or margarine
Blend all ingredients and press into a 9 inch pie pan .
This non -alcohoiic version was sent in by Mrs. Anna Wright
of Murray, Ky.
GRASSHOPPER PIE
1 graham cracker crust (9 inches(
1 ean sweetened condensed milk
I @mall container whipped topping
1 1 ca. can frozen time conseutrate
Few chaps green food coloring
Oambine sweetened condensed milk, topping and Limeade
Mix well. Acid a few drops green food coloring. Mix. Pour Into
prepared crust. Refrigerator pie. May be cut in 30 minutes.
LIGHT FRUIT CAKE
Lel C. butter or margarine
1 C. sugar
3 eggs
I egg yolk
1)4 C. brandy
2 Tbs. sherry
1 Tbs. orange juice
1 C. white raisins
1,2 C. each, citron, lemon peel,
and orange peel
I/41 C. candied pineapple
1 C. shredded coconut
1 C.chopped almonds or walnuts
2/
1
2 C. flour "
1 tsp. baking powder
% Tsp. salt
Cream butter, sugar,eggs and
egg yolk. Add brandy, sherry
and orange juice. Combine
fruits. Sift flour, baking powder
and salt over fruits coating the
fruits well. Thoroughly combine
the creamed mixture with the
flour mixture.
Grease a 10inch tube cake pan
and line it with waxed paper.
Grease the waxed paper. Pour
cake batter into pan. Place in a
275 degree oven; bake 11
/
2 to 2
hours or until done. Cool on
racks; remove from pans, peel
off paper. Wrap in cloth
dampened with brandy then in
foil. Store several weeks before
serving.

* If self-rising flour is used
omit baking powder and salt.
FRUIT CAKE (traditional)
1 C. salad (vegetable) oil
1% C. brown sugar, packed
4 eggs
3 C. flour *
1 C. chopped citron (or mixed
candled fruits)
1% C. whole candled cherries
1 C. chopped candled pineapple
1 C. seedless raisins
3 C. coarsely chopped nuts
1 tsp. baking powder
2 tsp. salt
2 tsp. cinnamon
2 tsp. allspice
1 tsp. cloves
1 C. orange juice
Heat oven to 275 degrees. Line
two 9x5x3 inch pans with lightly
greased brown paper.
Combine oil, sugar and eggs;
beat 2 minutes. In a large bowl,
combine 1 C. flour with fruits
and nuts. Sift remaining flour
with baking powder, salt, and
spices. Stir into creamed
mixture alternately with orange
juice. Pour batter over fruit
mixture; blend well. Turn into
prepared pans. Place a pan of
water on lower oven rack. Bake
cakes 2/
1
2 to 3 hours or until
done. Cool on wire racks;

remove from pans, peel off
paper. Wrap in cloth dampened
in wine or barndy; then in foil.
Store several weeks before
serving.
* If using self rising flour omit
baking powder and salt.
DATE CAKE
8 oz. chopped dates
1 C. chopped pecans
1 C. shortening
2 C. sugar
4 C. All Purpose flour
4 eggs, separated
1 1-3 C. buttermilk
1 tsp. soda
2 Tb. grated orange rind
Dredge dates and nuts in /
1
2
cup of the flour. Cream
shortening,sugar and egg yolks.
Dissolve soda in the buttermilk
and
add
it
to
the
creamed misture alternately
with the remaining flour. Fold in
dates and nuts. Beat egg whites
until stiff; fold them into batter.
Grease a 10 inch tube pan,
line it with waxed paper and
grease again. Pour batter into
prepared pan. Bake at 300
degrees for 11
/
2 hours. When
cake is done,and still in the pan,
make small holes in the top by
piercing it with a toothpick.
Pour the orange juice mixture
over the top and allow it to drain
well into the cake.
Orange Glaze
1 C. orange juice
2 C. sugar
2 Tbs. grated orange rind
Combine and stir until sugar
is dissolved. Pour over warm
Date Cake.
BOURBON-PECAN CAKE
1 C. whole red candied cherries
2 C. white seedless raisin.,
2 C. bourbon
2 C. softened butter
2 C. sugar
2 C. dark brown sugar, packed
8 eggs, separated
5 C. sifted all purpose flour
4 C. pecan halves
1% tsp. baking powder
1 tsp. salt
1 tsp, ground nutmeg
Combine cherries, raisins and
bourbon in a large mixing bowl.
Cover tightly and let stand in the
refrigerator over night. Drain
fruits and reserve bourbon.
Place butter in the large bowl of
an electric mixer and beat on
medium speed until light and
fluffy. Add sugars gradually,
beating on medium speed until
well blended. Add egg yolks,
beating until well blended.
Combine /
1
2 cup of the flour
with the pecans. Sift the
remaining flour with the baking
powder, salt and nutmeg. Add 2
cups of the flour mixture to the
creamed mixture and mix
thoroughly. Add the reserved
bourbon an/ the remainder of
the flour mixture alternately,
ending with flour. Beat well
after each addition. Beat egg
whites until stiff but not dry; fold
gently into cake batter. Add
drained fruits and floured
pecans to the cake batter; blend
thoroughly.
Grease a 10-inch tube cake
pan; line with wax paper
Grease and lightly flour wax
paver. Pour cake batter into
ayan to within 1 inch of the top
(The remaining batter may be
baked in a small loaf pan.
prepared in the same manner as
the tube cake pan.) Place in 275
degree oven; bake tube cake 41
/
2
to 5 hours and loaf cake 2 hours,
or until a cake tester inserted in
the center of cakes comes out
clean.
Cool cakes in pans on rack
about 2 to 3 hours. Remove
cakes from pans; peel off wax
paper.
Wrap
cakes
in
cheesecloth saturated with
bourbon;
then
wrap
in
aluminum foil or plastic wrap
and store in a tightly covered
container in the refrigerator for
several weeks. Cut into think
slices to serve.
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Lane'Love Chest

C(

SI
ake the greatest
cooking discovery
since fire!
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Call
MICROWAVE OVEN

HIS GIFT OF A LANE I LOVE CHEST
LOVE IS .
8 out of 10 girls who get onc from their boyfriends
are married within a year — which is why the Lane
Chest is called "the gift that starts the home."

Cooks
everything
in just about
/
1
4 the normal
cooking time!
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n I 11)1
‘
‘K

Phone

753-1474

NTERIORS

•• 5 lb roast
ntenuNe

.•
seconds
••

namburg.. ,n
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20 lb 11/rlury '
minutes par
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,
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Post Citric. Box 412
Tenth and Ovionsit

Court Square

Murray, Kentucky 42071

BICYCLES
Even when you're doing nothing, you're doing something on
a Raleigh bicycle Something good for your body and mind
There's probably no easier way to get in tune with yourself
And with a Raleigh you won't have to worry
about it wearing out before its time A Raleigh is
precision made from the finest quality components
to last for years That's what won Raleigh its
formidable racing reputation all over the world
Raleigh makes so many models that there is
literally one lit tor you Shown here is the
Raleigh Sprite with new self -adiusting brakes
See (Raleigh dealer) then see a new you

1
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4
BICYCLE FIT FOR YOU

Pa
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Open 7 days a week
Store Hours:
Starting Monday,Dec. 10
Mon. - Fri. 9:30-7:00
Sat. 8:30-7:00
Sun. 1:00-6:00
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•
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its

We have a complete lay-away plan
Get your bike now and we'll store it until Christmas Eve

SPOKE 81 PEDAL

511 So. 12th

Phone 753-0388

Hospital Report

111111111u
I111111111114 .

"FUNERAL

ARRANGEMENTS WITHIN REACH

OF EVERYONE.

.

Because we deal with people in the most tryingtKours of their lives, we have always been fully
aware of the need for openness and clarity in making arrangements. The pressures on
members
of a family who have suffered a great loss are tragic enough without creating doubt or confusion
in
their minds concerning the funeral service As much as it is within our power,we try
to create an
atmosphere of confidence and serenity before, during, and forever after the service.

The J.H.Churchill Funeral Home
Third and)fapla.Streera

Phone.

Murray, Kentucky

7534411

...—...-......”..KetseteaaChiereitilI Imes.•

Tommy L.. Walker, Owners

,"Service With Reverence, Sincerity, Dignity end Economy"'
"Authortred 10 service Kentucky Funeral Directors
Burial Astn Potiries

s

December 4, 1973
ADULTS 115
NURSERY 5
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Patsy Carol Pittman and
Baby Boy, Route 4, Box 615.
Murray, Baby Girl Brandon
(Judy Kay, Mother), Route 2,
Murray.
DISMISSALS
Oscar Buel Duncan, Route 1,
Dexter, Loyd Cephur Jones,
1005 Payne, Murray, Rural
Route Jones, 312 S. 9th St ,
Murray, Jerry Wayne Maness,
Box 71, Dexter, Mrs. Brenda
Joyce Snriith, Route 3, Paris,
Tenn., Robert Riley Lovins,
Route 5, Box 2260, Murray, John
Melvin Morgan, Box 43, Hazel,
Mrs. Eta Marelle Burkeen,
Route I, Dexter, Mrs. Patricia
Ann Sykes, Box 344, Murray,
Mrs. Molly Ann Morgan, Route
1, Box. ..4A., ,Kirkscy, Mrs.
Margaret Franklin, Box 1178,
bISU, Murray, Thomas Wesley
Nesbitt, Route 1, Hazel, Ernest Dunn Hanley, Route 2,
Murray, Mrs. Vara Pearl Hale.
215 S. 15th., Murray.

610
2-DOOR HARDTOP

Come Out and See Us Today!

POLAROID SQUARE SHOOTER 2
KIT
includes Carrying Case, Flash Cubes, Film

DATSUN

Reg. '32.88

FROM NISSAN WITh PRIDE

$2488

Polaroid® by Polaroid Corporation

Murray Datsun, Inc.
So. 12th SC-------/5171147
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